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Abstract

Many rural agricultural areas around the world are facing severely depleted groundwater

resources, which farmers rely on to increase agricultural productivity through irrigation. If

groundwater in these areas is to be sustainably utilized, total withdrawals must be diminished

from their current levels, which may cause a welfare loss on the part of farmers and their

communities. The level of welfare loss (if any) and its distribution will depend which of a

wide array of policies are implemented to curtail water use. In theory, the policies may take

many forms, including direct and indirect rationing, direct and indirect marginal pricing,

tradable water rights, and subsidizing water efficient technologies such as microirrigation.

Depending on the environment in which they are implemented, these policies vary widely

in terms of cost, effectiveness, and political feasibility, and may lead to many non-obvious

interactions when multiple policies are implemented simultaneously.

This research contributes to a policy debate motivated by the situation in North Gu-

jarat, India, where a mix of recently enacted policies has somewhat helped to improve the

groundwater situation, but in an inefficient manner. Specifically, this research is aimed

at understanding the changes water market participants may experience should there be a

move to formalize water markets and establish tradable water rights – a costly and polit-

ically challenging proposition, but one with ostensibly significant advantages. It considers

the situation in which fragmented private groundwater markets already exist as a collection

of monopolies, and a policy is needed to reduce village-level water use to sustainable levels,
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focusing on two questions. What are the marginal effects of a tradable water rights system

on income distribution across buyers and sellers, and how are they contingent on a variety

of policy settings and other uncertainties?

These questions are addressed using a simulation framework in which a population

of smallholder agents exchanges water in competitive and monopolistic water markets. In

any given model run, agents are modeled as producing one of two crops: a water inefficient

low revenue crop, and a water efficient crop with higher revenues that also requires capital

investment to grow (which captures the choice between flood irrigation versus microirrigation,

though can also represent field crops vs horticulture). Farmers are assumed to maximize

profits subject to water prices which determined by policy or endogenous water markets,

and subject to capital constraints on their ability to adopt microirrigation, which are in turn

affected by subsidy and loan policy for the water efficient technology. While the individual

agent-level model is somewhat simplistic from an agronomic perspective, a systematic and

wide parametric exploration of agent interaction via the water market allows characterization

of the outcomes that may arise from the simultaneous interaction of many different policies,

under many different population types.

I present results showing the impacts to buyer and seller populations across tens of

thousands of parameter combinations chosen to explore this range of plausible interactions.

Not surprisingly, buyers typically benefit from the merging of fragmented monopolies into

a single competitive water market, often at the expense of sellers who lose their monopoly

rent. However, in a surprisingly large number of cases the gains from trade among sellers

can outweigh their losses in monopoly rent, and in some cases buyers can be made worse

off. Pairing the market formalization with subsidies to adopt microirrigation can improve

outcomes for both buyers and sellers, though such subsidies are not always Pareto-improving

at the private level, due differential adoption and productivity levels between buyers and

sellers. They are also socially inefficient in many cases once subsidy costs have been accounted

for. In general, the "win-win" potential of formalizing the water market depends heavily on
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cropping patterns, agent characteristics governing technology adoption, and the degree of

water scarcity. This implies that, while the establishment of tradable water rights will often

bring many benefits to smallholder populations, it is not guaranteed to do so and any ex-ante

detailed assessments of such a policy must consider village- and aquifer-level details, as well

as the factors governing technology adoption.
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Chapter 1

Challenges of Fair and Efficient Groundwater

Management in North Gujarat and Beyond

1.1 Groundwater depletion in North Gujarat

The region of North Gujarat within Gujarat State in India is supported largely by an econ-

omy built on smallholder agriculture. Considered to comprise the districts of Banaskantha,

Ghandinagar, Mehsana, Sabarkantha, and Patan, it is home to approximately nine million

people and approximately one million distinct agricultural holdings of various classes (Na-

tional Census 2012, National Informatics Center 2012). Agriculture in the region saw a

tremendous boom in productivity during the latter part of the twentieth century, thanks

to the rapid spread of groundwater irrigation (Gupta, 2004). In 2002-2003, there were ap-

proximately 1,184,700 hectares irrigated annually (gross irrigated area, Gujarat Directorate

of Agriculture 2006b). However, the groundwater supporting this boom has been poorly

managed, leaving many areas in the region with rapidly declining water tables. Figure 1.1

shows significant groundwater overexploitation in many talukas.1

Such unsustainable groundwater use is not unique to North Gujarat, being present in

1An administrative unit smaller than a district but larger than a community or village.
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Figure 1.1: Aquifer depletion in different talukas of Gujarat.
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other states of India (Gupta and Deshpande, 2004; The World Bank, 2010) and also many

areas around the world (Giordano, 2009). While groundwater irrigation provides many

benefits, groundwater overdraft generally is associated with notable negative externalities

(Reddy, 2005). Even in the short run, more energy is required for pumping as water tables are

lowered, and in the long run greater investment costs are required to dig deeper wells and buy

more powerful pumps. In many areas, groundwater depletion can allow salinity ingress, which

in turn lowers the quality of water for all (Gupta, 2004). In addition, the unregulated but

capital-intensive nature of water access has resulted in access being increasingly concentrated

in the hands of landowners holding sufficient capital to acquire deep wells and large pumps,

exacerbating inequality in multiple ways (Bhatia, 1992; Prakash, 2005).

In the long term, failure to address overuse of groundwater may undermine the agri-

cultural economy in the region altogether. Both the mission of the Government of Gujarat’s

Agriculture and Co-Operation Department and the mandate of the Central Groundwater

Board profess concerns over efficiency, equity and sustainability of the farming system and

water use.2 Yet, while policy has moved forward in the last decade, the lack of correlation

between groundwater controls, scarcity, and socioeconomic conditions makes it difficult to

argue that these are being fully addressed.

1.2 Traditional policy options for managing agricultural water

scarcity

A variety of economic mechanisms exist to manage scarce water resources, and these gener-

ally make tradeoffs between optimality and feasibility of implementation. Tsur and Dinar

(1997) provide an overview of different pricing options, which range from direct volumet-

ric pricing to indirect measures such as fixed charges based on cropped area. While direct

volumetric pricing provides the greatest incentive for efficient water use and has been advo-
2http://agri.gujarat.gov.in/department/mission.htm accessed 2012-05-31;

http://cgwb.gov.in/WCR/profile.htm accessed 2012-05-31
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cated for Gujarat (Gupta, 2004), indirect measures such as marginal pricing resulting from

pumping costs may be effective, though their lack of strict correlation to true scarcity can

be problematic (Shah et al., 2009). Similarly, water rationing is a direct control measure

that is potentially able to fully address desired sustainability targets, but divergence be-

tween the ecological scale of water scarcity and the small scale of farm-level rationing may

lead to inefficient or inequitable outcomes. In the North Gujarat context, water rationing

can be achieved through the electricity scheme since so much of the groundwater depletion

relies on electric pumps (Shah et al., 2004). A third option for controlling water use involves

the promotion of more water-efficient cropping techniques, which may include switching to

different crops, or the adoption of microirrigation which allows equivalent or increased yields

while preserving water (more “crop per drop”).

Until recently, these techniques were not applied in North Gujarat with explicit water

management goals in mind. Right of access to groundwater was determined by land own-

ership, and the effective marginal cost of water extraction to the farmer was near zero, as

the electricity used to pump the water was charged at annual flat rate based on the size

of the well-owner’s pump (Kumar and Singh, 2001). This lead to a “race to the bottom of

the aquifer,” in which farmers with well access could use what they needed and sell what

they did not to other farmers. While such water use and marketing did much to improve

productivity and also expand access to water (and therefore had positive equity benefits,

highlighted early on by Shah and Raju, 1988), it was not surprisingly unsustainable. This

is in spite of the fact that farmers were subject to some de facto rationing in the form of

grid-capacity limitations on the supply of agricultural electricity necessary to pump water

from significant depths. However, this rationing was not coordinated with groundwater man-

agement, and was insufficient to arrest groundwater depletion in some regions, as farmers

often used capacitors to step up electricity from a more reliable but lower voltage domestic

supply (Shah et al., 2004).

Recently, however, Gujarat has enacted new policies that reflect a mix of the above op-
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tions. Most of these policies are part of the recent Jyotirgram scheme, an ambitious program

to improve the electricity grid throughout the state. While serving a variety of purposes,

when viewed through a water management lens Jyotirgram may be thought of as trading

quantity for quality: Modifications to the electricity grid mean that farmers are now subject

to more strongly enforced rationing of the power supply for drawing water, but the power

is generally much more reliable both in availability (set on pre-announced schedules) and

also with regards to the quality of available power, leading to far fewer equipment-damaging

surges, shorts and voltage drops (Shah and Verma, 2008). This successfully enforced ra-

tioning has led to some significant reductions in groundwater use in some areas. In addition,

as part of the Jyotirgram restructuring, electricity connections to new pumps are required

to be placed on unit based electricity pricing, rather than just a flat rate – this at least

puts a marginal cost on water use even if it is not strictly related to its social value. Lastly,

Gujarat has also implemented a subsidy system to encourage the adoption of water-efficient

microirrigation technologies, such as drip systems and low-pressure sprinklers. The system

includes a 50% subsidy for microirrigation adoption (up to a limit), and also helps broker

loans to cover up to 80% of the remaining cost (Gujarat Green Revolution Company Limited,

2012; Indu et al., 2008).

All of these policies definitely shape the equity, efficiency and sustainability outcomes

at the groundwater-agriculture nexus. However, they do not address any of those three

issues directly, except perhaps the financial sustainability of the electricity system. There

is therefore no a priori reason to suspect that the current state of policy is sufficient along

any of those criteria. There almost certainly exist areas in the state where unsustainable

groundwater withdrawal remains possible (sustainability is therefore not addressed), and

areas where farmers are deprived of irrigation benefits because rationing limits extraction

of water to below sustainable levels (efficiency is not addressed). In general, de facto water

rights remain with landowners wealthy enough to have dug wells or share well ownership,

thus preferentially allotting control over a public good to those wealthy enough to access it.
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Thus, equity is not addressed.

One challenge and opportunity in North Gujarat is the prevalence of informal water

markets, which means that those with greater access to water can sell it to those who

otherwise may not have access. The benefits of water markets include improved access

for those unable to afford the costs of private well ownership, and efficiency incentives for

buyers and sellers, since water use has an opportunity cost in a market setting. These

benefits have been recognized for several decades (Shah and Raju, 1988), and continue to

be confirmed (Manjunatha et al., 2009). However, under increasing water restrictions, well

owners may find it more beneficial to exercise their market power and use their limited water

resources mostly for themselves, leaving more farmers without any irrigation access. Even

in less scarce conditions, farmers can exercise monopoly power in their relationships with

tenants and buyers. Dubash (2000) and Prakash (2005) document qualitative evidence of

power asymmetries, while Jacoby et al. (2004) undertook a rigorous statistical analysis and

found evidence of monopoly pricing behavior on the part of tubewell owners in the Punjab.3

Overall, the unregulated nature of such markets means not only do they not necessarily lead

to sustainable or socially efficient outcomes, but implementing other water management

policies in their presence may exacerbate inequality.

1.3 Time for tradable water rights?

While informal markets may have mixed implications for goals of efficiency, equity and

sustainability, a formalized and competitive water market featuring tradable water rights

(TWR) may have the potential to address all three. Such a system, similar to cap and trade

schemes for climate change, could ensure sustainability by capping water withdrawals at the

level of aquifer recharge. It could ensure equity by distributing at least some water rights to

non-well owners who would then be ensured of either access to water or to income from selling
3While Jacoby et al found a relatively small amount of monopoly power in groundwater markets, the study

was in a region that also had access to canal water, which may have mitigated the degree of power that
could be exercised.
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their water rights to other users, and also likely reduce their exposure to monopoly power.

Efficiency would also be addressed because water rights would be more easily transferable

and monopoly power of well-owners would decrease, bringing the price of water in line with

the marginal social benefit.

The benefits of formalized tradable water rights systems have been argued for for some

time (Rosegrant and Binswanger , 1994; Thobani, 1997) though with recognition that they

are not suitable everywhere and that their implementation must be carefully considered.

Kumar and Singh (2001) advocate tradable water rights for North Gujarat specifically, and

they do hold a special feasibility in North Gujarat, since many of the typical equity or moral

arguments about pricing or trading water are not as relevant: Farmers have already chosen

to engage in such trading. Therefore the question is whether formalizing the markets will

be worthwhile for improving productivity and distributional outcomes.

Formalizing water markets, however, would require significant investments in infras-

tructure in order to accurately meter water withdrawals, and would likely face significant

opposition from the subset of farmers who benefit from the current system. However, secu-

rity of water rights can bring benefits to all, and it may also be possible to increase political

feasibility of water reforms by combining tradable water rights with technology subsidies.

1.4 Microirrigation: A win-win technology, sometimes

Microirrigation (MI) is an irrigation technology with relatively high up-front costs that gen-

erally increases yields and reduces input requirements. The potential benefits are well-

established and have been recognized in India and elsewhere for some time. As examples,

Sivanappan (1994) identifies the high benefit/cost ratios of microirrigation adoption in India,

and while Dhawan (2000) finds the Sivanappan values grossly overestimated, his own num-

bers remain very favorable to adoption when making more pessimistic assumptions. More

broadly, Postel et al (2001) argued for wide scale adoption of drip irrigation across the de-
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veloping world as a poverty alleviation device. Indu et al. (2008) find tremendous gains for

Gujarati adopters, on the order of three-fold when paired with other productivity enhancing

and risk reducing activities. Using data from North Gujarat, Kumar has demonstrated the

technical feasibility of preserving agricultural livelihoods while drastically reducing water use

via crop shifting and microirrigation adoption (Kumar and Singh, 2007, Chapter 7)

While it is clear that a farmer with MI may get more income from a given piece of land

and likely use less water, more microirrigation adoption does not necessarily solve aggregate

scarcity or equity problems. On a larger scale and in the absence of a coordinating framework,

farmers may just expand the area they irrigate (thus losing any net water saving benefits).

Conversely, many farmers may not adopt otherwise beneficial technology because of real

or perceived constraints. These include insufficient wealth to pay for them, insufficient

access to credit, lack of awareness or incorrect perceptions of the technology benefits, as

well as justified skepticism of technology reliability and availability of support networks (all

discussed more extensively in Chapter 2). Thus, it can easily be the case that farmers who

are poor or uninformed or in underserved areas do not adopt, while wealthier or more well-

informed farmers do – thereby widening the inequality gap, and also limiting potential water

savings.

The existence of water markets also means that the distributional implications of mi-

croirrigation may move beyond just the additive outcomes of individual behavior. Depending

on local conditions, adoption of microirrigation may lower the market price of water and pro-

vide a benefit to other buyers, or increase it due to the higher value of water as an input.

These complications suggest it is important to consider how microirrigation policy interacts

with market structure when considering a change in policy related to either one.
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1.5 Research questions: The impact of tradable water rights

under diverse policy, social and physical conditions

The above discussion highlights that Gujarat has taken some steps to address water scarcity,

but that such steps leave much to be desired with respect to achieving a sustainable, eq-

uitable and productive agricultural system. Yet the problem is not so much whether other

more theoretically optimal policies exist, the question is more about whether they are worth

implementing, given their political and fiscal costs, and whether their benefits will be sig-

nificantly mitigated or enhanced when applied to heterogeneous populations with varying

market structures.

Unfortunately, few quantitative models and studies exist that simultaneously consider

these three important factors of market structure, technology adoption, and heterogeneous

population features, in Gujarat or elsewhere. Motivated by the situation in North Gujarat,

this dissertation helps bridge this gap by providing a quantitative framework to investigate

the following research questions:

• Under what conditions does it make sense to consider implementing a tradable water

rights system?

– How do the potential benefits of moving to TWR compare to potential implemen-

tation costs?

– How does the magnitude and distribution of benefits vary for populations with

different economic characteristics?

– How does TWR interact with microirrigation policy?

Essentially, the analysis proposed here explores many scenarios for the benefits side of a

cost-benefit analysis, while avoiding claims to specific predictive modeling capacity. The

fiscal costs and political costs necessary to formalize and ensure competitiveness in water

markets will vary greatly from village to village and so are not modeled here. They are,

however, given attention through the analytic framework developed in Chapter 5, in which
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outcomes are decomposed according to buyer and seller populations, with a focus on the

magnitude and acceptability of the distributional effects of the policy changes. Ultimately,

the analysis presented here helps to identify the range of outcomes that may emerge, and

how they are contingent on village features. This can help guide decisions about whether to

further investigate tradable water rights in different villages, and also provide warnings out

unintended consequences that may emerge. The model developed will not provide specific

calibrated predictions about what will happen in individual situations, but developed, run,

and analyzed in a way that still affords useful insight into the problem of formalizing water

rights.

1.6 Overview of modeling approach

The model developed here builds a somewhat complex market and set of computational ex-

periments around a relatively simple model of individual farmer choice. I model a population

of buyers and sellers in a water market, where, in each model run, individual buyers and

sellers make a single decision about water trading and technology adoption based on con-

ditions they face. These conditions include land, water, and budget constraints, and prices

on water and microirrigation adoption. Most conditions are exogenous for a given run, but

water prices are endogenously determined by either monopoly pricing or competitive market

pricing depending on the model run. The raw outputs of the model include profits and de-

cision variables for each population member, with members identifiable as buyer and sellers.

From this, aggregate statistics for different populations can be calculated, with the primary

measure used being profits for the buyer population and seller population.

1.6.1 Heterogeneous agents to capture intra-market dynamics

I develop a model with heterogeneous agents primarily due to the limitations of other ap-

proaches in answering the research questions above. Estimates of technical potential based
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on population-level optimizations will generally be an overestimate of the benefits likely to

emerge, due to varying constraints and resources faced by different members of the popula-

tion of farmers. Similarly, empirically-estimated representations of the system such as that

of Shiferaw et al. (2008) may accurately represent subsets of impacts within a narrow range,

but fail to capture threshold dynamics such as those associated with technology adoption and

changes in market structure. Such approaches are good for identifying average outcomes,

rather than identifying conditions that lead to specific outcomes, such as conditions of policy

success or failure based on multiple criteria, which is the interest here.

Given the potentially large difference between technical potential and the outcomes that

might emerge from the behavior of individual farmers, the modeling approach used here is

predicated on the idea that capturing policy impacts requires scaling up from microeconomic

considerations that account for the incentives and constraints placed on those farmers. It

is their behavior in response to policy changes that ultimately determines the outcomes of

interest, and it is this behavior that this modeling approach will capture.

1.6.2 Exploratory modeling to understand the range and drivers of plausible

outcomes

As noted above, the agent-level model developed in this dissertation is not particularly

complex. Instead of directing effort toward building a model with very detailed functional

form which may be difficult to calibrate, I instead build a simple model and run it under

a wide variety of conditions. Such an exploration works to bound impacts and understand

how qualitative outcomes such as policy success or failure depend on easily understandable

characteristics of the model, such as yield, efficiency, the costs of irrigation technology, or

the distribution of water within a village.

This approach stems from work at RAND in the early 1990’s discussing philosophical

approaches to modeling under conditions of significant uncertainty, exemplified in two es-

say pieces, John Hodges’s "Six or So Things You Can do With a Bad Model" (1991) and
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Steve Bankes’s "Exploratory Modeling for Policy Analysis" (1993).4 The latter offered the

distinction between "consolidative" and "exploratory" modeling, where consolidative models

are judged to be "good" in the sense that they take well established-theory and then consol-

idate it into a mathematical/computer-based representation such that, contingent on well

characterized parameters (or their distributions), the model serves as a useful “surrogate for

the target system.” The model can then be reliably used to perform straightforward decision

analysis based on a predict-then-act framework or probabilistic maximization of objective

functions.

In contrast to consolidative modeling, exploratory modeling should be used when ana-

lysts and decisionmakers have fundamental uncertainty or gaps in knowledge about a system,

but where quantitative modeling may still be useful for a variety of reasons. However, the

types of information that may be legitimately gained from exploratory modeling are not

necessarily the same as those of consolidative models. In particular, within an exploratory

modeling framework, little should be reasoned from the output of individual model runs,

which merely represent the realization of the impacts of a particular set of assumptions

which are almost certainly not valid on their own. (This is true even for consolidative mod-

els, though in that case typically the "best guess" actually has a decent likelihood of being

sufficiently close to the true value, and traditional sensitivity analysis can be usefully ap-

plied.) However, one can still reason within an exploratory modeling context by exercising

models in specific decision-relevant ways. In particular, by creating a system model in terms

of functional forms and parameter ranges that bound the space of plausible assumptions,

one can search through this space for useful information. These questions are answered by

running the model in specific ways (typically also requiring running it many many times),

and searching over the model space using various techniques specific to the question being

asked. One particular technique is called "scenario discovery," which involves using data min-
4In this dissertation, the uncertainty pertains more to existing and persistent relationships within the

system that are simply not known to us, either because they are unknowable or because insufficient
efforts have been made to learn about them (eg, via household surveys). This contrasts superficially, but
not significantly, with the slightly more common idea of deeply uncertain future conditions.
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ing algorithms to identify quantitative yet interpretable descriptions of model input space

that exhibit decision-relevant outcomes. Groves and Lempert (2007); Bryant and Lempert

(2010). I describe this technique more thoroughly and apply it to extract lessons for water

policy in Chapter 5.

Even though the exploratory modeling approach acknowledges using a model having

only partial fidelity to the system of interest, it is still important to have a thorough under-

standing of the modeled system to be able to recognize what will successfully be captured

by the model, and the implications of model features that are not included. Therefore, the

next chapter reviews models of smallholder decisionmaking, focusing on water use and agri-

cultural technology adoption, in recognition of the significant role microirrigation can play

in shaping market outcomes.
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Chapter 2

Building a picture of smallholder decisionmaking

Developing an economic model of smallholder behavior involves specifying an objective func-

tion, decision variables, and constraints. This decision problem can be highly complex, due

to the highly stochastic nature of agricultural production, its manifold inputs with vary-

ing degrees of substitutability, and the fact that smallholders may operate in environments

with missing markets. While the model of farmer decisionmaking ultimately developed in

Chapter 3 is relatively simple compared to the richness of choices, objectives and constraints

faced by a smallholder, it is important to at least build a qualitative picture of this richness

for two reasons: The first is that one can compensate for omitted features by running the

model in certain ways (the focus of Chapter 4), and the other is to be able to contextualize

how features of farmer decision problems may influence the conclusions drawn (discussed in

Chapter 5 and 6). Neither of these can be achieved without a more complete understanding

of the system. This chapter, therefore, builds a more complete picture of the smallholder’s

decision problem to provide context for the abstracted model used in the analysis.

The base content of this chapter draws heavily on two excellent and comprehensive

references, supplemented by specific references where appropriate. Just and Pope (2001)

comprehensively detail the nature and many mathematical representations of agricultural

production. Feder et al. (1985) provide a widely cited review article on “Agricultural Tech-
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nology Adoption in Developing Countries,” where technology encompasses both crop types

and other production technology, such as microirrigation. While new empirical studies and

some new theoretical models have been developed since the the publication of the above

works, the set of factors they discuss has expanded little. Therefore they serve as a useful

framework within which more recent and situation-relevant details can be filled in.

2.1 Agricultural technology adoption

I proceed by considering how the technology adoption literature applies to the issue of MI

adoption by smallholder farmers in developing countries. Such literature discusses both bar-

riers and facilitators of technology adoption. After some preliminary definitions, I describe

the qualitative factors relevant to the technology adoption decision, supported where rele-

vant by econometric studies, and then go on to review prospective modeling studies that are

specific to irrigation technology adoption.

From here on, I refer to technology adoption in the broad economic sense, conceived as

an altering of the production function relating inputs to outputs, either to allow a new good

to be produced (e.g. a new type of crop), or by moving the production possibilities frontier

in some other way. The latter definition implies that for completely substitutable inputs,

more output can be produced for the same amount of inputs, or that the same output can

be maintained using a lower level of inputs. In either case, the adopter of a new technology

has the potential to increase their profit by lowering input costs, or by selling more product

while holding input costs constant. Labor-saving technologies may also free time for leisure or

other productive purposes. Such increased profits and time-saving opportunities can be one

benefit of production-enhancing technology. However, if inputs are of uncertain and limited

supply (which is quite plausible with irrigation water) then efficiency-improving technology

may also reduce production risk. This is because it can allow agents to preserve a given level

of production even under conditions of lower resource availability. Conversely, technology
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that requires increased inputs to achieve higher production may increase risk, if there is an

uncertain supply or inputs, or stochastic relationship between inputs and outputs.

2.1.1 Qualitative factors affecting the decision to adopt new agricultural

technology

From the most abstracted economic perspective, the first and foremost factor for an agent

considering adopting a new technology is whether it is expected to be profitable. However, it

is important to remember that adoption of technology is a human decision process with many

complicating factors, some of which are easily expressed in quantifiable economic terms, and

some of which are more difficult to translate. This is a particularly important issue in the

context of agricultural technology in developing countries. The target adopters are often

smallholder farmers or micro-enterprise owners, both of whom may not separate household

decisions from production decisions as is typically assumed in traditional producer theory

(see for example de Janvry et al. (1991), though Benjamin (1992) finds non-separability may

be overemphasized). A model of technology adoption that captures the behavior of large

corporate farms in the United States may not have equal relevance when applied to a rural

farmer with two hectares of land in India. Given this, the discussion below steps through

different factors affecting technology adoption by farmers, drawing on literature meeting

at least one of two criteria: Literature that considers irrigation specifically, or considers

adoption of other agricultural technologies, but with a focus on smallholders. The groupings

approximately mirror those in Feder et al (1985).

Risk and uncertainty:

Risk plays a central role in the decisionmaking of most small farmers. As used here,

risk is referring to exposure to possible negative outcomes. A risk-increasing technology or

decision is one that either a) increases the probability of specific undesirable events coming

to pass (e.g. crop failure); or b) increases the severity of particular undesirable event (eg,

more debt is incurred in the event of a crop failure). For a farmer to entertain taking a
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risk-increasing action requires that the action also increases the expected payoff off relative

to the status quo. Yet a risk-averse decisionmaker may still choose not to take an action

that increases their expected monetary rewards if it also involves significantly increasing

their exposure to a loss. Such tradeoffs between risk and reward can arise frequently when

considering new technologies. In some cases, those tradeoffs are real in the sense that they

relate to technical properties of the relevant system as characterized by the best available

knowledge, and in some cases decisionmakers may perceive high risk due to unfamiliarity

with the technology.

Most fundamentally, some agricultural technologies may be inherently risk-increasing

because they raise the fixed or variable costs associated with production in an attempt to

achieve higher yields. While the expected payoff may be higher, a crop failure will carry

heavier consequences because the greater production expenditures translate into greater

losses. High-Yielding Variety (HYV) seeds fall into this category, as they require greater

input volumes (especially of fertilizer) in order to produce (Hiebert, 1974). Conversely, some

technologies can be generally risk reducing, with groundwater irrigation being a key example.

Groundwater irrigation requires some investment, but because it affords a producer more

control, it can stabilize the moisture conditions of crops even during drought periods when

precipitation and surface water flows are reduced (Zekster and Everett, 2004), and thereby

reduce the probability of crop failure. Microirrigation displays similar features. For example,

Koundouri et al. (2006) find that the risk reducing characteristics of MI are a significant factor

in their adoption by farmers in Crete.

Understanding the inherent risk associated with a technology is crucial for anticipating

the consequences of decisions once those decisions are made. However, a potential adopter

makes their decisions based on their perception of risk, which may not be in accord with

the best available knowledge. Promoters of a technology may claim that it leads to more

efficient production or more stable production, but the adopter may be skeptical. When the

technology does actually live up to its claims, then this presents an information problem for
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the adopter, which can be overcome through some combination of demonstration and educa-

tion, which I discuss later. However, the generalizability of detailed performance estimates

for agricultural technologies will always be subject to inherent and potentially significant

uncertainty, creating room for legitimate variations in risk perception. This is because soils,

terrain, and microclimates can vary, so performance on one field may be different from that

on a neighboring field on which a technology has been successfully demonstrated. Indeed,

studies of microirrigation adoption have shown dependency on soil and field characteristics

as significant drivers of the decision to adopt (Shrestha and Gopalakrishnan, 1993; Green

et al., 1996; Schuck and Green, 2001). Thus it may be that two farmers presented with the

same information on technology performance may view risks differently based on their past

experience and private knowledge of their situation.

Maintenance and the desire for self-sufficiency:

This category, along with the next two, may be considered specific manifestations of

risk. Considering new technologies leads to questions about the reliability of the supply

and servicing network, especially in the developing country context. Potential adopters

may be skeptical of the security of supply of fuels or parts necessary for operating the

technology. They may also have a preference for maintaining self-sufficiency over critical

inputs and capital. Even if the beneficial claims about a functioning technology are believed,

a technology that can be repaired or modified in-house may be preferred over one whose

functioning is at the whim of the (possibly distant) dealer or manufacturer. In some cases,

this alone may be a sufficient disincentive to adopting a technology.

Complementary inputs:

It may be the case that a technology is attractive from profit and risk perspectives and

the potential adopter is able to afford the technology, but its effectiveness is limited by the

availability of required complementary inputs – these may be either limited in supply or too

expensive in a particular locale. Within agriculture, HYV seeds again provide the classic

example. Realizing the increased crop yields from HYV seeds typically requires increased in-
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puts of water and fertilizer, which in some places can be quite scarce. Agricultural activities

in general are particularly susceptible to the complementary input problem as the produc-

tivity and interaction effects of applied fertilizer, labor and water can all vary throughout

the growing season, with recursive dependence on previous stages (Just and Pope, 2001).

Uncertainty in water supply plays a similar role with respect to the adoption of microirri-

gation. Those with insecure access to water (be they at the tail end of a canal network or

at the mercy of tubewell owners) may be unwilling to invest in expensive microirrigation

because insufficient or poorly timed delivery of water can lead to a situation in which they

are unable to overcome the capital costs.

Market integration:

The previous two issues of reliability and complementary inputs focus on aspects of

uncertainty of production. Another issue that can be relevant to a developing country

smallholder lies at the other end of production: Does a market for a new or increased

amount of goods exist? If it does, is there adequate infrastructure to deliver the goods to

that market? This is particularly important for farmers considering the production of niche

crops – if others in their region do not produce those crops, the total volume may not be

sufficient to justify the transport costs of getting the product to broader markets.

Access to credit or capital:

With the possible exception of purely process-oriented technologies,1 new technologies

cost money. Those wishing to adopt them must either possess sufficient capital, or be

able to access credit sufficient to acquire the technology. Accessing credit is usually not

an insurmountable challenge for established businesses in developed countries, but in the

context of small farmers in developing countries, it may prove to be a binding constraint.

Access to capital is cited as a frequent concern and is the focus of many policy efforts in

1 Even process-oriented technologies such as implementing a new inventory management system or altering
the workflow in a production line are likely to incur at least opportunity costs in the form of time
spent training workers, and may also incur capital requirements if physical structures must be altered or
software purchased.
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the sustainable development arena. Even so, efforts to improve access to capital can have

mixed results — not necessarily because it is not an important constraint, but because it

is one constraint among several, and if all are not addressed simultaneously, agents will be

effectively unable to adopt. In Gujarat, the state’s Gujarat Green Revolution Corporation’s

program of subsidies and loans for microirrigation attempts to address this in the Gujarat

context.

Access to information:

There are actually multiple levels of awareness that can affect adoption decisions. At

the most basic level, agents must know that a given technology with certain advertised

benefits exists. Second, they must have sufficient confidence in the characterization of its

performance to consider it worth adopting – this can be a combination of both information

access and information existence. In some cases, the information relevant to the adoption

decision may exist but may not be easily available to potential adopters. In other cases

relevant information may exist in principle, but there may be significant and justifiable

uncertainty regarding its applicability to the adopter’s situation, as noted in the discussion

of risk. Contingent on basic awareness of the technology, informational issues thus factor

into the risk and uncertainty considerations already mentioned. But available information

may be acted on differently by different actors, largely depending on their ability to process

its relevance and make wise decisions accordingly. This implies an important role for the

next factor, human capital.

Human capital:

In many cases, the operation (or even assessment) of new technology requires a level of

human capital — broadly defined to encompass education, experience and adaptability —

that may not be possessed by farmers, firm decisionmakers, or the employees who would be

using the technology. This applies especially to farmers in developing countries. Education

level varies widely, and it is frequently the case that older farmers in developing countries have

little formal education. Human capital can affect both awareness and evaluative capacity.
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More educated people are often better connected to information flows, better positioned to

evaluate the potential utility of new information and new technologies, and also better able

to operate those technologies if they require more advanced understanding of engineered

systems. In line with these claims, Koundouri et al. (2006) find human capital measures

(both outreach and education level) to be significant factors in predicting microirrigation

adoption, and Namara et al. (2007) also found increased schooling raised the likelihood of

adoption, though not with statistical significance.

Firm or farm size:

Technology adoption often involves some fixed cost which may place a lower bound on

the scale of operation necessary to operate efficiently. In such cases, larger producers may

recoup their investment due to their larger sales volumes, but small producers may not. It

does not, for example, make sense for a holder of one hectare of land to purchase a combine to

harvest a few tons of wheat annually. Farm size can also influence risk tolerance and learning

rates since large farms can divert portions of their land to new crops or technologies at

relatively lower risk than can smallholders. Additionally, as noted by Sunding and Zilberman

(2001), in developing countries land is often used as collateral, and thus farmers with more

land often receive lower interest rates on loans for new technology since the lender will be

more likely to recoup their cost on a defaulted loan. This not only creates an economy of scale

in production, but actually lowers the effective per-area cost of the technology. Regardless

of financing, microirrigation itself exhibits economies of scale as well, because it involves

significant fixed costs that are fairly independent of the area brought under production.

Cultural considerations:

Finally, cultural considerations can strongly influence choices about a technology. They

can do so directly by shaping preferences related to the technology, or indirectly through

their effect on an adopter’s position in society. An example of the former case is modern

stove adoption in rural Mexico. Masera et al (2000) identified cultural preferences in food

preparation to be a notable factor in choice of cookstove technology. In particular, certain
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classes of modern stoves, despite their more efficient use of fuel and lower indoor air pollution,

lacked the broad cooking surface used for making tortillas, a staple of the diet in that

region. Where new stoves were adopted, users typically kept their other stove in use as

well.2 More indirectly, cultural norms or hierarchies can remove adoption opportunities

for certain groups of people. In India, remnants of the caste system (combined with the

property rights structure) mean that certain classes of farmers in a village may have much

less control over access to water than others and thus may be less willing to pay for capital

intensive irrigation technology that depends on such access. In their study of microirrigation

adoption, Namara et al. (2007) include social characteristics in their adoption regressions.

These include age of the household head, years of schooling of the household head, caste, and

a poverty index, among others. Interestingly, when the regressions were run separately for

Maharashtra and Gujarat states, several of the coefficients on social characteristics were of

opposite sign depending on the state, suggesting the importance of local factors not captured

by their other regressors. They also found that caste and poverty status were significantly

correlated with adoption for farmers in both states (though steps were not taken to firmly

establish causality).

It is clear from the above that myriad factors can influence farmer decisions to change

production technologies, including many ways in which adoption can be stifled through

concern over risk or incompatibilities with the special features of the local environment.

While only some of these factors will be represented explicitly in the model developed later,

it is important to bear them in mind while considering the model results presented later on. I

now turn to models that explicitly represent the adoption choice process within a theoretical

microeconomic perspective, to inform the model developed in Chapter 3.

2 In that situation, reliability of the modern fuel supply was also a key factor in retaining traditional stoves.
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2.1.2 Quantitative representation of agricultural technology and adoption

A significant body of work focuses on the theoretical underpinnings of the technology choice

problem, and illustrates how classes of observed behavior can emerge from various assump-

tions. Much of the earlier literature on irrigation technology focuses on deriving analytic

relationships for conditions on adoption, typically in the absence of uncertainty. More recent

work helps elucidate the manifold mechanisms by which uncertainty may alter adoption de-

cisions. These papers focusing on the role of uncertainty often utilize the framework of real

options theory and capitalize on numerical simulations to consider more complex situations

than can be addressed with purely analytic techniques.

Caswell and Zilberman (1986) provide a seminal analytic study relating irrigation tech-

nology adoption decisions to the prices and land characteristics facing farmers. They con-

sider modern irrigation as a “land-quality augmenting” technology that improves the ability

of low-quality soils to hold water, thereby reducing the water application requirements to

achieve a given yield. They then assess how an array of factors determine the conditions

under which it is and is not economically viable for groundwater-reliant farmers to adopt

modern irrigation. They also devote considerable attention to the marginal effects of many

variables on outcomes of interest such as profit, yield, and water and energy use. Their

paper lays the foundation for much of the later work on irrigation technology adoption, so I

devote a slightly disproportionate share of text to its explication.

Caswell and Zilberman’s approach is defined by assumptions about decisionmaking cri-

teria, production function specification, and the interaction of irrigation technology and land

quality. Like most studies considered in this review section, they assume producers are profit

maximizing, where profit is the difference between revenue from production and the cost of

irrigation.3 Irrigation cost is the sum of a technology-specific fixed cost and an energy cost

3Technically, farmers are assumed to be maximizing “quasi-rent” which is the revenue from producing on
the land after accounting for the cost of production, including investment in new technology for the land.
I use profit maximization as a convenient means of distinguishing their behavior from utility maximization
in the presence of risk aversion.
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associated with pumping and pressurization of the water (with pressurization only relevant

for modern irrigation types). The final key feature of their model is how production, irri-

gation technology and land quality interact: They assume a production function that takes

“effective water” as an argument, where the effective water is the amount of water applied

to the field, scaled down by an “irrigation effectiveness” coefficient that itself is a function

of irrigation technology and land quality. That is, they assume a production function of the

form q = f(we) where we = hτ (α)wa. Here, wa is the amount of water applied to the field,

while we is the amount of water that actually reaches the crop (the rest either evaporating

or percolating unutilized). The term α is a measure of land quality ranging from zero to

unity, which is scaled by a function h specific to the irrigation technology τ . The irrigation

effectiveness of a given technology on land of given quality is thus hτ (α). Crucially, it is as-

sumed that for traditional technologies h0(α) = α , while for modern technologies hm(α) > α

with h concave increasing from zero to unity. The implication of these assumptions are that

modern irrigation technology is always has an equal or greater irrigation effectiveness, but

this difference will be larger for low quality lands than it will on high quality lands.

Many of the qualitative conclusions and marginal effects derived from this setup may

be readily intuited. For example, with all else equal, parameter changes that increase the

cost of delivering effective water to crops (well depth, energy prices, worsening land quality)

decrease the total amount of water used. However, their relatively straightforward problem

specification still leads to a number of interesting conclusions. In particular, adoption of

more efficient irrigation technologies may not always reduce water use, even on a per-hectare

basis. While more efficient delivery of water to the crop means that less water is required

to produce the same yield, this efficiency enhancement can sometimes reduce the cost of

water delivery. The profit maximizing solution may then be to use more water in exchange

for even greater yield increases. In fact, they show that depending on the exact conditions

faced by the farmer, any of three outcomes may be possible relative to traditional irrigation:

the higher yields and higher water use, lower yields and lower water use, or higher yields
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and lower water use. Note that these account for the reaction of the farmer to changing

incentives – they are not simply an enumeration of technical possibilities.

Caswell and Zilberman also illustrate the policy-relevant fact that changes in water

use and energy use are not strictly correlated. For water pumped from sufficiently shal-

low wells, modern irrigation may reduce aggregate water use, but the energy savings from

reduced pumping are more than offset by the additional energy necessary for the pressur-

ization required to operate the modern technology. Perhaps most interesting is that their

simple functional forms still interact to yield three regimes of technology choice. For shallow

groundwater depths, the marginal cost savings and yield effects of switching to modern irri-

gation are non-existent because pumping water is very cheap. For medium depths, switching

is worthwhile for the expected reasons, and for very low water tables, traditional irrigation

is again more profitable because the optimal water use becomes low enough that the fixed

costs of the modern technology can no longer be overcome.

Shah et al. (1995) extend the analytic approach developed in Caswell and Zilberman to

the case of an exhaustible groundwater resource. Their analysis combines the land-quality

augmentation concept explicated in Caswell and Zilberman with Hotelling’s framework for

determining the optimal use of exhaustible resources (where optimality is defined as maxi-

mizing discounted net social benefits). They consider a population of farmers with varying

land quality all drawing from a single nonrenewable aquifer, and find that unregulated access

to groundwater will lead to initial over-extraction and lagged technology adoption compared

to what is optimal, followed by a sharp rise in technology adoption as the aquifer is depleted

and extraction becomes more costly. However, like Caswell and Zilberman, this model relies

on a possibly unrealistic assumption that there is no benefit to modern irrigation for land of

excellent quality, which is not necessarily the case (see, for example, Shrestha and Gopalakr-

ishnan, 1993). It is thus likely to underestimate the adoption incentives compared to what

would be found if yield increases were taken into account, rather than just improved water

productivity under certain land types.
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Shah et al and Caswell and Zilberman lay important analytical foundations for the

analysis of irrigation technology adoption, but neither give consideration to the role of un-

certainty. Carey and Zilberman (2002) apply real options theory4 to consider the effect

of uncertainty in water availability and price on adoption of irrigation technology. They

enhance previous analyses by considering three realistic complexities of farming life: an

uncertain annual water constraint (determined by nature or institutional allocations), un-

certainty in the cost of accessing water, and the option to delay adoption of microirrigation

technology rather than make a one-time decision (though they do make the simplifying as-

sumption that modern technology adoption is an irreversible choice once made). They find

that these factors together lead to significantly more stringent conditions on profitability of

adoption – the price of water must be much higher or the investment cost for new irrigation

technology much lower before adoption will take place. As an illustration of the significance

of this effect, using values plausible for California farmers, they find that an uncertainty-free

net present value analysis would suggest adopting new irrigation technology when the water

price reaches $48 per acre-foot, whereas accounting for reasonable uncertainty more than

doubles the threshold price to $112 per acre foot. Such discrepancies have crucial implica-

tions for the analysis of pricing-based policies to incentivize more water-efficient technology

adoption.

Another key finding demonstrated by Carey and Zilberman is that the existence of

water markets in which farmers can purchase water beyond their natural or institutional

allocation does not necessarily increase the likelihood of technology adoption as might be

expected when water is priced in a market. This is because in some cases farmers will

find it cheaper to pay for water than to adopt irrigation technology – technology they would

otherwise invest in if their yields were indeed limited by their scarce personal water supply.

While, Carey and Zilberman demonstrated that modeling efforts that ignore options

4 Real options theory is a framework that capitalizes on the similarities between choices about investment
in real physical projects and choices about investing in financial instruments that offer the option to
purchase or sell only when certain conditions are met.
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to delay investment in the presence of uncertainty will paint an overly optimistic picture

of irrigation technology uptake. Baerenklau and Knapp (2007) show that other common

modeling assumptions bias in the opposite direction. In particular, they focus on the issue

of capital age structure and allowing for reversibility of investment in modern irrigation

technology.5 They find that the assumption of irreversibility (made by Carey and Zilberman)

significantly biases against the rate of adoption and leads to a notably different adoption

trajectory than under a capital-age structure model that lets technology age and allows

for repeated investment decisions over time. In this setup, even the traditional technology

degrades in performance as it ages, requiring eventual replacement.

2.2 A breadth of agronomic production functions

It is well-established that microirrigation expands the production possibilities frontier. How-

ever, it remains to describe exactly how crop yields respond to water contingent on a par-

ticular irrigation method. The functional form for yield response matters in the context of

water markets, because it should play a role in determining a farmer’s willingness to pay

for water. At minimum, it is necessary to represent the fact that marginal productivity in

water at some point becomes zero or negative, due to the phenomenon of water logging. The

shape of the yield response curve up to that point has been a subject of much debate, here

I discuss a few of the common forms used.

One of the earliest forms proposed was that of von Liebig, who suggested that crop

growth follows a limiting input framework, in which yields are linear up to a plateau, with

the location of that plateau being set by whatever input is constraining growth. There is

some evidence for this form in very controlled studies, but Berck and Helfand (1990) show

that small degrees of heterogeneity in input application or residual soil fertility will lead to

a much more smooth function for production at the plot level.

5They also quantify impacts of input and output price uncertainty, though the qualitative findings are not
new so are not discussed here.
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As discussed farther above, quadratic functions have been frequently used, because

they are a simple way to implement the saturation behavior. Their fidelity beyond the

saturation point is not well established, but it is generally assumed that irrigators would not

have reason to go beyond the peak.6 While their work was not primarily an investigation in

functional forms, Caswell and Zilberman’s (1986) explorations found that a simple quadratic

vastly outperformed a Cobb-Douglass function in modeling performance.

Complexity in functional forms grows when multiple inputs and their interaction and

substitutability are considered. In their regression framework Namara et al. (2007) use a

transcendental production function with variable elasticities and cross-elasticities for many

factors. However, such a function assumes full substitution is possible across all inputs, which

is not realistic. Zhengfei et al. (2006) accommodate non-substitutability by separating factors

into “growth” and “facilitating” inputs, where growth inputs are necessary and constraining,

while facilitating inputs enhance growth but cannot substitute for growth inputs. As a

coarse example, there is no amount of pesticide (a facilitating input) that will compensate

for near-total loss of irrigation water (a growth input).

Even for a single-input production function, greater accuracy can be achieved by cap-

turing the time dependent or growth-stage dependent nature of yield response. Shani et al.

(2004) achieve this by representing plant growth over time as a function of soil water content

relative to optimal soil water content, an approach extended by Shani et al. (2009) to assess

the technical potential for “water-capital substitution” — that is, how can more efficient but

costly irrigation technologies compensate for scarce water supplies?

For the purposes of this dissertation, it is most important just to bear in mind that

model constructed next in Chapter 3 (which relies on a quadratic function) captures the

concave down and saturation features, but omits others. Omitted features include the time-

6Technically, this statement depends on how the time scale for which yield response curve is interpreted
– farmers may “overwater” as a form of insurance if they do not have secure access to water, in cases
where overwatering reduces yields slightly but helps protect against more significant losses in the event
of water shortage.
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dependence of growth and non-substitutability of inputs, and the fact that agricultural

technology can shift both efficiency of input use as well as maximum attainable yields.

Overall, these omitted features may affect the numerical outputs of individual model runs,

but are not expected to significantly impact the qualitative conclusions. The implications of

missing model features are discussed further in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

An individual-based model of

smallholder water markets

This chapter develops the model used to answer the research questions formulated in Chap-

ter 1, taking into consideration the important dynamics of groundwater-dependent farming

communities identified in Chapter 2. For the sake of exposition, I first describe all the

fundamental components of the model needed to capture relevant dynamics, then describe

how policies are represented in the model, and lastly introduce small and primarily para-

metric modifications used to preserve realism of the actual numeric outputs. These last

modifications describe what the model as it is actually implemented, but are essentially for

accounting purposes and do not fundamentally alter any of the model dynamics. Thus they

are initially deprioritized since they would likely obfuscate the key model features.

The current chapter focuses on describing the model itself rather than the cases that

are run or how individual components are solved, which are described in Chapter 4 and

Appendices B and C respectively. Some caveats to the model are discussed where obvi-

ously appropriate for this chapter, but most discussion regarding model adequacy and the

implications of model assumptions are saved until the presentation of results in Chapter 5.
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3.1 Model structure overview: An almost agent-based approach

The model presented here straddles the boundary between equilibrium-based economic mod-

els and agent-based models. It shares traits with agent-based models in that outcomes are

ultimately derived from choices modeled at the individual level for members of a finite very

heterogeneous population, and the choices of those individuals can impact the decisions of

others. However, the only linkage is in the interaction of supply and demand curves for

water, with equilibrium pricing exogenously enforced rather than “emergent” from inter-

action rules between agents. There are also no network or learning effects such as those

that feature in the technology adoption models of Berger and others (2001; 2007). Hence,

while referring to this model as “agent-based” would be accurate in some sense, I eschew

the term lest it inaccurately imply consideration of far more complex and less exogenously

constrained interactions that many people associate with agent-based modeling. However,

referring to the approach as a simple partial equilibrium model glosses over the explicit

representation of heterogeneity in individual choices and constraints, which are useful in

exploring non-intuitive interactions between private decisionmaking and policy. The treat-

ment of a discrete population also allows for extending the model to real situations and finer

scale tracking of distributional outcomes than say, a two-sector equilibrium model. I have

therefore settled on “individual-based” as the most appropriate term.

Given this individual-based approach, any run of the model involves the following

logical flow:

1. Define population characteristics such as landholdings, water holdings and capital bud-

gets for each population member.

2. Define parameters relevant to private choice problems, such as crop production param-

eters and the costs of adopting microirrigation.

3. Modify any relevant parameters or water holdings based on policy settings (eg, repre-

sent microirrigation subsidies by lowering the effective capital cost of MI).
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4. Identify the cropping, water and technology choices that emerge for the specified popu-

lation and parameter set, under both competitive market interactions and monopolistic

market interactions:

a) Under competitive market conditions, each member of the population solves for

the optimal amount of water use as a price-taker, and the resulting aggregate

demand curve intersects a simplistic supply curve to identify a water price.

b) Under monopolistic market conditions, those with water access make land and

water use decisions accounting for their ability to sell water at monopoly pricing,

based on the demand curve of those to whom they can sell water.

5. Calculate the outcomes resulting from all the decision variables.

The population characteristics, model parameters, and rules for whether to apply competitive

or monopolistic solution procedures are defined by scenarios and policy settings. Thus the

steps above are wrapped and run many times as part of a larger computational experimental

design defined in Chapter 4. The high level logical flow of the model is summarized in Figure

3.1.

While the above description illustrates the conceptual flow of the model, the model

is more practically thought of as consisting of different nested components – models of

individual choice form the core, surrounded by models for interaction between individuals

(markets), wrapped by formulas for translating scenarios and policies into input parameters

and for summarizing outcomes. It is this organizational logic that I use to present the model

in more detail, recognizing that any single linear presentation of a highly interconnected

model necessitates some delay in clarifying how everything ties together. I begin with the

price-takers choice model, and then discuss how price-takers interact in a market. I then

discuss how the price-taking model is modified to represent a farmer with monopoly power

over water, and finally explain how everything fits together within a framework suitable for

conducting computational experiments under different policies and scenarios.1

1From this point on, unless otherwise noted, any reference to competitive or monopolistic markets, or
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Figure 3.1: Overall model structure: Scenarios and policy settings determine model-level
parameters and population characteristics, which pass through a competitive or
monopolistic market module, which report profits for each population member.
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3.2 Farmer decisionmaking and competitive market simulation

3.2.1 Specifying the price-taker’s decision problem

I assume that farmers in a competitive water market are price-taking regardless of whether

they are buyers or sellers. Based on the discussion in Chapter 2, capturing the dynamics

necessary to reasonably estimate policy impacts requires a model in which farmers are:

• Making decisions to maximize expected profits, accounting for the cost of water and

their irrigation system.

• Able to purchase or sell water in principle, though not necessarily guaranteed the right

or opportunity to do so.

• Able to purchase efficiency-enhancing irrigation technology (MI), though not necessar-

ily possessing sufficient capital to do so.

• Subject to a budget constraint in their purchase of MI.

• Possibly subject to physical or institutional constraints on water use, or at least on

their private supply of water (which may also be zero).

• Subject to a land constraint for how much area they can plant with crops.

The decision problem below forms the core model of the price-taking farmer in a water

market, and captures all of the above features. It may be interpreted as a single crop model

with technology choice, or as a two crop model, where the second crop is capital intensive

and more water efficient.2

price-taking or monopolistic pricing behavior refer to the water market, rather than the market for the
crops produced by the farmers. Essentially the market under study here is the market for an input to
farm production, which is “produced” by a subset of the farming population. This may lead to slightly
confusing terminology at times, but using completely unambiguous terminology throughout would be
very cumbersome.

2From now on, I refer only to traditional and microirrigation rather than repeatedly pointing out the
different possibilities for the second crop.
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max
x0,x1,w0,w1

∑
i=0,1

pifi(xi, wi) + rmwm − rV (w0 + w1 + wm) − c(x1) (3.1)

w0 + w1 + wm ≤ W (3.2)

c(x1) ≤ B (3.3)

x0 + x1 ≤ L (3.4)

c(x1) := αI(x1 > 0) + γx1 (3.5)

The variables and parameters within the model are summarized for reference in Table

3.1. In this setup, i takes the value 0 or 1, corresponding to crops planted under traditional

irrigation versus microirrigation, respectively. As formulated the problem has four choice

variables: How much land to plant under each crop type (xi), and how much water to apply

to each piece of land (wi). There is a third water variable, wm, representing the amount of

water sold or purchased on the water market by the individual farmer, but this essentially

functions as a slack variable rather than a choice variable: if the total water used on farm

(w0 + w1) is more than the amount of effective water rights held by the farmer (W ), some

water must be purchased. Similarly, if at the market price rm, a farmer would rather use

less than their water allotment, then wm represents surplus water that can be sold on the

market. Positive values of wm represent sales, and negative values represent purchases. The

reason for this framing is to provide a single optimization problem that can encompass the

decision of water buyers and water sellers, regardless of whether water is scarce or not.

In the objective function, farmers produce fi(xi, wi) units of crop i and gain revenue

from selling each unit at price pi. They also gain or pay rm, the market price of water, for

each unit of water they sell or buy on the market, with net water transactions represented

by wm, as mentioned above. They pay an effective volumetric price rV for each unit of water

pumped, regardless of the use to which that water is put. Lastly, farmers planting nonzero

amounts of land under microirrigation must pay the microirrigation cost c(x1), which is
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xi Land area planted under irrigation/crop pairing i
wi Water applied to land planted under irrigation/crop pairing i
pi price of crop produced under irrigation/crop pairing i
fi production function specific to irrigation/crop pairing i
rm effective volumetric price of water faced in the market
wm amount of water traded in the market by farmer
rV effective volumetric price of withdrawing water from the well
W effective individual water endowment
L total land holdings of farmer
B budget constraint for purchase of microirrigation

c(x1) cost function for microirrigation capital investments
I(.) Indicator function: 1 if argument is TRUE, 0 otherwise.
α Minimum fixed cost investment for MI
γ Per-area capital cost of MI

Table 3.1: Variables, functions and parameters in the price-takers choice model.

composed of a minimum fixed cost α (owing to pump installation requirements) in addition

to a per-area cost γ (owing to piping and sprinkler requirements).

3.2.1.1 Specifying the production function

The objective function in Equation 3.1 does not specify a form for the production function

relating water to yield on a given area of land. As discussed in Chapter 2, debate over

functional forms for agricultural production functions is ongoing and wide-ranging, and, like

any modeling exercise, involves compromises between simplicity and validity in different ap-

plications. To represent the yield response to water, it is necessary to have a function that is

generally concave and allows for saturation effects, because of the potential for waterlogging

(saturation) to inhibit plant growth. The requirement to allow for saturation effects elimi-

nates common production forms such as Cobb-Douglas. Three leading options that remain

are von Liebig, quadratic, and transcendental. While the transcendental is a compelling and

flexible candidate for the multiple input case, under a single input (water) the only differ-

ence between quadratic and translog is slight variation in the concavity between zero and

the point of maximum yield and maximum water use. As Berck and Helfand (1990) noted,
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the linear and then plateauing von Liebig function may be more accurate at a micro-plot

level, but field level variations mean that in practice the crop response is more smoothly

concave. Therefore, for the rest of this analysis, I assume the quadratic from, which has

several advantages.

First, there is a relatively minimal difference between quadratic and translog, and the

quadratic offers greater analytic convenience. Specifically, it yields linear demand curves

derived from linear Value of Marginal Product (VMP) in water. Second, the quadratic may

be thought of as a middle option along the spectrum of production function concavity, be-

tween the relatively highly concave translog and the piecewise-linear von Liebig production

function. This does matter to the extent that concavity plays a role in determining how

the how the value of marginal product changes with given water use levels, which in turn

effects equilibrium market price. Indeed, it may be argued that the primary place where the

quadratic assumption breaks down (at very low levels of water use, where perhaps so little

water is available that irrigation is useless), the excess concavity of the translog exacerbates

error even more than a quadratic would by yielding an artificially high VMP. Lastly, sev-

eral of the seminal analytic papers modeling irrigation technology uptake (especially those

by Zilberman) rely on the quadratic functional form, and preserving that form facilitates

focusing on the added value of the individually-explicit systems modeling context presented

here.

However, the quadratic is definitely not the unambiguous “best” choice, and exploration

of sensitivity to different functional forms is a desirable next step (including multi-variate

production functions and functions that exhibit convexity or threshold effects at very low

levels of water use). Toward this end, both the analytic and computational model framework

presented here are capable of handling different production functions so long as an appropri-

ate solution procedure is supplied, although for the monopolistic case the solution procedure

is rather complex and may require significant tailoring for other functional forms. Avenues

for extension of the model are discussed in Chapter 6.
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With a quadratic function in per area water use, the production function can be re-

framed to transform variables and separate out the amount of land planted:

f(xi, wi) = xif̂(ωi) (3.6)

f̂(ωi) = aiω
2
i + biωi (3.7)

where ωi is the per area water use defined as wi/xi, ai is negative and bi is positive. Note

also that there is no intercept term. Such a term would represent growth achievable in the

absence of applied irrigation water. In the Gujarat context, most irrigation is applied during

the Rabi growing season which has near zero precipitation (India Meteorological Department

– Hydromet Division).

3.2.2 Determining outcomes under competitive market pricing

The fundamental idea behind competitive market pricing is that the value of marginal prod-

uct is equalized at the market price across all buyers. Assuming concave production (or

utility) functions, people in the market will want to buy water up until the point that an

additional unit of water does not provide enough of an increase in revenue to offset the in-

crease in cost. If some buyers placed a higher value on water than the market price but are

unable to purchase additional water, they would respond by increasing their offering price

in order to induce someone else with a lower VMP to sell to them. Similarly, if producers

were unable to sell all their water or put it to high value use on their own land, they would

compete by lowering their prices. I simulate this process by constructing demand curves for

each individual, summing them, and finding where the aggregate demand curve equals the

total population level supply.
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3.2.2.1 Identifying demand curves:

For any given combination of parameters and constraints (pi, ai, bi, pi, rV , α, γ, B, L), one

can identify the water demand curve as a function of the market price rm. In particular,

for any given farmer j (j ∈ 1..N), their total water demand at a given price rm will be

Dj(rm) = w∗
0(rm)+w∗

1(rm) where w∗
i (rm) are the water components of the profit-maximizing

solution to the decision problem 3.1. Thus, trivially, the aggregate demand curve D(rm) for

any given scenario is simply the sum of individual demand curves: D = ∑
j Dj.

The quadratic production function implies that the per-area VMP of water is linear

contingent on irrigation type, and that therefore so is the demand curve. Specifically, the

per-area demand at any given water price is equal to:

ω∗
i =

rm

pi
− bi

2ai

and therefore the total demand for any given land mix is x0ω
∗
0 + x1ω

∗
1 (recall that ai and bi

are the quadratic production function parameters, and that ai is negative). As elaborated

on in Appendix B, the price-taker will simply find the optimal per area water use under each

technology, and identify whether profits are higher under traditional irrigation or whether

the efficiency gains of modern irrigation outweigh the capital costs. If the latter, they will

adopt as much microirrigation as their budget constraint allows, and plant any remaining

land under traditional irrigation.

Depending on the particular combination of parameters, it may be the case that only

one type of irrigation is optimal over all possible values of rm, but many times the opti-

mal irrigation choices will change as a function of rm. This will frequently lead to one or

more discontinuities in the demand curve, as shown in Figure 3.2. These discontinuities are

discussed more thoroughly in Appendices B and C.

Regardless of discontinuities in individual demand curves, the aggregate demand curve

will likely be non-smooth in a relatively small population. This is simply because heterogene-
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of different discontinuities in demand curves. In this example, the
red points lie on the demand curve under traditional irrigation, while the green
points lie on the demand curve under full MI adoption. The blue dots highlight
the utility maximizing demand curve.
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Figure 3.3: Summed demand curves leading to non-smooth aggregate demand curve. The
gaps result when different individuals change irrigation technologies or stops
producing under microirrigation, while abrupt changes in slope result when the
water price becomes to high to produce under traditional irrigation.

ity in landholdings means that even under identical production technology and identical crop

prices, smaller farmers may reach a shutdown price at different values of rm. An example of

a demand curve displaying both gaps and cusps is shown in Figure 3.3.
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3.2.2.2 Supply curve assumptions

While this framework allows for a rather complicated aggregate demand curve, the model

assumes a simplistic supply curve: Those pumping water face an unvarying volumetric ex-

traction cost rV , so that in a competitive market supply is perfectly elastic at rV up the

population-level water supply ∑
j Wj (where Wj is the water constraint for each member of

the population), at which point supply becomes perfectly inelastic. Essentially this leads to

a backwards L shape for the supply curve. Both the price rV and the individual level caps

are assumed to be determined primarily by electricity policy in the Gujarat case. In reality,

the true pumping cost will vary from farmer to farmer based upon their unique well and

pump conditions, so that the supply curve is not really perfectly elastic but rather has small

increments and shallow grades before becoming near inelastic. The form of the supply curve

as modeled compared to a nominal representation is shown in Figure 3.4.

3.2.2.3 Identifying the market water price

To simulate the market, the computer code implementing this model numerically constructs

the population-wide demand curve and finds where it intersects the supply curve. If demand

at rV is greater than the population-wide supply, then the demand curve will intersect in

the inelastic supply region, and the market price is the price where ∑
j Dj(rm) = ∑

j Wj.

Otherwise, the demand curve will intersect in the the region of perfect elasticity, and the

price simply is set so that rm = rV .

Where discontinuities exist in the demand curve, there is the possibility the supply

curve may run through a gap in the demand curve. Algorithmically, this is handled by

identifying the price where the demand curve “crosses” (even if it doesn’t touch) the supply

curve. This is shown in Figure 3.5 with a dashed line identifying the resulting price. This

may introduce error in the total predicted water use and adoption behavior, but the profits

for all parties will be the same, because by definition such gaps will only open up at points
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Figure 3.4: Notional representation of a stepped curve that results when different population
members face different extraction costs (rV ) in a rationed market (red), and the
backward L-shaped supply curve used to model it.
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Figure 3.5: An example of the backward-L supply curve running through a technology-
switching gap in the demand curve. Reporting rm as the market price will lead
to identical profits as if everyone was an adopter.

where farmers are indifferent between adoption and non-adoption – so their profit will be

identical in either case.

After identifying the water price, the model determines choice variables and resulting

profits according to what optimizes the decision problem in Equation (3.1). The overall

process for simulating a competitive market contingent on parameters, policy and population

is shown in Figure 3.6.

3.3 Solving under monopoly

Any water supplier who is also an agricultural producer faces a tradeoff between using

the water to which they have access, and selling it. However, for a water supplier with
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Figure 3.6: Conceptual steps in determining competitive market outcomes.
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monopoly pricing power, the marginal price received for water sold may be different than

the opportunity cost born for water used on farm. The monopolist may set the selling price

to account for the demand curve of his buyer population, which may lead to artificially

restricting overall water use below competitive market outcomes, or possibly to higher sales

and less production on the monopolists own land. The combination of this with possibly non-

binding inequality constraints on water use actually creates a much more complex decision

problem, as described below.

3.3.1 Specifying the monopolist’s decision problem

The monopolist maximization problem presented below differs from the price-takers maxi-

mization problem in a few ways:

max
x0,x1,w0,w1,rm

pifi(xi, wi) + rmwm(rm) − rV [wm(rm) + w0 + w1] − c(x1) (3.8)

w0 + w1 + wm(rm) ≤ W (3.9)

c(x1) ≤ B (3.10)

x0 + x1 ≤ L (3.11)

wm(rm) :=
∑

j

Dj(rm) (3.12)

Choice variables remain the same as in the price-takers case, except that the monopolist

has the additional choice variable of rm, the price at which to sell water. (Buyers respond

to this rm the same way they would respond to a market price, hence retaining the same

variable name, even though it is a choice variable for the monopolist and a market-determined

variable in the competitive case.) The key feature here is that the water demanded (and

hence revenue from water sales) is a function of the price, and it is that price that is in

the control of the monopolist. Additionally, whereas a water endowment essentially acts

as bonus wealth for a farmer in a competitive market (who will make the same own-farm
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water use decisions regardless of their water endowment), the monopolist can actively trade

revenue from monopoly-priced water sales against revenue from on-farm water use, as shown

in constraint (3.9) . Unlike in the price-takers case, wm is not a slack variable, and is always

non-negative.

The solution procedure is quite complicated, and is given lengthy treatment in Ap-

pendix C. Complications arise primarily from the inequality constraints and the additional

choice variable. Unlike the competitive market case, the land constraint may no longer bind,

and further, water sales may or may not be greater than zero, on-farm water use may or

may not be greater than zero, and the water constraint may or may not bind.

As a final complication, the optimal ω∗
i ’s are no longer determined only by the water

price as the were for price-takers, rather they may be different depending on the magnitude

of water constraint W . Thus, the problem in general requires considering many more cases

than the price-taking problem, in addition to handling discontinuities in the demand curve

wm(rm). All of these cases are given explicit consideration in the solution procedure utilized

in the full computational model and are described analytically in Appendix C. The general

procedure for running the model under monopoly is shown in Figure 3.7.

3.4 Defining the population

From a simulation standpoint, the primary relevant features of individual population mem-

bers are those that go into setting the constraints W, B, and L, as well as the crops grown.

Variations in any of these parameters have the potential to change individual decisions and

therefore also the decisions of others, by affecting the characteristics of the supply and de-

mand curve. Therefore, any individual model run must specify each of these constraints for

every individual in the population before engaging in the solution procedures outlined above.

Additionally, for the fragmented monopoly cases, the buyer-seller network must be specified

– that is, each farmer with zero water holding must be matched to a potential seller. Chapter
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Figure 3.7: Overall flow of solving for market outcomes under monopolistic conditions
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Farmer ID Land (ha) Water (m3) MI budget (rs) Buys from Trad crop MI crop
1 .8 0 5000 19 wheat potato
2 1.1 0 22000 20 wheat potato
3 0 36000 19 wheat potato
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
19 3.5 4000 190000 NA potato tomato
20 4.6 7000 230000 NA potato tomato

Table 3.2: An example population showing the different elements that define a population.
In this case, the last two entries are potential water sellers, while the first three
are all water buyers.

4 discusses how populations are parameterized and defined in detail for different scenarios

– the fundamental grounding is in matching the land distribution to distributions found

in North Gujarat, while parameterizing water and MI budgets within reasonable bounds.

An additional algorithm described in Appendix C is used to span the space of potential

buyer-seller networks. Here I simply present a sample population in Table 3.2 to provide

an illustration of all the features that must be included. Every individual model run begins

by filling out such a table based on rules that take into account the particular scenario and

policy being modeled. The next section describes some of those rules.

3.5 Representing policies

In order to use the model to assess how the impacts of switching from monopolistic to

competitive markets differ contingent on other policies like water pricing and MI subsidies,

it is necessary for the model to represent variations in those other policies. Because this is

an individual-based model, these policies mostly act by adjusting features of the the private

decisionmaking problems such as prices and constraints.

3.5.1 Parameter-level policy representations

• Marginal water pricing. Whether it arises from electricity pricing or some direct fee,

a marginal price on water withdrawal is represented by adjusting the value of rV . I do
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not explore adjusting rV as an explicit lever for making water use sustainable, but do

represent its influence by considering different values of rV corresponding to different

levels of cost recovery by the electricity supplier. In the model, this has two effects:

In the inelastic supply region, it reduces the surplus captured by population members,

and in the elastic region, it will decrease the overall amount of water demanded by

bringing up the horizontal part of the supply curve.

• MI subsidies. Government subsidies for the adoption of microirrigation simply lower

the effective cost of MI faced by the buyer. Thus, whereas before a buyer might face MI

price of γ + αx1, with a 50% MI subsidy they would now solve their decision problem

assuming c(x1) = .5 (γ + αx1).

• MI loans. Subsidies actually reduce the cost paid for microirrigation and thus may

make MI adoption profitable where it otherwise might not be. In contrast, MI loans

ease the budget constraint while still requiring the farmer to bear the full cost of MI – if

farmers find it profitable in the long run, then a loan may let them adopt even though

they do not have sufficient capital on their own. This is represented in the current

framework simply by removing the budget constraint from the decision problem.

• Supply caps and water rights. In the Gujarat context, rationing water can be

achieved by rationing the agricultural electricity supply. Therefore, while politically

challenging, the government does hold the power to achieve different water use levels

by proportionally reducing power supply across all well-owners. This manifests itself

as a proportional decrease in each water seller’s water constraint Wj, regardless of

whether markets are competitive or monopolistic. In the case where a tradable water

rights system has been implemented, defining the Wj for each population member is

equivalent to defining the water rights they hold.
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3.5.2 Market structure representations

As a reminder, the primary policy scenario under consideration is one in which current

village-level water use is too high, water sales exhibit some signs of monopoly, and water

use needs to be reduced to some level. The goal is to identify if and by how much a shift

to a competitive market will improve outcomes, and how the impacts of such a change

are contingent on many other factors. To consider this situation, the model can be two

fundamentally different ways:

• Under Segmented Monopolies: The model is run according to the procedures

in Section 3.3. Each monopolist identifies the buyer population (who are modeled

as price-takers) and decides on production and water pricing, after which the buyer

populations respond to the price presented to them. In scenarios where water use

is restricted, initial water allocations for the monopolists are adjusted proportionally

downward so that they sum to whatever total level of water use is demanded by the

water use scenario.

• Under a Single Competitive Market: The model is run according to the pro-

cedure described in 3.2, with individual water constraints adjusted proportionally to

match the appropriate water use scenario.

To assess the impact of redistribution of water rights, the model can also be run in compet-

itive market mode with buyers holding water rights, independent of physical access. While

some runs were conducted this way, in competitive equilibrium the water price is independent

of who holds the water rights, and therefore essentially represent an asset, the units of which

are valued at the water price that emerges. Therefore the impact of redistribution can be

analyzed without needing to actually run the model under specific cases of redistribution.
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3.5.3 Estimating MI policy costs

As described in the introduction, the focus of this analysis is less on performing a full weight-

ing of all costs and benefits associated with establishing tradable water rights, but rather

is understanding how benefits are conditional on other policies and village characteristics.

Implementation of tradable water rights or competitive market conditions will vary greatly

from village to village due to many factors which are impractical to model in any generaliz-

able sense. However, to the extent that changing market structure also changes the impact

of other policies, those differential impacts should be considered. Specifically, the switch to

a competitive market will almost certainly change water prices faced by most members of

the population, and water prices may lead to different levels of microirrigation adoption. If

loans or subsidies are in place, then the social cost of those policies will change. Therefore,

an approximate estimate of the cost of microirrigation policies can be specified as:

CMI = rC

∑
j

[(1 − σ)c(x1j)I(loan)] +
∑

j

σc(x1j)

Here, rC is the social cost of capital – ie, the opportunity cost of capital, assumed to

be the spread between the lending rate by the government relative and the societal discount

rate. In this work, rC is taken to be zero because the formulation for distributing capital

costs over time (Equation 3.13 in the next section) implies that loans are made at the private

discount rate, which is likely above the social discount rate, thereby mitigating any social

cost. The term σ represents the fraction of MI cost that is subsidized, leaving (1 − σ)c(x1j)

to be covered as a loan for each farmer j. I(loan) takes the value 1 when a loan policy is in

effect and 0 otherwise. The right term is a direct expenditure for the subsidy itself.
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3.6 Adjustments to facilitate bounding numerical outcomes

The model presented above clearly does not capture all features of the complex smallholder

choice problem that was outlined qualitatively in Chapter 2. In the next chapter, I describe

how many of the model simplifications can be partially accounted for by running the model

under a wide variety of conditions. However, it is useful to add a least a few additional

parameters to increase confidence that the model is an appropriate range of outcomes as far

as the absolute numbers that emerge. The four modifications made are:

1. Time horizons: Investment in microirrigation is one that will be reaped for multiple

years into the future. It is therefore necessary to specify the the start and end of the

period over which the benefits of investment will be reaped.

2. Discount rate: The inclusion of time horizons implies it is necessary to explicitly

account for the discount rate (δ), that is, how farmers will trade off income and con-

sumption over time. Together, time horizons and discount rate modify the price-takers

objective function to:

max
x0,x1,w0,w1

∑
t=TS :TF

⎡
⎣ 1

(1 + δ)t

∑
i=0,1

pifi(xi, wi) + rmwm − rV (w0 + w1 + wm)
⎤
⎦ − c(x1)

(3.13)

where Ts and TF specify the start and ending time periods. The monopolist’s objective

function is modified similarly. 3

3. Seasonality Factor: This modeling effort focuses on groundwater markets during

the Rabi season, when precipitation is minimal in North Gujarat. However, microir-

rigation may yield benefits across other seasons besides Rabi. For consistency, only a

fraction of the MI capital costs should be considered “borne” during Rabi. Thus when

evaluating whether to adopt, the effective price of adopting MI should be downscaled

by the proportion of benefits provided by MI during Rabi relative to other seasons.

3In implementing the solutions described in in the Appendices, only one time period is given consideration,
with the cost of capital being levelized by the total effective discount factor.
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However, this scaling does not alter the budget constraint.

4. Hurdle rate: While uncertainty is not explicitly represented in the adoption and

water use decision, uncertainty over the performance of technology adoption or the

price trajectory of inputs or outputs may lead farmers to require additional gains in

expected profits before deciding to adopt microirrigation. In the absence of a hurdle

rate a farmer may be thought of as evaluating their profits under traditional irrigation

and under microirrigation and simply seeing which is larger. A hurdle rate simply

places an extra wedge into that comparison:

x1 > 0 iff π1 > (1 + η)π0

where η is the hurdle rate and πi represents the profits under irrigation type i.4

With these modifications in place, the next step is to discuss how to run the model in order

to answer the research questions posed in Chapter 1. Before doing so, however, it is useful

to place the model described above in the context of other relevant modeling efforts.

3.7 Comparison with other approaches to modeling water policy

in agricultural systems

This dissertation is by no means the first work to model responses in an agricultural system

facing scarce water resources. Many past efforts are both impressive in their scope and fruit-

ful. They do, however, fill different niches, due to data, methodology or research questions.

The efforts considered here engage with specific policy analytic approaches.

Shiferaw et al. (2008) present what is perhaps the most directly relevant study. They

use a 3-stage least squares estimation strategy on a model of non-separable household pro-

4(If necessary, this constraint can be somewhat cumbersomely translated into a formal inequality constraint
for use in off-the-shelf solvers, but for the implementation in this dissertation, the constraint is enforced
using algorithmic procedures in a way that more closely follows the above expression.)
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duction to identify shadow prices on water and in turn to model the income impact water

pricing might have, controlling for many variables, including farm size, cropping pattern,

family size and caste. They find a relatively low price elasticity and also relatively low

shadow price on water relative to income, leading them to conclude “[t]he present deadlock

over some of the hard policy decisions for groundwater management in India is fueled by the

notion that farmers will reject policies that affect their livelihoods” should be broken by rec-

ognizing the low price elasticity (and correspondingly low income effect) of volumetric water

prices. Overall, the analysis provided by Shiferaw et al provides insight into the variability

of farming returns and returns to water use, and helps support the idea that pricing water

closer to its true social cost does not necessarily have to be detrimental to farmer livelihoods.

However, it does not attempt to explicitly consider barriers to crop switching or adoption,

and also considers only exogenously determined water prices, and is therefore incapable of

capturing feedbacks and distributional effects that might emerge in water markets, be they

formal or informal. When compared to the model of Shiferaw et al, the model presented

in this dissertation can be thought of as trading a more realistic production function and

data-calibrated analysis in order to achieve a more encompassing picture of the water price

and technology adoption and distributional dynamics.

Rosegrant et al. (2000) take an integrated economic-hydrologic approach in Maipo river

basin in Chile, utilizing source and sink nodes, where sector-specific sink nodes are associated

with endogenously determined water demand associated with economic benefits. The model

includes an impressive amount of endogenous factors, including water use, cropping patterns,

as well as salinity feedbacks, and the analysis explicitly considers gains from trade across

sectors in water (which they find to be significant). The model overall has great potential use

as a policy analysis and planning tool, but the dynamics occur at a much larger level than

what would allow for consideration of distributional impacts treated in this dissertation.
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Varela-Ortega et al. (2011) couple an economic mathematical programming model with

a water planning tool5 for the Upper Guadiana basin in Spain. They evaluate different agri-

culture water management policies under two different climate scenarios. The model assumes

four representative farm types (varying along land, water, soil and cropping regimes). Over-

all this model does a great deal to extend the state of the art with respect to integrated

hydro-economic policy analysis, but, as with Rosegrant et al (above), it is at a coarser scale

insufficient to analyze the socioeconomic dynamics involved in this dissertation.

Perhaps the most similar (and indeed more generalized) modeling work is the MP-MAS

modeling framework (Mathematical Programming - Multi-Agent Systems) led by Thomas

Berger (Berger , 2001; Berger et al., 2007; Schreinemachers and Berger , 2011). These models

can incorporate spatial features, and hydrologic soil linkages, and markets for certain inputs.

With the exception of the ability to represent monopolistic water markets, the MP-MAS

framework actual does capture most features developed in the model here. At the time of

model development and coding in 2009, it was deemed that that challenge of representing

varying market structures and nonlinearities within MP-MAS would have been greater than a

from-scratch coding, though in retrospect that may not have been the case, as the description

in Schreinemachers and Berger (2011) indicates a very flexible framework.

Overall, the suite of modeling efforts and toolsets available is promising for well-

informed agricultural water policy analysis. The model presented here fills a niche with

respect to its ability to consider varying market structures. Future work closing the gap

between agent-level models to represent distributional impacts in more detail considering

the paired role of monopoly power and endogenous technology adoption. Natural next steps

would be to incorporate the model developed here into the MP-MAS framework.

5WEAP: http://www.weap21.org
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Chapter 4

Designing the set of computational experiments

The preceding chapter defines a system model of somewhat complex interactions built on

simple models of private choice. It remains to show exactly how that model can be utilized

to answer research questions about changing market structure under a variety of policies and

village conditions. If the model was “consolidative” in the sense defined by Bankes (1993),

simply inputting the appropriate parameters and comparing outcomes would be sufficient.

However, because the goal is in part to understand the range of outcomes that may occur

while relying on an admittedly simplified model, there is a need to carefully define the extent

and sampling of model parameter space. This is achieved by defining a set of model runs

that may be thought of as “computational experiments,” each of which reveals behavior of

the model in different regions of parameter space, which correspond to different plausible

descriptions of the smallholder system. Specifying such a set of computational experiments

is the goal of this chapter.

First, I describe how the research questions call for a large set of model runs even if a

consolidative model were at hand. These runs are primarily required to assess the interaction

that other policies like MI subsidies and water pricing have on changing market structure,

and to identify the difference in performance under various water management scenarios.

I then go on to describe how to represent variation in population types and also different
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cropping and technology adoption scenarios. These latter scenarios are included to address

the lack of crop choice and risk aversion built into the model, while the population variations

allow us to examine the generalizability of claims about market structure.

4.1 Guiding principles in defining the experimental design

Recall the primary research question defined in Chapter 1:

• Under what conditions does it make sense to consider implementing a tradable water

rights system?

– How do the potential benefits of moving to TWR compare to implementation

costs?

– How does the magnitude and distribution of benefits vary for populations with

different economic characteristics?

– How does TWR interact with microirrigation policy?

The phrasing of this question necessitates an experimental design defined by several features.

First, the focus on the impact of changing market structure implies an orientation toward

the differential effect when the model is run under one market structure and water use level

compared to another. Here, the default governance scenario is that there are monopolistic

water markets in which water is being used at an unsustainable level, and needs to be brought

down to a sustainable level. The main goal is to compare what happens across water use

levels and across market structures. If, say, water use is decreased village wide by 25%,

what do the outcomes look like for all the village members if that reduction happens under

monopolistic conditions, versus if it occurs concurrently with a transition to a more equitable

and competitive water rights system?

Answering these comparison-oriented questions necessitates a) running the model at

multiple levels of water use and b) for each level, running the model under each market

structure. If the goal was to apply a consolidative model to assess the value of such estab-
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lishing tradable water rights for a specific village, then all that need be done is specify the

parameters describing the village and run the model a few times under monopoly and com-

petitive conditions at the initial and final water use levels. However, the research question

also asks how impacts vary under different conditions. These conditions include different

policy environments and different population characteristics, since villages will vary greatly

in their attributes relevant to water markets and farming outcomes. This suggests a need to

understand the impact of the market structure under many different hypothetical villages

in addition to different policies. Therefore, I parameterize relevant village characteristics

and run the model in different regions of parameter space corresponding to different village

characteristics.

This exploration would be sufficient with a consolidative model in hand. However,

the model used has notable simplifications and extra runs must be performed to assess

their impact. In particular, it does not endogenously account for farming choices like crop

selection, and it also does not include well-calibrated adoption behavior. Therefore, I also

explore across different exogenously enforced cropping scenarios and parameters related to

the profitability of microirrigation adoption.

The general approach for sampling and analysis, which follows the exploratory mod-

eling concept, is to span parameter space rather than focus on a few key anchoring runs

with sensitivity analysis. There are different ways to set up computational experiments to

achieve this goal, and I use a mix of factorial designs across variables interacted with Latin

Hypercube designs. Latin Hypercubes are a relatively efficient space-filling design (Santner

et al., 2003, Chapter 5), while factorial expansions provide more intuitive sampling strategy

that facilitates direct comparisons across cases while holding other factors constant. I discuss

my choices specific to each section, on policies, populations and cropping scenarios, and then

summarize the overall experimental design at the end of the chapter.
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4.2 Variation in policy specifications

4.2.1 Changing market structure

Chapter 3 described how the model can be solved under monopolistic conditions or com-

petitive market conditions, and how water endowments can be reallocated from their initial

distribution to represent the impact of an equity-focused tradable water rights system. For

every parameter combination described in the rest of this chapter, the model is run twice:

Once under monopoly with the original water rights distribution, and once under competi-

tive markets with the original water rights distribution. Implications of redistribution under

a competitive market can be assessed using a variety of tools without rerunning the model.

Chapter 5 develops a series of plots that allow simultaneous consideration of the competitive

market case with and without redistribution of water rights.1

4.2.2 Reductions in population-wide in water use

At the district level, the reductions in water use required to make groundwater irrigation

sustainable have been as high as 40 percent (Central Ground Water Board 1997). For some

districts the amount is much less, but local variation in aquifer characteristics may also create

conditions where individual villages may need to reduce even more drastically. Therefore, it

is desirable to include runs that span this range and wider. Additionally, because villages

vary in the degree of water scarcity even in the unregulated state, it is useful to explore across

different levels of pre-existing scarcity. Here I am defining scarcity relative to the amount

of water that farmers would prefer to use on crops irrigated with traditional technology

1A fourth combination of market structure and water rights, reallocation combined with monopoly, is
ignored under the assumption that any policy measure to reallocate water rights would be concomitant
with increasing competitiveness in the water market. While not strictly true, should this assumption
fail, outcomes would likely reduce to the monopoly case that is already being run, due to a remaining
monopoly on physical access to water. That is, while not holding a monopoly on the water itself, water
sellers might retain a monopoly on the delivery of water and so could in theory still extract monopoly rents
from those unable to invest in the capital necessary to drill to water on their own (or who are prohibited
from doing so legally). The above explanation does not argue for the effectiveness of redistribution, but
is just to say that violation of that assumption is still covered in the set of scenarios being modeled.
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if water was free. In the notation from chapter 3, this is ω∗
0

∑
j Lj. The sampling strategy

employed here treats the no-scarcity water use level as a baseline, and then considers different

restrictions on water use, specifically 0% (the baseline), 25%, and 50%.

4.2.3 Exogenous water cost

I do not consider the effective volumetric price rV as an explicit lever – partly because it is

dominated from a policy perspective, and partly because the impact of pricing is straight-

forward under an inelastic supply. However, in the Gujarat context the appropriate rV in

a rationing system is ultimately derived from the social cost of providing the electricity to

pump the water. Therefore, I initially explored both the zero marginal cost case (which

effectively exists in many areas), along with a relatively high value for what the cost of

providing the electricity actually is. This value can be estimated in a few different ways:

1. Backing out from electricity costs: With electricity costs at approximately 4 Rs/kWh,

and raising a cubic meter of water requiring ~.3 kWh per 100 meters of depth, a nominal

high value of 3 Rs
m3 serves to provide an upper bound on groundwater costs for water

tables in the 100-200 meter range, allowing for some pump inefficiency.

2. Derived water trading values: Kumar (2005) gives effective volumetric prices centered

around 1 with a high of 2.29 Rs
m3 . Most such farmers were faced with subsidized elec-

tricity, so their number represents a lower bound on the true cost, though the numbers

may also reflect some degree of monopoly pricing.

3. Calculations imputed from household data: Kumar and Singh (2007) provide house-

hold data including an imputed effective volumetric cost of water for water owners in

Palanpur and Vadgam talukas. This data had mean average cost of 1.5 Rs
m3 (where

average cost is used in the economic sense of total cost over total quantity produced).

Considering the high portion of fixed costs, this number should represent an upper

bound, however, again most people were facing highly subsidized electricity costs so it

is difficult to precisely identify the marginal social cost from this.
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Given data points above, the primary experimental design uses 0 and 3 Rs
m3 , with additional

explorations where deemed useful. Further refinements suggested relative insensitivity in

final incomes using zero or 3, so 3 Rs
m3 was used to facilitate greater exploration on other

parameters.

4.2.4 Microirrigation subsidy levels

Gujarat implements an effective 50% microirrigation subsidy, but that is not by any means

a variable that is impossible to change. In fact, the current subsidy level is a combination of

national level subsidies and state subsidies, which could in theory be increased or decreased

independently. For completeness, and to facilitate detection of potential nonlinearities, this

analysis considers 0, 25%, 50%, 75% and full subsidies.

4.2.5 Microirrigation loans

As part of the subsidy program, Gujarat provides additional low interest loans to cover most

of the remaining capital cost. In reality, farmers may be required to pay a 10% or greater

down payment, but for simplicity’s sake (and because the impact of the budget constraint

is extensively explored), loans are modeled as either covering all unsubsidized capital cost.

The model is run with the loan in place, and without.

4.3 Specifying scenarios for village composition

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, village characteristics may vary signif-

icantly. To robustly assess the impacts of market structure, multiple village types must

be represented in the analysis. This is achieved by parameterizing different features of the

population.

For any given run, the following must be defined for each member of the village pop-

ulation: Land endowment Lj, water endowments Wj, capital budget Bj, and buyer/seller
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mapping for each smallholder. While the goal is exploring a wide variety of population struc-

tures, treating each element as its own independently variable parameter would amount to

N4 parameters for a population of size N . Such an overwhelming number is not useful for

extracting meaningful conclusions from data generated by the model runs. Rather, the goal

is to reasonably span population characteristics one might expect to see in reality by param-

eterizing relevant features of the distribution. The land distribution provides the anchoring

point from which I achieve this goal.

4.3.1 Distribution of farm holdings in Gujarat

Figure 4.1 shows what fraction of farmers have landholdings in given size class for different

districts in North Gujarat, using statistics provided by the Gujarat Directorate of Agri-

culture (2006a).2 With the exception of Banaskantha, which shows a slightly more right

shifted distribution, the districts all have strikingly similar land distributions. Therefore

to focus computational efforts on other more drastically varying population characteristics,

populations are assumed to have the same distribution of Sabarkantha, with minimal loss of

generality.

Computational constraints require that the effectively smooth population distribution

be modeled approximated by a relatively small discrete population. Therefore, the number of

individuals in the model must be selected bearing in mind the tradeoff between computational

speed and fidelity to the true distribution. For assigning population sizes, I take the smallest

N that yields at least one population member in each bin rounding αkN to the nearest whole

number, where αk is the fraction of the population possessing landholding in size class k.

This method leads to a population of size 41 for Sabarkantha.

2For unknown reasons, the land distribution in Patan appears to be missing from the state-provided data.
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Figure 4.1: Land holding distributions for districts of North Gujarat, grouped in bins. All are
distributed very similarly, with Banaskantha having a slightly more even (though
still very skewed) distribution. Note that bins are not of equal size ranges, which
explains the common jump for the bin centered at 6.25. *x-axis labels are middle
values of bins.
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4.3.2 Distribution of water endowments

Utilizing a relative scarcity framework as discussed in subsection 4.2.2 means that the total

population level water use must be identified before assigning absolute water amounts to

members of the population in a given scenario. Subsection 4.2.2 also provides that no-

scarcity condition as a function of total land: ω∗
0

∑
j Lj. Therefore the amount of water that

needs to be distributed across all individuals is W = sW ω∗
0

∑
j Lj where sW scales the water

available – eg, sW = .75 for a 25% reduction in water use, .4 for a 60% reduction etc. The

next step is to determine how this total amount of water is allocated across all population

members.

This distribution of water across the population is parameterized by two relatively

simple scalings. The first parameter is φ, which denotes what fraction of the population has

physical access to water and what fraction are water buyers (1−φ). The fraction φ is allowed

to vary in the interval [1/N, .5], as beyond 50% well ownership, it is assumed that monopoly

conditions would be unlikely to hold. Once φ is set, this identifies the number of individuals

who will receive water endowments NW = φN . Because of the strong correlation between

wealth, landholding and the capital to invest in wells, it is assumed that water endowments

fall to the NW land owners with the highest land holdings.

For the subpopulation receiving water endowments, I assume that the distribution of

water access is proportional to land area held, but not necessarily directly proportional.

The second, αW , is essentially an equity variable for how water is distributed among the

subpopulation that do water endowments. To allow for variation along this measure, I

consider the convex combination of equal water allocation and water allocation in direct

proportion to land held. The variable αW itself is assumed to lie in the interval [0, 1] and

scales the mixture between the two rules for distributing water:αW = 0 means distribution is

completely land-driven, while a value of 1 implies complete equality of water holdings (among

those with non-zero access to water). That is, under strict equality in distribution, each of

the water endowed farmers would be assigned W E
j = W/NW . Under land proportional
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allocation, each farmer would be assigned W L
j = Lj

L
W , where L = ∑

Lj, j ∈ {sellers}.

Depending on the value of αW , each water endowed individual will receive:

Wj = αW W E
j + (1 − αW )W L

j . (4.1)

Note that αW can actually take on values outside of [0, 1], though I restrict the primary

analysis to that range. Examples of the water distribution across the population under

different values of φ and αW are shown in Figure 4.2.

4.3.3 Distribution of capital budgets

The capital budget B as defined in the model setup should be interpreted more as an

indicator of the ability to adopt microirrigation rather than a strict actual budget set aside

specifically for a household to purchase MI. Both the ability and likelihood of adopting capital

intensive farming technology are positively correlated with land holdings (as one example,

see Schuck and Green, 2001). However, there is little theoretical or empirical evidence to

suggest it follows a linear relationship, and some to suggest that it is far more thresholded.

Therefore the approach relied on for parameterizing water allocation above is not obviously

appropriate for parameterizing budgets across members of different populations. Instead I

adopt a different strategy, though it similarly reduces to two parameters.

The relevant feature of the budget constraint is its size relative to the cost of full

MI adoption: BF
j = α + γLj. Similar to the no-scarcity level of water use, this provides a

convenient absolute reference point from which to potentially scale the budgets of population

members in different scenarios. The goal is then to scale the budgets of individual agents in

a way that keeps the ability to adopt on their land as a monotonic function of landholdings,

but also may allow near threshold behavior. Such variations are shown in Figure 4.3.

A convenient functional form to capture this variation can be found in the Generalized

Logistic Function, which takes the form:
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of water distributions using different values of φ (x-direction) and αW

(y-direction), holding the total water level constant at 100 units for a hypothetical
population of 10 farmers. Each bar represents the water held by an individual
farmer. The lower left represents most equitable distribution while the upper
right is the most concentrated.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of different plausible distributions of MI capital budgets. “A” rep-
resents the case in which smaller farmers have near zero ability to adopt, with
a rather steep rise in ability to adopt for the most wealthy farmers. “B” repre-
sents a scenario in which no one is able to fully adopt on their own, with modest
correspondence with landholdings. “C” represents a case in which the majority
can fully adopt, but the threshold is very strong. Lastly, “D” represents a case
in which nearly everyone in the population can adopt even without government
support.
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A + K − A(
1 + Qe−B(Lj−M)

) 1
ν

(4.2)

where B controls the steepness of the function and M controls the location where the

maximum steepness is reached. These two parameters can be varied to produce the diversity

of curves shown in Figure 4.3, holding the remaining parameters constant at (A = 0, K =

1.1, Q = 1, ν = 1). I choose K slightly above unity because otherwise no member of the

population would ever have sufficient wealth to fully adopt. I allow M to vary in the interval

[−1, 4] and B to vary in [.25, 5].

4.3.4 Algorithmic construction of buyer-seller networks

Simulating the model under monopoly conditions requires specifying the buyer population

for each water seller. Here the goal is again to parameterize what such a network might look

like and sample across that range. Conceptually, there is a difference in the “evenness” of the

distribution. In one limit, the seller with the largest water resources might, for geographic

reasons, have only one buyer, while less endowed sellers may have multiple buyers. Such

an arrangement would constitute a mismatched situation, whereas in other cases the land

area of the buyers and seller may be better lined up, so that the potential demands of the

buyer population are more closely aligned with the seller’s water and land endowments. Such

relationships can change the population wide outcomes under monopoly, as will be discussed

further in examining the results in Chapter 5.

One way to span this space of potential networks is by sorting buyers and sellers

according to land endowments, and then pairing them in different ways. For example, one

might first assign the smallest buyer to the biggest seller, and the next smallest buyer to the

next biggest seller, and so forth, repeating the process cyclically until all buyers have been

assigned to a seller. Alternatively, one might assign the smallest buyer to the smallest seller,

next smallest buyer to the next smallest seller, and so on. Based on varying the ordering
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of the buyer population, the seller population, and the matching procedure, eight different

assignment methods are specified in the Appendix C which should span the space of possible

networks. After initial runs to explore the impact of varying the assignment methods, three

were chosen that best spanned the space.

4.3.5 Summary of steps to specify a population

The above discussion is admittedly complex (or at least tedious). For an overview, the step-

by-step procedure for generating a population to use in a given model run is summarized

below:

1. Begin with land distribution based on data. Identify a total population size to model

based on ability represent the given distribution with reasonable fidelity.

2. Identify total no-scarcity water (W ) demand by multiplying maximum per-area water

use by the total land in the population. Maximum water use is defined as the amount

of water that would be used under traditional irrigation if water were free.

3. Adjust the no-scarcity water amount according to the water use scenario (sW ), with

sW determined as part of the experimental design, considering the values {1, .75, .5}.

4. Identify which population members will be water sellers: The top φN landholders,

with φ determined as part of the Latin Hypercube Sample.

5. Distribute water endowments according to Equation 4.1.

6. Identify budget required for each individual to fully adopt.

7. Scale each individuals budget according to Equation 4.2 using scenario-specific param-

eters defined by the Latin Hypercube Sample.

8. Assign each water buyer a seller based on one of the three algorithms described in

Subsection 4.3.4 and Appendix C, with the specific algorithm chosen as part of the

Latin Hypercube Sample.
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4.4 Crop parameters and cropping scenarios

In the field, any specific crop possesses manifold characteristics relevant to whether a farmer

chooses to grow it. From an agricultural economics standpoint, crucial features include the

yield response to various inputs such as water, labor, and different types of fertilizer. Each

of these responses may depend strongly on soil and climatic conditions, so that certain crops

are far more suited to certain regions than others. This is no surprise, and one might then

expect that within a region, one crop is grown that yields the biggest profits for a given

planted area. Yet even in relatively homogenous areas, other factors come into play. These

include differences in resilience to drought and pests, interactions with other crops, labor

requirements, and how each of these interact with the risk tolerance, labor preferences, and

capital of farmers. Taken together, these differences can lead to many different crops being

grown by single farmer, whose portfolio may differ even from an immediately adjacent farmer,

though certain cropping patterns will in many cases dominate a region.

The model used in this research is more limited in its representation of crops and crop

choices. A crop is defined only by its yield response to water, which, when constrained to the

quadratic form described in Chapter 3, has only has two degrees of freedom. Additionally,

farmers are only able to choose between a crop grown under microirrigation and another

crop grown under traditional irrigation. While a larger multi-cropping decision model would

treat the crop choice problem endogenously, the current framework relies on exogenously

enforced cropping choices as part of a bounding analysis. This is done for two reasons:

1. From a realism standpoint, unless the model simultaneously incorporates stochastic-

ity and risk aversion, or additional constraints, then a model with crop choice will

not exhibit mixed cropping behavior anyway, reducing to whatever crop looks most

profitable, without concern for other elements that may affect farmer choice. It may

therefore overestimate the expected profits. Crop scenarios proxy for the other con-

straints and incentives that farmers face and which are not represented in the model.
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For example, a crop with minimal water use and low value yield would likely not be

selected on profitability grounds, but many farmers may still grow that crop, perhaps

because of its lower risk to water stress.

2. Practically, choosing between a single crop under MI and a single crop under traditional

irrigation simplifies the modeling framework significantly without significantly affecting

the ability to explore the range of outcomes that may emerge. This is because the

true performance of a cropping mix will not outperform the hypothetical risk-free

performance of the single most profitable crop, and nor will it be worse than the most

conservative crop.

The reliance on crop scenarios implies a need to consider a set of crops that vary significantly

in their use of water and their yield, contingent on there being some desirable reason to grow

a crop. Therefore, I populate the space of water use and yield (hereafter “water productivity

space”) with different crops grown in the region, and select subsets that provide a decent

variation based on their position in water productivity space.

4.4.1 Selecting the initial set of crops to consider

The focus of this modeling effort is on the Rabi (winter) season of crop growing, because

precipitation during that season is essentially zero in North Gujarat, making the role of

groundwater irrigation the most stark. The Gujarat Agricultural Board identifies wheat,

mustard, potato, cumin and isabgul (a variety of psyllium seed) as dominant Rabi crops, as

shown in Table 4.1 (Gujarat Agriculture and Co-Operation Department).

As regional crop water response for psyllium and cumin proved difficult to identify and

their total cropped area is relatively small, I consider only wheat, mustard, gram and potato

as the initial set of traditionally irrigated crops.

For crops to consider in the primary set of computational experiments, I focus on

microirrigated versions of the same crops, replacing mustard with tomato, which is a promi-

nent horticultural crop that some adopt as a switch to MI. It should be noted, however, that
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District Rabi crops as part of “Normal” cropping pattern*
Banaskantha Mustard, Cumin, Isabgul, Wheat, Gram [chickpea], Potato
Ghandinagar Wheat, Mustard

Mehsana Wheat, Mustard, Isabgul, Cumin, Wheat
Patan Wheat, Mustard

Sabarkantha Wheat, Mustard
Table 4.1: Common crops in North Gujarat. *Note that these are typically paired with

specific Kharif crops, not shown. Source: Subset adapted from Gujarat State
Agricultural Marketing Board. Isabgul (or isabghol) is the Indian name for a
particular variety of psyllium seed. Fodder crop Alfalfa not shown.

one significant benefit of microirrigation stems from its enabling additional higher return

horticultural crops like pomegranate and banana. For comparison purposes I consider only

tomato, which still has a far higher returns than other crops, but has growing seasons aligned

with other crops, unlike many horticultural crops which may take multiple seasons to begin

bearing fruit and may not overlap well with the seasonal framework assumed here. Future

work that considers summer and Kharif seasons in addition to Rabi can also more naturally

incorporate horticultural crops with longer growth and harvest periods.

4.4.2 Populating pricing and yield response data

Identifying the position of crops in water productivity space requires both the physical

yield and the price per unit, along with the water use. I use multiple overlapping sources

and considering ranges of uncertainty in each parameter. Of the data sources I rely on

below, some are general and some are specific to Gujarat, and to comparisons between

microirrigation and traditionally irrigated crops.

• The Food and Agriculture’s Water Management Group (FAO WATER, 2011) gives

detailed information on crop water response for about 25 crops, including summary

statistics on typical yield ranges and water productivity. I use low and high and

estimates for each.

• Kumar and Singh (2007)provides yields and water use statistics based on data collected
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in North Gujarat for a variety of crops.

• The Gujarat Green Revolution Corporation (a state government entity promoting mi-

croirrigation) also provides expected yield increases for several ideal MI crops, as part of

outreach material on economic viability. (Gujarat Green Revolution Company Limited,

2011)

• NETAFIM, a major microirrigation manufacturer with a strong presence in India, in-

cludes India-specific outreach material comparing yields and water use under microir-

rigation and traditional irrigation for approximately 30 crops. As with any industry

sponsored research, one should be wary that the values may bias toward a favorable

presentation of their product, but they do provide a set of numbers that cannot be

rejected as implausible (and indeed, do not always exceed yield estimates from other

sources). (NETAFIM , 2009)

• Prices are obtained from both the FAO (FAOSTAT , 2011), and, where missing, from

the Directorate of Marketing and Inspection within the Government of India’s Depart-

ment of Agriculture and Co-operation (Directorate of Marketing and Inspection, 2011).

For FAO-based statistics, I consider the minimum and maximum annual India-wide

price over the period 2004-2008. When Government of India is relied on, I take the

average May price over the same period 2004-2008. Very detailed spatial and tem-

poral market data actually exists for most crops at most markets in India, though

depending on the data desired, querying the DAC database is highly labor intensive.

However, relying on this database, future work could be done to attempt to parame-

terize variability of prices at more local levels. This is not done in this study because

the price ranges and yield ranges are already very large, and detailed analysis of the

price variability is a third order concern.

Using the above sources, I cross water use and yield pairs with high and low price range to

populate water productivity space shown in Figure 4.4. Each point represents the peak of a

quadratic production function and thereby determines the yield response to water – but the
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Figure 4.4: Crop and water productivity statistics. Colors indicate whether the crop is pro-
duced under microirrigation or traditional irrigation, while dots and triangles
correspond to pessimistic and optimistic parameter assumptions. The circled
crops were chosen to include in the scenarios.

full curves are not shown as they would obfuscate the plot.

Based on a desire to span each set of parameters contingent on irrigation technology,

I selected the circled crop/parameter combinations, which are also specified in Table 4.2.

Tomato under drip irrigation is by far the highest valued, highest water productivity crop,

while chickpea represents a relatively low overall water productivity value with potato falling

in the middle. Interestingly there is minimal variation in the per-area water use for those
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Traditional Microirrigation
Wheat (pessimistic) Chickpea (pessimistic)

Chickpea (pessimistic) Potato (optimistic)
Potato (optimistic) Tomato (optimistic)

Table 4.2: Crops used in cropping scenarios, with their yield scenario in parenthesis.

crops. The traditional crop parameters had a far wider range of water use, and I chose

points that amounted to each corner of the triangle that the cloud of points formed. This

corresponded to potato, chickpea and the least economical wheat parameters. The next

subsection discusses how these crops are combined with MI adoption scenarios to yield a

complete set of cropping scenarios.

4.4.3 Cropping scenarios and interaction with technology adoption and water

access

Recent econometric and survey research confirms that reliable access to one’s own water

source can be a significant factor in adoption of microirrigation Namara et al. (2007); Indu

et al. (2008); Kumar and Singh (2007). To the extent that crop choices are constrained

by resiliency to water stress, risk tolerance and capital requirements, there is the potential

for crop choice to break down along the same lines. A classic example is that the switch

to horticultural crops may take multiple seasons to bear fruit, and even though it may be

profitable overall, poorer farmers may not able to make that switch and sustain an income

over the transition period – or they may be unable to ensure a water supply with sufficient

reliability to protect against trees perishing during drought times.

To account for this possibility, I separate cropping scenarios by buyer and seller status,

and also consider exogenously enforced limitations on adoption ability. I begin by specify-

ing every combination of cropping and adoption constraints by buyer and seller, and then

eliminating some combinations that would imply greater risk tolerance or adoption ability

for buyers than sellers.
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Scenario element Levels
Buyer crop choice {Water saving, Water productivity

maximizing, Yield maximizing}
Buyer adoption constraints {Exogenously prohibited, Profit and budget

constrained}
Seller crop choice {Water saving, Water productivity

maximizing, Yield maximizing}
Seller adoption constraints {Exogenously prohibited, Profit and budget

constrained}
Table 4.3: Factors in the full factorial design for cropping choice and adoption ability.

The initial full factorial combination is shown in Table 4.3.

Considering all combinations of these scenario elements leads to 324 cropping scenarios.

However, the following sets of cases can be eliminated as conceptually irrelevant based on the

assumption that water sellers have greater risk tolerance, greater reliability in water supply,

and generally greater capital budgets:

• Cases in which sellers are prohibited from adopting MI while buyers are not.

• Cases in which buyers can adopt higher water productivity crops while sellers are

constrained to lower water productivity crops. For example, I assume it would not

be the case that buyers would adopt tomatoes under MI while sellers would adopt

chickpea.

• It does not matter what the MI crops are for cases in which MI adoption is prohibited.

Applying these restrictions narrows down the total number of cropping and technology sce-

narios to 49.

4.4.4 Microirrigation costs and actor preferences

The effective cost of microirrigation adoption is an important factor in determining adoption

decisions and corresponding outcomes. The profitability of MI adoption is determined by

several model parameters – most obviously the cost parameters α and γ, corresponding to

the fixed and area-based costs. Other factors introduced at the end of Chapter 3 include the
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discount rate, time horizon, the seasonality factor, and hurdle rate.

While these amount to six parameters total, the main effect of the first five is the same,

scaling the effective cost relative to revenues with and without microirrigation. Therefore, I

group the first five parameters into a common dimension of “MI favorability” and allow the

hurdle rate to vary independently.

The values for the first five are chosen as follows:

• Microirrigation cost parameters. For a plot of size x, the cost of microirrigation adop-

tion takes the from α + γx, where α corresponds to a fixed cost associated with a

pressurization and filtration system, and γ corresponds to the per area cost related to

pipelines and emitters. A farmer planning to install a drip (or mini-sprinkler) irrigation

system would make the decision in conjunction with crops and crop spacings (for row

crops and horticulture crops) that would also effect their yield. These relationships

are partly farmer preference and partly dependent on soil types, and typically involve

customized expert consultancies, leaving the prediction of their interaction beyond the

scope of this research. I therefore leave the interaction of MI cost with cropping deci-

sions as independently varying parameters, and as with other variables, focus instead

on spanning the space, this time with three levels. GGRC data on MIS cost implies

a fixed cost of approximately 11,000 Rs, with per hectare costs varying hugely from

16,000 to over 128,000 depending on the spacing. I use these bounds as part of the

LHS design. It should be noted however, that in practice the spacing is crop and soil

specific, and therefore would be correlated with per-hectare yields, so this approach

may exaggerate the variability in MI costs relative to revenues.

• Discount Rate. Private discount rates vary widely and tend to be far higher for the

rural poor than for say, large firms in developed countries. Depending on the exact

context, field studies have found values ranging from zero to above 100%, with values

in the 50 to 75% region not uncommon (See discussion in Ekholm et al., 2010). Unlike

most other cases, I do not aim to consider the full bounds. For one reason, the discount
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rates tend to be negatively correlated with wealth and thus the very high cost MI is

likely to be taken up by wealthier farmers with lower discount rates, while the lower

cost MI is more likely to be taken up by farmers with higher discount rates. Thus fully

compounding very wide discount rates with very wide MI costs is almost certainly

outside the range of plausibility. Additionally, much of the range stems from discount

rates in other contexts outside agricultural capital purchases, under conditions that

may be less relevant. I focus instead on the values from a study aimed specifically at

irrigation investments for Indian smallholders (in this case, well drilling rather than

microirrigation). These estimates are developed as part of a study by Fafchamps

and Pender (1997) using the well-studied ICRISAT dataset, combined with specially

administered survey data. They find, for variations in their primary model, discount

rates ranging from 17% to 29%. I use these bounds, with 17% corresponding to the

highly favorable limit, and 29\% corresponding to the unfavorable limit.

• Time horizon. The time horizon similarly scales the effective profitability of MI by

allowing more or fewer seasons to recoup the investment cost. I use 3 years and 10

years as the limits for unfavorable and favorable.

• Seasonality factor. The fraction of MI cost assigned to the Rabi season scales down the

effective per-season cost. The attribution of MI costs to the current seasons logically

cannot go above one, and setting a lower bound of 1/3 implies equality in value across

all three (potential) growing seasons.

All of the above variables essentially have the same impact, which is to adjust the profitability

of adoption by changing the relative size of the investment in microirrigation as compared

to the net revenues. Therefore it would be a waste of computational effort to sample them

independently, except for specific sensitivity analysis. Thus, I aggregate all the variables onto

a single “MI favorability scale” ranging from 0 to 1, where the each variable is simply scaled

linearly between the unfavorable and favorable condition. As an example, a scalar value

of μ = .5 would represent each of the parameters at the mean value between the high and
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low conditions. The scalar μ then gets added as a single dimension in the Latin Hypercube

design, rather than needing to add 4 more dimensions.

Parameter Parameter name MI favorable MI unfavorable

α (rs) MI fixed cost 11000 11000

γ (rs) MI area-based cost 16000 128000

δ Discount rate .17 .29

TF (years) Time horizon 10 3

κ Seasonality factor 1
3 1

The last parameter, the hurdle rate is treated separately. The hurdle rate places re-

quirements on the expected profitability when deciding to adopt MI, but once MI is adopted,

profits returned to not actually depend on the hurdle rate. Zero is a natural lower bound,

and 100% serves as an upper bound for this analysis.

4.5 Summary of experimental designs

Essentially, there are three separable components of the experimental design, and these can

be crossed with each other, possibly drawing on different subsets of each component to help

answer different questions.

• Policy scenarios and categorical variables: I consider a full factorial sam-

pling of every combination MI subsidy levels, MI loan, three water use restrictions, two

market structures, and three buyer-seller networks.

• Cropping scenarios: I consider every legitimate member of the full factorial ex-

pansion of cropping patterns, separated by irrigation type, buyer/sellers status, and

whether or not adoption is prohibited for other reasons.

• Population scenarios and MI favorability: These include continuous and

bounded parameters defining water fraction, water distribution, budget scaling param-

eters, MI favorability, and hurdle rate. These parameters are all inherently continuous,
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which, combined with the goal of sampling the space broadly, suggests the use of a

Latin Hypercube sampling approach. Standard Latin hypercubes have the additional

advantage of being augmentable, so that, if the density of sampling is criticized, addi-

tional runs can be added while preserving the overall Latin nature of the experimental

design.

A complete crossing of all variables at high resolution would require approximately 1.7 mil-

lion cases to be considered,3 which requires excessive run-time and also slows the analysis

of the outputs due to the large dataset size. This modeling splits the sets of runs into

two sets of approximately 100,000 cases: One which samples the categorical variables more

densely while using a sparse 12 point Latin hypercube, and one that reverses that: More

coarse sampling of the categorical variables (fewer crop combinations, and fewer MI subsidy

levels considered), but a more dense 192 point Latin hypercube. These two datasets can

then be drawn on as appropriate, depending on the subject of exploration: Dataset A pro-

vides greater opportunities for all-else-equal comparisons, while Dataset B can be useful for

scenario discovery. The two different sets are summarized in Tables 4.4 and 4.5.

3Though code for setting up the model takes advantage of the fact that certain combinations of inputs will
have identical outcomes that can be filled in through post-processing: For example, the outcomes under
a 100% MI subsidy will be identical regardless of whether MI loans are available. Taking these factors
into account reduces the total number of required runs by 10-30%, depending on the details of the design.
It does not reduce the number of cases featuring in the analysis though.
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Group Variable Dataset A Dataset B Units

Full
factorial

Market type {monop, comp} {monop, comp}
Water restriction {0, 25, 50} {0, 25, 50} %

MI subsidy {0, 25, 50, 75,
100}

{0, 50, 100} %

MI loan {no, yes} {no, yes}
Cost of water extraction {3} {3} rs

m3

Buyer-seller network* {bbf_sbf,
l2h_bw, h2l_sw}

{bbf_sbf,
l2h_bw, h2l_sw}

Filtered
factorial

Crop {Wheat,
Chickpea, Potato,

Tomato}

{same, but fewer
crossings}

Irrigation Type {Flood,
Microirrigation}

{Flood,
Microirrigation}

Adoption ability {prohibited, free} {free}
Latin

hypercube
Hypercube Sizes 12 192 points

Table 4.4: The two main experimental designs utilized for the graphics and results in Chapter
5. *See Section 4.3.4 for an explanation of these admittedly non-intuitive labels.

Variable Lower Upper
Fraction owning well (φ) .05 .4

Water equity among owners (αW ) 0 1
Adoption ability disparity (B) .25 5

Seller-bias in adoption ability (M) -1 4
MI favorability scale 0 1

MI adoption hurdle rate (η) 0 100
Table 4.5: Variables sampled within the Latin Hypercube design. The bounds are the same

for the 12 point (Dataset A) or 192 point (Dataset B) sample.
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Chapter 5

When is formalizing pre-existing water markets

a good idea?

5.1 Efficiency and acceptability as dual lenses for policy

assessment

If irrigated agriculture is to be preserved in areas currently relying on overexploitation of

groundwater, the question of policy interest is whether formalizing the water market is

worthwhile given that water will need to be rationed to a sustainable level. With sustainability

as a precondition, the value of formalizing the water market can be assessed according to

just two criteria: Efficiency and acceptability. Efficiency answers the question “To what

extent is the population better off as a whole, due to the improved allocation of resources

that stem from the market formalization?” Acceptability encompasses equity concerns but

also recognizes the importance of how gains are perceived by the affected population: Does

a change that improves efficiency improve conditions for all, and if not, are there at least

feasible methods by which losers can be compensated in order to promote buy-in to the

policy?

It is particularly important to consider both efficiency and acceptability in a political
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arena in which farmers hold significant political power. Because the primary policy change

under consideration involves reducing monopoly power, the default outcome is to enhance

equity. While such a property is on the surface palatable (especially in comparison to a

regressive policy), policies with significant wealth transfer may not be politically feasible to

the extent that wealthy and water-endowed farmers anticipate they will be made significantly

worse off.

Therefore, to hone in on efficiency and acceptability, the analysis presented here con-

siders three classes of policy success:

1. Cases where formalizing the water market in order to make it competitive is a win for

both buyers and sellers, without needing to reallocate water rights.

2. Cases that are not win-win by default, but can be made win-win using a reallocation

of water rights, relative to the assumed historical baseline for effective water rights.

These correspond to case in which sellers are made better off while buyers are made

worse off.

3. Cases that involve very high efficiency gains, but would require other redistributive

policies to make win-win: Losers cannot be wholly compensated by transfer of water

rights alone. These constitute cases in which sellers are worse off and buyers are better

off. (The buyer population by definition starts from a baseline of no water rights, so

they cannot be transferred to the seller population.)

The assumption is that these categories fall on a spectrum of feasibility of implementation,

from easy to hard. Addressing distributional issues via water rights allocation is assumed to

be easier than addressing distributional issues using means outside the water sector, because

formalizing the water market will involve a process for establishing and distributing rights

anyway, and also because redistributing water rights can only redress cases in which buyers

are made worse off. No effort is given to understanding cases in which formalizing the market

is heavily redistributive with only mild efficiency gains, since they are probably not worth

the political or fiscal cost of implementing.
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While it useful to identify conditions for policy success, it also useful to understand

conditions leading to policy failure. Section 5.5 considers two counterintuitive cases of policy

failure: When removing monopoly power makes everyone worse off, and when MI subsidies

make buyers worse off than would be otherwise.

For the remainder of this analysis, the level of disaggregation is limited to the buyer and

seller groups, even though the ecological fallacy reminds us that improvement at the group

level does not necessarily entail that all members of the group are better off. This issue is

revisited in the discussion of results, but in the meantime use shorthand terms “buyers” and

“sellers” to stand in for “the buyer population” and “the seller population.”

5.1.1 A Graphical Representation of Efficiency and Acceptability

The efficiency and feasibility of a policy change can be simultaneously ascertained by plotting

the changes in benefits accruing to buyer and seller groups, with one axis assigned to each

group. Figure 5.1 shows an illustrative plot whose structure serves as a reference for orienting

the results discussion. Cases yielding positive changes for both group will appear in the upper

right quadrant (such as point BW SW ), and are by definition Pareto-improving at the group

level. The blue line divides between efficiency-enhancing and efficiency-reducing cases, and

represents the Kaldor-Hicks criteria. Below and to the left of this line, the gains to one group

do not offset the losses to the other group, so implementing the policy in such a case would

be a net social loss. Above and to the right of the line the overall population is made better

off, though outside the Pareto-improving region, one population is made better off partially

at the expense of the other (all Pareto-improving policies pass the Kaldor-Hicks criteria, but

not all Kaldor-Hicks changes are Pareto-improving).

Because one of the main assumptions of market formalization is the removal of monopoly

power, one might expect that all results will fall in the region above the Kaldor-Hicks line

and to the left of the y-axis (containing point BW SL, which corresponds to efficiency gains

combined with some transfer from sellers to buyers. However, formalizing the market in-
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Figure 5.1: The plotting format used to clarify the impacts of policy changes by buyer and
seller groups. Cases in which sellers are improved are to the right of the y-
axis, while cases in which buyers are improved are above the x-axis. The blue
line represents the Kaldor-Hicks criteria – points above and to the right improve
outcomes at the population level. Because data will be shown using a square root
transform, contours illustrating equal levels of population-level efficiency gains
are shown for guidance.
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volves merging fragmented monopolies into a single market, rather than breaking up a single

market controlled by a single monopolist or an oligopoly. This distinction introduces the

potential for sellers to win and buyers to lose, as will be demonstrated later in the chapter.

5.1.2 Decomposing Tradable Water Rights to Clarify Efficiency and

Acceptability

Implementing a tradable water rights system in an area where the transfer, monitoring and

enforcement infrastructure is low may be usefully decomposed into two steps. One step

involves formalizing rights to water access and improving the efficiency of the water market

to allow trades where they were previously too costly (with cost defined broadly to include

information and enforcement, not just physical transfer costs). Most of the analysis presented

here assumes that this first step is likely to be sufficient to make the market significantly

more competitive, even if water rights are formally allocated in the same distribution that

prevailed under informal market conditions; Section 5.3 discusses the implications of this

assumption being violated.

However, formalizing rights to water does not necessarily involve redistribution of wa-

ter rights in ways that are different from the historical baselines for water access. If the

formalization itself is indeed sufficient to make the market competitive, then any subsequent

reallocation of water rights is economically equivalent to a wealth transfer between indi-

viduals or groups, and these transfers can be considered independently of the formalization

decision, within certain limits. In particular, transfers of water rights from sellers to buyers

are represented by a shift toward the upper left in the results figures, along lines of constant

efficiency gains. On a plot of untransformed data, this shift would be parallel to the Kaldor-

Hicks line, though the plots shown below rely on transformations to make the results more

clear, which makes the lines of constant efficiency gain no longer straight. As a visual aid,

the plots include reference contours along which total efficiency gains for the population are
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constant, even though the distance from the Kaldor-Hicks line varies.1

This representation of the wealth transfer can be used to draw implications for accept-

ability. Since a wealth transfer shifts points up and to the left, cases in which sellers gain at

the expense of buyers can be shifted from the lower right quadrant into the win-win quadrant

through a transfer of water rights. For example, by transferring water rights from sellers

to buyers, point SW BL can shift up to point SW BW . (In fact, all points shown are at the

same level of efficiency gains.) This graphical representation of transfers also helps illustrate

why reallocation of water rights cannot be used to improve the feasibility of a policy that is

heavily redistributive toward buyers: Since sellers are the only ones who have initial water

allocations to transfer, transfers can only move up and to the left, but “overly” redistributive

cases are already above and to the left of the win-win quadrant. To move the other direc-

tion, there must be a wealth transfer outside the water market. It is also important to note

that the ability to move into the win-win quadrant requires that the value of water rights

be sufficiently high, and that there are indeed efficiency gains to begin with. If the first

condition fails, then the outcome will still be a net loss for buyers, just a smaller net loss. If

the second condition fails, the two groups will be moved into the lose-lose quadrant.

With that setup, the remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Sections 5.2 -

5.4 present high-level results using a variety of criteria and alternative assumptions about

aspects of the water market that are not endogenously modeled. These high level results

primarily rely on plots of the form shown in Figure 5.1 as a way of summarizing results

across the ensemble of model runs. Then Section 5.5 delves deeper into a subset of these

results to understand the conditions behind policy success and failure, and the mechanisms

by which they act. Section 5.6 considers the potential impact that omitted features of the

model may have on the conclusions drawn.

1A square root transform is used on the magnitude of each component, with sign preserved. Such a
transform does not have particular economic or policy significance, but was simply the best at making
changing structures in the data most recognizable.
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Figure 5.2: The differential impact of market formalization on buyer and seller population,
moving forward from an initial point of no technology adoption. Each point rep-
resents the difference in profits for the buyer and seller population for a particular
combination of exogenous policies and uncertainties. The base units are rupees,
applied to a population of 41.

5.2 Efficiency and acceptability of market formalization and

microirrigation policy

5.2.1 Market formalization in the absence of MI policies

Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of changes that would result from market formalization

when modeled as described in Chapter 3. Each panel represents a different level of water

scarcity, and each point represents the difference in profits for buyer and sellers at a particular

combination of uncertainties. Points are slightly transparent, so that darker regions indicate

a higher concentration of points, though it is important to recognize that these points are

not sampled from a probabilistic experimental design. Rather they are from the pre-specified

design described in Chapter 4, which is designed to span the space of plausible input values

for the model parameters.

The figure illustrates several dynamics of interest. The first is that, across the ensemble

of model runs, the vast majority are welfare enhancing (due to the improved distribution of

water), and not surprisingly, most involve improvements for buyers in part at the expense
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of sellers – this is to be expected from the loss of monopoly power. However, a significant

fraction fall into the win-win quadrant, and a still significant number fall into the counterin-

tuitive region in which former monopolists fair better under the merged competitive market

while buyers are worse off. In a small number of cases, efficiency is lowered and both buyers

and sellers are worse off.

Section 5.5 delves further into the reasons for different categories of outcomes, but

even without additional analysis, Figure 5.2 shows the clear role that water scarcity plays

in determining whether market formalization is a win-win proposition. Because each panel

of the figure shows the same uncertainty combinations for all values besides water, water

scarcity is driving the differences across panels. In particular, the greater the water scarcity,

the more cases fall into the win-win category. This makes some sense as the more scarce

water is, the more gains from trade among sellers will increase relative to the opportunity

cost of acting monopolistically.

5.2.2 Potential to improve acceptability of market formalization through MI

subsidies and loans

Figure 5.3 shows the impact of MI loans (first row) and a full MI subsidy (second row),

again for different levels of water scarcity. Loans are modeled as simply removing the budget

constraint, but the buyer must still ultimately pay for the full costs of MI adoption. Subsidies,

on the other hand, allow adoption of MI at reduced or zero prices. Both approaches help push

the efficiency frontier outward, either by making adoption possible where it was previously

constrained by access to capital, or by making it profitable where it was cost-prohibitive. It

is therefore not surprising to see a general move toward the win-win quadrant, especially as

water scarcity increases and the higher productivity of MI becomes more and more valued.

And of course, full subsidies provide a bigger private benefit relative to loans.

In spite of the notable differences between the loan and subsidy cases, their differences

are small relative to cases lacking any policy to promote MI adoption (Figure 5.2). Compared
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Figure 5.3: Impact on buyer and seller populations when a switch to a competitive market is
paired with either loans or subsidies to promote the adoption of microirrigation.
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to the no-subsidy case, the generally small differences between the loan and subsidy rows of

5.3 shows that a large share of the benefits come from simply removing the budget constraint

to adoption, rather than the actions of the subsidies themselves. Under profit maximizing

assumptions then, loans are a far more cost-effective approach to promoting adoption than

subsidies. However, poorer farmers may be averse to loans due to fear of being trapped

in debt, and therefore actual MI uptake may be significantly less than predicted with only

loans and not true subsidies. Even with subsidies, the importance of the subsidy structure

and payment flows is important – upfront payments of subsidy will induce greater adoption

than systems where farmers are reimbursed for their investment.

Two more subtle issues are worth noting. One is that besides generally lowering the

cost of adoption, subsidies (as compared to loans) also reduce the relevance of fixed costs

in deterring adoption by smaller landholders. Another subtlety is that one can observe a

contraction toward the origin between the second and third columns, as water increases in

scarcity. This reflects the contraction of the water economy, even with full MI adoption.

While MI does more efficiently utilize scarce water resources, as water becomes more lim-

ited the absolute benefits that can be reaped from it still fall, just as with a less efficient

technology.

5.3 Alternative assumptions about the impact of market

formalization

The above results assume the same crops are grown regardless of market formalization and

that buyers and sellers have no special aversion to adopting MI – if it is profitable and within

their budget, they will adopt, whether or not they are water buyers or sellers. However, such

aversion may exist for both MI and high-value, high-risk crops in general, due to skepticism

of the technology, insufficient belief in the security of water supplies, or insufficient control

over pressurization and delivery requirements. It is therefore useful to consider alternative
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assumptions about how the impact of formalizing the water market manifests itself. Where

security of supply is an inhibitor to the adoption of higher productivity practices and where

formalizing the water market ameliorates such concerns, then benefits may go beyond simply

the gains from more efficient allocation of water highlighted in Section 5.2. On the pessimistic

side, it may also be the case that informal markets are near competitive to begin with, so

that promoting adoption of more productive agriculture (from MI or crop switching) is the

only benefit provided by formalizing the water market, and there are no efficiency gains

from limiting monopoly power. I present the output from such a pessimistic assumption

here, which still shows significant benefits, and then discuss alternative scenarios.

Figure 5.4 shows the impact of simply removing an artificial constraint on buyer adop-

tion of MI technology, assuming the market was competitive to begin with – that is, it shows

the difference in outcomes when both buyers and sellers can adopt MI, relative to cases in

which MI could only be adopted by those with direct well access (sellers). The assumption

here is that water buyers would not adopt MI in the absence of a formal water market,

because of overriding uncertainty about their access to the water necessary to capitalize on

the MI investment.

Of tremendous importance is that in the two right columns, the change is nearly al-

ways win-win for buyers and sellers, with many cases producing efficiency gains as large as

those from subsidies or from making monopolistic markets competitive. This suggests that

formalizing the water market would still be very worthwhile even if the market is already

competitive, provided there is some significant scarcity of water, and that insecure water

rights do indeed present an impediment to MI adoption by water buyers. The efficiency

benefits are still very large for the no-scarcity column, though there is also a more significant

loss for sellers. In the no-scarcity case, this loss is likely to result primarily from lost revenue

due to the reduction in water price that results when more buyers adopt MI. The adoption

lowers demand, which in turn lowers the price and the profitability of water sales.

While one could consider additional comparisons in which market formalization allows
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Figure 5.4: Change in private outcomes when formalizing a competitive market allows buyers
to adopt MI due to improved security in access to water. The effect is similar in
magnitude to other policies to promote adoption.
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the adoption of high value crops that may otherwise have been shunned, such cases should

be similar to those shown in Figure 5.4. This is because switching crops is equivalent to

switching technologies, but in general with a lower switching cost, because one generally

does not have to pay for large capital expenditures in switching from say, wheat to potato

(though switching from annual crops to tree-based crops would involve capital expenditure

or equivalent forgoing of income for some seasons). Therefore, this analysis does not delve

further into the subtleties of different crop switching scenarios, though such an analysis could

be conducted in the future using the same model and framework.

5.4 Assessing the cost-effectiveness of market formalization and

MI subsidies

It is clear from the analysis in the preceding two sections that in many cases, both buyers

and sellers can be made significantly better off by a combination of formalizing the water

market and providing subsidies for the adoption of microirrigation. However, policies that are

Pareto-improving from the private perspective may still not be worth implementing from a

public perspective. Concern for efficient use of public funds dictates that policymakers should

consider the private view of policy changes and whether they are efficient after accounting

for the social costs involved.2

To address this issue, two costs need to be given consideration: The cost of formalizing

the market, and the cost of subsidizing microirrigation adoption. In reality, the market

structure (monopoly or competitive), the technology adoption behavior, and adoption policy

may be endogenously linked. However, since this analysis is only considering MI subsidies

from the perspective of improving the palatability of market formalization, the two policy

changes can be considered in sequence: First assess the social cost of formalizing the market

to make it competitive, and then contingent on a competitive market, consider whether
2Though depending on political economy considerations external to this analysis, the state or national

government may be interested in compensating farmers even if it is a net economic loss.
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subsidizing MI makes sense.

The costs of formalizing a water market will vary significantly depending on the specifics

of villages and communities, and do so in ways that are well beyond the scope of this modeling

effort. Rather, the goal here is to see whether the magnitude of benefits is on par with the

magnitude of the costs, and (later) identify the conditions under which formalizing the

market is likely to be worthwhile. To assess magnitude of benefits relative to costs, this

analysis considers a plausible low and high estimate for the cost of market formalization,

based purely on the per-capita cost of flow-monitoring infrastructure, which is necessary

for a tradable water rights system. Specifically, it relies on values of 600 and 6000 dollars

per village member.3 These lines are those shown for the no-subsidy cases in Figure 2.

Interestingly, the vast majority of points fall between the two contours, indicating that the

overall social value of formalizing the market depends very much on the implementation

cost.

Then, assuming the market has been formalized, one can also consider whether subsi-

dizing farmers to move them into the win-win category constitutes an efficient use of public

funds. Figure 5.5 shows the impact of MI subsidies in a competitive market, netting out the

cost of the subsidy, and only showing those cases that appeared acceptable from the private

perspective.

This figure shows several interesting phenomena. A first order observation is that MI

subsidies are mixed in their social efficiency: Whether it is positive or negative depends

on characteristics of the cropping scenario and village features. The second is that the

distributional impacts vary significantly as well. The cost-effectiveness of subsidizing buyers

falls as scarcity and subsidies increase. This is what one would expect given the notable fixed

cost associated with adopting MI combined with the smaller land holdings and (often) lower

valued crops grown by buyers. Those factors make buyers less able to recoup the investment

3These ranges were developed based on an informal survey of various irrigation supply catalogues and
agriculture extension literature. 6000 dollars is likely very high for flow monitoring equipment alone, but
as there are likely to be other costs required, it may not be unreasonable.
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Figure 5.5: The impact of MI subsidies in a competitive market, accounting for their cost.
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costs, though they would still of course prefer to adopt when MI is heavily subsidized. The

fixed-cost phenomenon also helps explain the nonlinearity in impacts between the 50% and

100% subsidy cases, since a 100% subsidy removes the issue of economies of scale (from

the private perspective). Thus adoption goes up dramatically, magnifying the effects of the

policy in all directions.

5.5 Linking scenario discovery and economic logic to clarify policy

dynamics

The above discussion identified some general results for how market formalization and MI

subsidies tend to impact buyer and seller well-being across a range of scenarios. Yet each

dot is not simply some random draw, but rather is associated with particular characteristics

of the village, most of which correspond to measurable features of a populations that may

be considering formalizing their water market. This means data analysis algorithms can be

used to identify the population characteristics that are most strongly associated with the

policies achieving their intended goals. These characteristics can then serve as a guide to

the economic mechanisms that lead to the observed outcomes, and also what to measure in

when considering market formalization in specific situations. In this section I consider two

conceptualizations of policy success and two non-intuitive policy failures, and use a process

called scenario discovery to identify the most significant factors driving them.

The scenario discovery process is an analytic approach to producing simple descriptions

of model input space that are associated with outcomes of interest (typically policy success

or failure). Initially, such descriptions are the output of algorithms and may not be easily

interpretable on their own. However, by considering the qualitative features of the algorith-

mic outputs, and by doing so for multiple “discovered” scenarios, one can use such output to

identify plausible narrative scenarios that help make sense of the rich but otherwise opaque
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model output (Bryant and Lempert, 2010; Groves and Lempert, 2007).4

In its most straightforward applications, scenario discovery involves applying an algo-

rithm called the “Patient Rule Induction Method” (Friedman and Fisher , 1999) to a high-

dimensional dataset that combines inputs with an indicator of whether an outcome variable

is “of interest.” With user input, the algorithm (“PRIM”) then identifies low-dimensional

“boxes” that define regions of the input space based on restrictions to the input dimensions.

Scenario quality can be quantitatively measured by coverage, the fraction of interesting cases

that are captured by a scenario, and density, the fraction of cases captured by the scenario

that are interesting. (If scenario is viewed as a statistical classification task, coverage is

equivalent to unity minus the false negative rate, while density is equivalent to unity minus

the false positive rate.)

However, scenario discovery is not tied to one particular algorithm – rather, it is the

idea of algorithmically moving from a complex and likely high-dimensional dataset to one or

more easily characterized “regions” of input space that are associated with policy relevant

system behavior. This “region-finding” view is independent of particular algorithms, and

depending on the features of the dataset PRIM may perform unacceptably in situations

where other albums may perform better, or a variety of graphical diagnostics may achieve

the same effect. (See Lempert et al., 2008, for a comparison of PRIM and CART, another

common “box-finding” algorithm).

The results presented in this section constitute a mix of approaches: Some scenarios

presented were discovered by straightforward application of PRIM using the “Scenario Dis-

covery Toolkit” (Bryant, 2010), while others required a variety of ad hoc exploration, or

using judgment to synthesize the results of many PRIM-discovered scenarios, each of which

4Scenario discovery is often used as a component in the more encompassing approach of Robust Decision
Making (RDM), which uses scenario discovery to anticipate policy failure scenarios and adjust policy
design to minimize their impact, or at minimum identify “signposts” that provide warning that a failure
scenario may be developing. This dissertation does not constitute a complete application of RDM, but
see Lempert et al. (2006) for a concise overview including an early application of scenario discovery. See
also Lempert, Popper and Bankes’s (2003) introduction to RDM and Dewar’s (1999) Assumption Based
Planning for additional background.
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was poor on its own. Appendix A discusses the challenges faced and the adequacy and suit-

ability of existing scenario discovery tools. The main approach is to first search for driving

cropping and policy variables in Dataset A. Then, conditional on specific cropping and policy

combinations, examine the variation within the 192 point Latin hypercube on its own. The

larger LHS in Dataset B provides more assurance that the driving factors identified are not

just due to chance correlations.

5.5.1 Drivers of win-win policies in the absence of MI subsidies

As mentioned previously, the “default” primary effect of moving from monopoly to compet-

itive system is for sellers to lose out on monopoly rent and thus transfer some wealth from

sellers to buyers. Therefore, the “win-win” potential is primarily governed by whether other

dynamics can offset those losses of monopoly rent for the sellers. The primary mechanism

by which these offsets will occur is through gains from trade among sellers who would not

previously trade with each other due to insecure water rights or inability to transfer water.

After thorough exploration of many individual outputs from the PRIM algorithm run

for both data sets and on different subsets, several variables consistently emerge as driving

factors, though unfortunately no one or two discovered scenarios succeeded in concisely

characterizing this behavior. Therefore I simply highlight these driving factors and the

dynamics involved. (Later subsections do include specific descriptive scenarios.)

• Water scarcity level: When water is not scarce, the monopolist is able to extract

as much monopoly rent as possible because there is not a tradeoff with using water for

themselves on their own land. Under competition the water price will be low (because

it is still relatively abundant), so the loss of monopoly rent is a large factor. Therefore,

except in cases of extreme imbalance of supply and demand (which raises opportunity

for gains from trade), most win-win situations happen when water is somewhat or very

restricted (to 75% and 50% of the no-scarcity level as defined in Chapter 4). In these

cases, sellers may already be facing some significant tradeoffs between on-farm water
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use and water sales, so the gains from monopoly pricing relative to the shadow cost

of own-farm water use are relatively lower. Furthermore, greater scarcity means it is

more likely that well-owners could benefit from trading with each other.

• Productivity of sellers relative to buyers: Cases in which the seller pop-

ulation benefits from the change to a competitive market are consistently defined by

restrictions in which sellers are more productive than buyers. This is manifested at the

crop level, where PRIM outputs show high predictive power for win-win cases when

sellers are growing high value crops and buyers are growing low value crops. It is also

manifested at the continuous parameter level, where M (and occasionally B) from the

Generalized Logistic Equation (4.2) is consistently restricted to high values. Higher

values of M indicate that the ability to adopt higher productivity microirrigation is

more heavily weighted to sellers, and higher values of B indicate that the differential

is stark (B governs the steepness, as illustrated in Figure 4.3). This has the narrative

interpretation that win-win conditions differentially prevail when there are more gains

from trade among sellers, and lower potential to extract monopoly rent due to low

buyer productivity. If buyers were more productive, their demand would be higher

and the monopoly rent to be extracted would be greater.

• Distribution of well-access: The fraction of well ownership and the equality of

distribution of well ownership (φ and αW from Section 4.3.2) were frequently restricted

to high values as well. These two factors paired together are indicators of high potential

for gains from trade among sellers: There are many potential sellers, but also a poor

match of their water demand to their landholdings (perhaps counterintuitively, equality

of water distribution implies a poor match since land is still distributed unevenly).
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5.5.2 Drivers of policies that are both socially efficient and distributionally

acceptable

It is highly unlikely that steps toward market formalization would be taken in the absence of

additional policies to promote MI adoption. Therefore, the analysis in this section considers

what drives success when allowing (but not requiring) that formalization to be paired with

MI subsidies. Specifically, to be considered a success, a case must simultaneously meet three

criteria:

1. It must appear as win-win from the private perspective, or be movable a win-win

situation via water rights transfers.

2. It must have population-wide efficiency gains greater than the lower bound on the cost

of market formalization.

3. MI subsidies must be socially efficient as well.

Running PRIM on both datasets, some similar drivers emerge as when analyzing strictly

no-subsidy cases, but the availability of MI subsidies leads to some slight changes in the

discovered scenarios. The ability of the seller to adopt MI relative to buyers ends up being

very important, as is true in the purely no subsidy case. However, when subsidies are

allowed, they take the place of water scarcity as one of the three primary contributors

to overall acceptability. While water scarcity only ensures high marginal value of water,

subsidies can lead to high-value water or high absolute productivity, where both stem from

increased adoption.

These dynamics are captured in the following scenario identified in Dataset B, spec-

ified below and illustrated in Figure 5.6. With four restrictions, PRIM identified a region

comprising of 96% success cases, and which captures nearly half of all success cases (48%)

in the data set, shown in Table 5.1.

The scenario shows the important role of MI subsidies, and at the same time, the other

parameter restrictions mirror the no-subsidy case, specifying that sellers need to have signif-
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Dimension Restriction Interpretation
Generalized

logistic parameter
“M”

> 1.8205 With no subsidy, high ability of
sellers to adopt relative to buyers

MI subsidy level > 25% Some level of MI subsidies should be
paired with formalization

Fraction well
ownership

> .1794 Well ownership should not be
concentrated among a small few

Seller’s traditional
crop

not wheat Sellers should be growing a water
efficient crop before market

formalization
Table 5.1: A scenario for acceptable, efficient cases (win-win and cost-effective).

icant resource and productivity advantages relative to buyers even prior to formalization.

5.5.3 When merging fragmented monopolies reduces efficiency

It is easy to see how buyers could win by improving the competitiveness of the water market,

and it is also understandable that gains from trade can improve the lot of sellers when

fragmented monopolies are merged into a single competitive market. What though, could

make both groups worse off under competition relative to monopoly, as shown in a small

number of cases in Figure 5.2? For a buyer to be worse off, they must be facing higher prices

under monopoly, while at the same time sellers must be losing their monopoly rent and also

not realizing significant gains from trade.

This unique and perhaps unlikely situation hinges critically on the technology switching

regime and the associated adoption behavior. The phenomenon can be explained by the

interaction of the technology adoption hurdle rate with monopoly pricing. For a small set

of cases, the hurdle rate for the monopolist to adopt microirrigation technology is exceeded

when they hold monopoly power, but not exceeded when they are facing the competitive

market water price. In such a situation, they adopt under monopoly and, having done so,

can then make their selling decision with a lower opportunity cost for on-farm water use,

which leads to a relatively low selling price. Under competitive market, their demand is far
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Figure 5.6: Displaying “win-win” cases as a function of two key parameters: Fraction of the
population with well access, and the relative ability of sellers to adopt microirri-
gation. Each dot represents many points that vary along other dimensions, and
the size of the dot is proportional to how many of those points meet the criteria
of being “win-win.”
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greater because they did not adopt, and this drives up the equilibrium price to a level higher

than the monopoly selling price, making buyers worse off.

What evidence can be examined to help support this explanation? All inefficient cases

satisfy the condition that the seller makes their technology adoption decision on profitabil-

ity grounds, which is in accordance with the explanation above – the explanation would

be undermined if inefficient outcomes occurred in cases where sellers were prohibited from

adopting. Furthermore, inefficient cases occur largely when the seller continues growing the

same crop when adopting MI, which is also consistent with the explanation: The gains of

adoption are relatively low (compared to simultaneously switching from a low-value crop

under traditional irrigation to a high value crop under MI), which makes it easier to be

tipped back to non-adoption under a competitive market. Lastly, while not as stark, buyers

tend to have low productivity gains in the switch to MI, which keeps buyers in traditional

irrigation, raising total demand and allowing sellers to extract significant monopoly rent.

Overall, the following scenario covers 71% of the inefficient cases in Dataset A (each

cell is filled with a condition that defines the scenario):

Adoption Crop without adoption Crop with adoption

Sellers Adoption based

on profit

Medium value

(potato)

medium value (potato)

Buyers <no restriction> low value (chickpea or

wheat)

medium value (potato)

While of theoretical interest due to its counterintuitive nature, it is unlikely that this

outcome mode would be policy relevant at least in the Gujarat groundwater context. It does

however serve as a cautionary illustration of how interaction effects can lead to unanticipated

outcomes that may only be identifiable via thorough exploration of model space.
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5.5.4 When microirrigation subsidies make buyers worse off

While offering a subsidy for a more productive technology would seem unlikely to make

anyone worse off, simulation results reveal that this can happen in a competitive market.

What mechanism could explain this? When there are either barriers to adoption or economies

of scale from adoption, it is possible for subsidies to increase adoption for some, but not

all of the population. In situations where water is scarce, the higher productivity of those

adopting drives up the price of the input (water), and non-adopters must pay this higher price

(essentially a pecuniary externality) even though they have not benefited from adoption.

The parameter restrictions identified by PRIM in Table 5.2 below generally confirm

the above explanation.5 The MI favorability restriction, seller-bias in adoption ability and

high MI hurdle suggest that MI adoption is highly profitable, but the economies of scale

and adoption ability differentially impact the smaller landholders, who do not adopt. Water

must be scarce for water to have a value high enough for the change in price to make the

buyer population worse off. The reason there is a restriction on the seller crop is not obvious.

However, it makes sense when recalling that water scarcity is defined in the experimental

design relative to the traditional crop requirements, not in an absolute sense. This restriction

is in fact just another dimension of water scarcity.6

As a side note, just as it is possible for MI subsidies to make buyers worse off, it is

also theoretically possible that increasing MI subsidies results in an excessive (in the sense

of political feasibility) wealth transfer from sellers to buyers. That is, in some cases a partial

MI subsidy may be all that is necessary to put buyers and sellers in the win-win box, while

a full MI subsidy results in a large increase in buyer power. Of course, as always, if it is

more efficient, there may be other ways to compensate sellers. The key point is that once

political economy concerns between buyers and sellers are taken into account, MI subsidies

are definitely not a strictly win-win proposition.
5The scenario is quite low power however, with 11% coverage and 46% density.
6One drawback of defining water scarcity relative to the baseline cropping pattern is that it can confound

the impact of cropping choices and water scarcity, as appears to be happening here.
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Dimension Restriction Interpretation
MI favorability > .6898 MI has relatively high returns

Well ownership % < .2285 Well-access by relatively small fraction
of the population

Water availability < .625 Most stringent water restrictions
Seller-bias in adoption ability > 1.18 Smaller landholders (water buyers) lack

ability to fully adopt
Water equity parameter > .5138 Water somewhat evenly distributed

among sellers
Sellers’ traditional crop not wheat Sellers option for crops grown under trad

agriculture are not water intensive
MI hurdle rate > .2728 MI must significantly increase

profitability before adoption
Table 5.2: One scenario describing cases in which buyers are worse off due to MI subsidies.

5.6 Potential impact of modeling choices and omitted features

As is true for all models, the one presented here represents one particular simplification of a

complex system, as should be clear when comparing the complexities highlighted in Chapter

2 with the framework presented in Chapter 3. There are plenty of dynamics that are not

modeled directly, but it is still important to consider how they might affect conclusions. This

section steps through many such simplifications, and where possible, comments on how they

might affect some of the outcomes discussed above.

• Land markets: This analysis assumes no markets in land, which could overstate

the gains from moving to a competitive system, because those gains are sometimes

driven by the reallocation of water to buyers’ land where it will have higher marginal

productivity.7 With functioning land markets, monopolists could in some cases expand

irrigated area under their own production and sell less water to others.

• Water as the only input to production: This will tend to overstate profits

and inflate the shutdown price of water, since other input costs are not included. In

reality farming will become unprofitable due to other input costs before water alone

7This higher productivity is simply due to the fact that water is assumed to have diminishing marginal
productivity, and buyers have less water.
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causes shutdown. However, the impact of this issue should be mitigated by the fact

that I difference outcomes, rather than focusing on the absolute magnitude of profits

in any given situation. Still, cases that exhibit extremely high water prices should be

viewed with caution as potentially unrealistic. Such filtering was not done in these set

of analysis, but could be considered in future work.

• Alternative production functions: This analysis assumes a quadratic produc-

tion function in water. Besides the omission of other inputs, the true production

function may have a different yield response to water (see discussion in Section 2.2).

For smooth production functions with diminishing (and eventually negative) marginal

productivity, the difference may not be significant, though discontinuous functions like

von Liebig would lead to farmers adjusting their behavior on the extensive margin by

adjusting cropped area under constant per-area water use. The analysis in this dis-

sertation also assumes that the farmer has knowledge of, or is able to iterate too, the

optimal water amount conditional on the price faced. Introducing a disconnect between

the true and perceived production function leads to a whole new set of possibilities in

market outcomes that are too complex to be explored here.

• Transaction costs: The model assumes that after market formalization there will

be zero transaction costs in water trading. The existence of significant transaction costs

will obviously decrease gains from trade, both by prohibiting some trades even under

competition, and potentially allowing some monopoly power to persist. While benefits

might not be fully achieved as in a perfectly competitive market, it is important to

note that much of the policy cost of "formalizing the water market" involves putting

in place a support structure with the explicit goal of lowering transaction costs. In

essence, a competitive market is the limiting case of low transaction costs, while the

monopolistic market has infinitely high transaction costs between people not in the

same buyer-seller network, and thus represents a limiting case in the other direction.

• Wage labor: I do not represent either benefits or costs to wage labor in the produc-
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tion process (leveling, seeding, weeding, etc). In the short and medium run, wage labor

represents a cost to farmers and its existence is a benefit to the landless in a village.

In general MI technology adoption lowers labor requirements, the immediate effect of

which is good for smallholders and bad for the landless. However, in the long-run the

freeing of resources and increased income may be directed toward other uses that may

benefit the landless, though where exactly those benefits flow is a function of the local

and regional economy and power relations therein.

• Static well network: In describing water sellers as “monopolists” the negative

connotation of monopolies may obscure the fact that the monopolists in this system

hold that status because they made significant investments in wells and pumps where

others were unable or unwilling to do so. While their well access is treated as an

endowment in this analysis, it actually a dynamic and endogenous outcome of invest-

ment decisions. However, in areas where groundwater is being significantly overdrawn,

government policy prohibits new wells from being sunk (enforced by refusal to connect

electricity supplies), and thus the analysis can reasonably proceed from the assumption

of a fixed well network for the special situation of North Gujarat.

• Correlation of benefits with implementation costs: Where formalizing

tradable water rights is insufficient to induce competition because additional infras-

tructure investments are required to reduce transaction costs, the amount of infras-

tructure investment required could be proportional to existing market inefficiencies. If

this is true, cases that show large benefits from formalizing the market may also have

high implementation costs, which would attenuate the benefits across different cases.

• Formalization versus reallocation: The majority of this analysis assumes that

formalizing the water market and reducing transaction costs will be sufficient to induce

competitive pricing. However, it is possible that even when such steps are taken,

geographic peculiarities allow for monopoly or oligopoly behavior. In such cases, it

may be that rather than serving as a strictly redistributional tool, reallocation of
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water rights may be necessary to induce sufficient competitiveness in the market.

• Third party effects: In general this modeling exercise presumes that the annual

water budget is informed by monitoring of overall aquifer health, and that the problem

of cross-village or cross-region allocation is separable or otherwise potentially handled

by water user associations (Kumar and Singh , Chapter 10, discusses a possible hierar-

chical coordination structure). Note that water rationing already takes place through

the electricity supply – thus effects on parties external to the water market should

be negligible or positive if water rationing is made even more strict within the water

market.

• Ecological fallacy and alternative measures: This study has found many

insights by considering the impact on buyer and seller populations rather than just

examining aggregate cost-effectiveness of different policy interventions. However, the

ecological fallacy reminds us further disaggregation may be necessary when it comes

to considering distributional issues, since what is true for a group is not necessarily

true for all its members. In particular, just because the buyer population is better

off and the seller population is better off does not necessarily mean that all buyers

and all sellers are better off. To the extent that it is important to fully assess political

feasibility and equity concerns, additional output metrics could be considered. Because

the modeling framework used in this study preserves individual outcomes, essentially

any population summary statistic or measure of well being could be applied. For

example, equity could be further addressed via examination of inequality statistics

such as the Gini coefficient, or by considering the change in income to the worst-

off member of society, or by flagging which cases satisfy Pareto improvement at the

individual level.

These missing features and other possible model extensions are contextualized in the final

chapter.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions, Contributions, and Future Possibilities

6.1 Summary of results and policy implications

6.1.1 Primary findings

The preceding chapter showed that market formalization has a high potential to be cost-

effective and improve outcomes for both water buyers and water sellers, though success is by

no means guaranteed. Introducing concern for distributional outcomes and social efficiency of

microirrigation policies further complicates the picture. What emerges from the exploratory

analysis in Chapter 5 is a system with many competing factors influencing outcomes, with

the relevance of different factors contingent on the criteria and policy options on the table.

The set of situations where simply formalizing the market improves outcomes for both buyers

and sellers is far more limited than when reallocation of water rights is considered as part

of the available tools. Similarly, if it is acceptable to subsidize sellers to mitigate the loss of

their monopoly rent to buyers, that further increases the range of conditions under which

market formalization will produce acceptable outcomes.

In general, the characteristics of the population and the level of water scarcity play a

significant role in determining both the magnitude and distribution of outcomes. This fact
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alone suggests that calls for TWR should not be divorced from consideration of characteristics

such as the distribution of land-holding, water access, and current and expected cropping

patterns. This is true in the absence of the complications due to microirrigation adoption

dynamics, and even more so when they are present.

The economic efficiency of microirrigation subsidies varies significantly as well. Loans

or smaller subsidies are better from an efficiency perspective, provided that concerns over

adoption risk are addressed, which may require additional policies. However, the cost-

effectiveness of MI subsidies as a function of water scarcity appears to take on an inverted U

shape suggesting that careful attention must be paid to future water availability relative to

current crop water requirements before advocating MI subsidies for a particular population.

If water is abundant, it may not be worth investing, but if water is too scarce, then not

enough crops can be grown to recoup the investment cost.

While the variability of outcomes discussed above are interesting in their own right,

some of the explanations for particular outcomes are also surprising. For example, while

one might expect the possibility of large gains from formalization to drive the win-win

possibilities, the discovered scenarios suggest this is driven more by more by sellers having

less monopoly power to lose in the first place. A more hopeful example is that formalizing

the market may provide large gains even if the market is already competitive, in cases where

uncertainty over supply inhibited investment in microirrigation by water buyers.

A few aspects of the system lead to initially counterintuitive outcomes. The presence

of fragmented markets (rather than a single market under monopoly), means that many

conclusions about conversion from monopolistic to competitive markets does not hold – ben-

efits of monopolists getting to partake in trade is biggest example of this. The phenomenon

of technology adoption subject to hurdle rates also means that sometimes everyone can be

worse off under competition than monopoly, though the conditions under which this might

occur are probably very rare. Similarly, differential adoption ability and feedback of market

prices means that in rare cases, the buyer population can be made worse off by increasing
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subsidies.

6.1.2 Summary of the water market behaviors and drivers

The main lesson from this modeling effort is that neither market formalization nor its pairing

with microirrigation serve as panaceas that will robustly improve outcomes. The magnitude

of the benefits and their distribution among the population are very dependent on local

conditions and interactions, working through the channels highlighted here:

• The interesting and surprising model outcomes ultimately arise thanks to nonlinear and

threshold model features, including hurdle rates on technology adoption, the depen-

dence of technology adoption on an endogenously determined price, and water demand

that reaches a saturation point.

• Holding technology fixed, net economic gains from market formalization act solely

through achieving allocative efficiency:

– Under monopoly with minimal water scarcity, water resources are actually with-

held, and are released to their highest use in a competitive market.

– Under monopoly with a binding water constraint, water resources are all used, but

marginal productivity is still not equalized across users, resulting in poor alloca-

tion between well-owners and water-buyers. Formalization allows trade of water

to equalize marginal productivity and thereby maximize overall productivity.

– The impact on erstwhile monopolists depends on whether the loss of monopoly

rent is offset by newly possible gains from trade. The impact of formalization on

buyers depends on how the competitive market price for water compares to the

price under monopoly. It will generally be lower, but not necessarily.

• The interaction between technology adoption with water prices means that gains from

market formalization may be enhanced or mitigated by altered technology adoption

patterns due to changed water prices or MI subsidies, and vice versa.
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– Increasing adoption under competitive markets can raise or lower the price of wa-

ter depending on the relationship between MI and traditional crop water demand

and the water scarcity level.

– At sufficiently high scarcity levels, the water price may be raised when more of

the population adopts, making non-adopters worse off.

While the omission of some model features may lead to different magnitudes of outcomes,

the above points seem likely to be robust to incorporating additional detail. There are

two notable exceptions to this: One is that if formalization does not lead to a competitive

market, then most of the studied impacts will not be relevant. This could happen if remaining

transaction costs after formalization allow those with water access to preserve de facto power.

The other issue is that if formalization and MI adoption policy does not significantly reduce

risk for potential adopters (especially those without direct well access), then risk aversion

may present a binding constraint to MI adoption even if profitability appears high based

on technical potential. Avenues for exploring these issues are discussed more in the next

section. However, a key policy takeaway is that policies that make the finances of adoption

more attractive will need to ensure they are addressing the complete set of adoption risks.

6.2 Contributions and extensions of the modeling framework

Besides the findings discussed above, this dissertation contributes to the literature on policy

analysis methods in several ways. The model presented in Chapter 3 combines the repre-

sentation of multiple uncertainties and policies to capture interactions that have not been

simultaneously modeled before. This includes representing technology adoption subject to

budget constraints and hurdle rates, endogenously linked to prices faced in monopolistic and

competitive water markets. While some of these issues have been considered before, to my

knowledge none have done so at the agent level that allows a focus on distributional out-

comes as well (though the MP-MAS framework described by Schreinemachers and Berger
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(2011) is very closely related). Even where these additional modeling complexities do not

play a critical role in understanding dynamics of policy change, this framework allows further

exploration of how ex-ante distributions of water, land and wealth can affect outcomes.

This framework and associated computer code should also be of interest for their po-

tential to facilitate future economic policy analysis of important yet intractable agricultural

problems. The mathematical and computer model developed provides a modular structure

that can be used as a foundation upon which to analyze other situations by supplying the

model with locally relevant data or enhancing different model components as needed to ad-

dress specific research questions. In addition to modules for utility, production and cost

functions, the model includes separate solution procedures for competitive and monopolistic

water markets, both of which account for technology-induced discontinuities in individual

and aggregated demand curves. So long as solution procedures are compatible with func-

tional forms, the model and code may be used to examine other problems with minimal

change to the computational infrastructure.1 Table 6.1 highlights how different parts of the

model structure could potentially be modified to explore certain issues in more detail, or

move closer toward a consolidative description of a groundwater-dependent farming popula-

tion.

If the model is refined rather than expanded in scope, the greatest gains in realism

may be achieved by focusing on the nexus of transaction costs, security of access (by water

buyers), and adoption behavior. However, for considering equity impacts, it may be better

to broaden the model to incorporate labor market considerations and the potential impact

on the landless, particularly as MI adoption is likely to have significant effects on labor

demand. Including those who do not own land in the analysis is therefore key to building a

true picture of the distributional impacts of water market and MI policies.

1Though it should be noted that the solution algorithms may require additional modifications due to how
tailored they are to the significant discontinuities in the current setup (particularly the solution of the
monopolist’s problem). However, the code can still be harnessed by other solution algorithms should
pre-existing methods be sufficient to handle whatever modifications are made.
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Model component Feature

Production function

Include diversity of MI technologies and land/crop suitability
Introduce variations in land quality (slope, water retention)
Allow multi-cropping and fallowing
Allow complementary crops (fodder, dairying)
Consider alternative yield response functions

Objective/Utility
function

Include one or more utility functions with risk aversion
Include optional subsistence requirements in production
decisions
Represent labor/leisure tradeoffs and joint decisionmaking in
production and consumption

Technology adoption
model

Consider demonstration affects and diffusion of adoption over
time (ala Berger)
Consider human capital as factor in accurate assessment of
technology suitability

Markets for other
factors of production

Labor cost and labor market assumptions
Off-farm labor opportunities
Land markets
Credit availability beyond government MI program
Transaction and switching costs, especially for changing
production technology

Temporal dynamics and
stochastic components

Semi-reversible investments in wells, pumps and transport
infrastructure
Feedback from aquifer use and stochastic recharge and
precipitation
Stochastic input and output prices and other input constraints

Table 6.1: Potential model extensions, grouped by component.
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As the model is enhanced and moves from an exploratory model toward a consolidative

model, more directly useful information can be gained by exercising it in various ways.

Ultimately a consolidative model could be used in an explicitly decison-analytic framework,

guiding, for example, the determination of economically efficient MI subsidy and loan policy.

However, even a less than fully consolidative model could still be useful in assessing the

robustness of particular policies, and any discovered fragilities in the model can usefully

guide data collection efforts in the real world. For example, characterizations of farmer risk

aversion or the degree of competition in current water markets are both potentially relevant

features that could be estimated with additional data collection.

Even without significant additional modification to the model, investigating system

behavior in more detail may yield additional useful insights. For example, while the analysis

in Chapter 5 accounts for interactions between market structure and MI policies by virtue

of how the model was constructed, is does not fully explore them. In particular, it does not

examine the interesting question of whether the cost-effectiveness of MI subsidies may vary

significantly depending on the market structure, nor does it examine the potential for more

precisely targeted MI subsidies and loans to achieve more win-win outcomes. Given that all

outputs are produced at the agent level, one could also assess the robustness of results using

different intermediate and final outcome statistics, such as true Pareto improvement at the

agent level or perhaps a Rawlsian metric of changes to the worst off individual.

With its relatively fast run time, detailed agent-level multivariate output, and signif-

icant nonlinearities and threshold effects, the model may also serve as a rich platform for

testing additional scenario and decision analytic tools. Indeed, this modeling effort identified

several needs and issues when pairing exploratory modeling with scenario discovery, which

are given more discussion in Appendix A.
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6.3 Conclusion

This work profitably combined several model features that have not previously been in-

tegrated. In doing so, it yielded insight into the context-dependence of policies aimed at

improving water market and irrigation outcomes. The gains from considering the inter-

action of multiple model features and distributional effects argues for further integration

of system feedbacks and for considering multiple welfare measures when assessing policies.

This is likely to be important whether future modeling efforts are used for prediction and

decision analysis, or for more modest goals of providing cautionary insights while remaining

in an exploratory framework.
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Appendix A

Lessons Learned for the Practice of Exploratory

Modeling and Scenario Discovery

While this work successfully applied scenario discovery techniques within an exploratory

modeling framework, challenges emerged in the analytic process, which also helped identify

gaps in best practices and unanticipated tradeoffs in the analytic approach. These findings

are not a core component of the dissertation research, but their enumeration may be useful

for future practice of exploratory modeling, and informing methods research. The issues

(and possible solutions) can be divided into a few categories, and are discussed below.

A.1 What is gained from using Scenario Discovery algorithms?

In my analysis, I chose to rely primarily on a Scenario Discovery approach for analyzing

model outputs because it helps provide interpretable answers to the question: “Under what

conditions does an outcome of a certain class occur?” However, in some situations, the

insights achieved using the standard “region-finding” scenario discovery approach may still

be achieved through the relatively simple task of identifying factors driving variation in the

model output – a task for which more traditional techniques such as principal components

analysis and regression may be equally suitable, or at least useful complements.
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To consider when there is value added by the scenario discovery approach, it is impor-

tant to note that the precise claims that can be validly made based on scenario discovery

still depend on the quality of the model itself — as is true with any analytic approach. In

particular, a focus on precise numeric boundaries defining scenarios is generally not war-

ranted unless there is strong confidence in the model functional form, with only parametric

uncertainty left as the primary challenge that needs to be overcome. For example, the anal-

ysis of socially efficient policies in Section 5.5.2 should only be considered in qualitative

terms because defining a case as “of interest” relies on real-valued thresholding of output

from the profit function, but that function is admittedly not a full representation of the true

profit function for smallholders: It exhibits much of the qualitative behavior, but it does

not capture a complete quantitative description of the system. In such a case, the main

use is likely in identifying certain “driving factors” – ie, parameters that need to take on

high or low values to achieve certain conditions. But if that is the case, where is the value

added compared to, for example, an analysis of variance or principle components approach

that identifies the most important factors leading to a high or low outcome? This suggests

that at least some conditions need to be true for scenario discovery to have significant added

value.

If scenario discovery is to provide added value when applied to an exploratory or no-

tional model, its use must be in detecting unanticipated interaction effects or nonlinear

behavior that are challenging to test for with regression (perhaps due to model fitting limi-

tations and dimensionality concerns).1

Alternatively, when one is in possession of a consolidative model (but still facing deep

parametric uncertainty), then the quantitative identification of scenario boundaries can easily

have additional value, of at least two sorts: One value is in identifying critical information

about what uncertainties do and don’t matter, and should be measured (perhaps over time)

1Though even in these cases one may also consider utilizing information produced in the nimble-but-
difficult-to-interpret Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (see Section 9.4 of Hastie et al., 2009).
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to better gauge the likelihood of the scenario coming to pass (these are the “signposts” in the

language of Dewar’s [1999] Assumption Based Planning and Lempert et al’s Robust Decision

Making [2003]). A second value is that, so long as there are good reasons for distinguishing

model outcomes into distinct classes, then discovered scenarios are a helpful way to focus

on exploring not the just the factors, but also the dynamics that drive a particular class of

outcomes – the dynamics are not contained in the scenario description itself, but it points the

way to identifying them. For example, even when the behavior of the model could be easily

described by other statistical approaches, the quantitative scenarios that emerge from the

scenario discovery process cleanly specify the sets of model runs that should be investigated

to understand the process driving the outcomes of interest.

Also, even when the above conditions are not met, scenario discovery approaches can

still usefully contribute as an additional way of helping understand model behavior, just

as diagnostic plots help provide context for regressions. Thus, while some points above

appear to discount the value of scenario discovery, it must simply be borne in mind that

it does not provide a means to overcome model limitations, nor are the the direct “region-

finding” approaches such as PRIM the only means for extracting information to identify

scenarios. Lastly, it is important to note that regardless of data analysis technique, the

exploratory modeling approach of sampling the entire space on many variables is still key,

as are diagnostics of the model fitting process.

A.2 Sampling design for exploratory modeling and scenario

discovery

While spanning the input space is key to any exploratory modeling activity, this modeling

effort also revealed some unanticipated tensions among different goals related to the design

of the computational experiments. These include the space-spanning need already noted, in-
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terpretability of the design itself, the ability to difference outcomes to cleanly assess marginal

effects, and the space-filling need that makes for clean and useful scenario discovery analysis.

Essentially, full factorial designs meet the first three needs well, but make extraction of useful

scenarios more challenging when using PRIM or other region-finding algorithms.

The best example of trading of intepretability of design for clarity in analysis was the

choice to sample a few specific crops, rather than continuously sample the parameter space

in which crop production is represented. Anchoring cropping patterns to features of specific

crops helped provide a grounded picture of the assumptions and scenarios being considered,

but made subsequent analysis more challenging. One reason is that the filtered full factorial

design (Section 4.4.3) obscured the actual crop properties that drive outcomes: While it is

easy to interpret a scenario that says “if you are growing wheat, then outcome X is likely to

occur,” it is harder to understand what properties of wheat leads to the outcome of interest.

This is in part due to the fact that sampling specific crops introduces correlation between a

crop’s efficiency of water use and its absolute productivity, and also due to the fact that crops

were not evenly distributed throughout parameter space. For example, what is represented

by a change from wheat to potato is not necessarily of the same nature and magnitude as a

change from potato to tomato. If the set of crops sampled represented the entire portfolio

of crops grown, these issues would be irrelevant, but otherwise it hampers the ability to

generalize lessons from the specific scenarios that were identified.

The “filtering” of otherwise space-spanning designs also means that by default the

model input space was not a full “hypercube” but was rather one that was sliced off in a

non-orthogonal way. Here again there is a tradeoff in interpretability and convenience: the

“filtering” out of points ahead of time helps avoid wasting computational time on individual

model runs that may not be relevant, but eliminates the possibility of certain “all else equal”

comparisons that would otherwise be facilitated by the full-factorial experimental design.

Furthermore, as alluded to in the preceding paragraph, the correlations introduced by the
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filtering also make it harder to know whether individual restrictions by PRIM are related

to the behavior of the model output or just a function of the asymmetric sampling design.

In future work, devoting more effort to pre- or post-transformation of the data to retain

orthogonality may yield dividends, though it does introduce interpretability challenges of its

own (see Dalal et al., submitted, for investigations into this issue).

Finally, even when the need for a space-filling design is considered overriding, there are

many types of space-filling designs to choose from, and it is not actually clear that simple

Latin Hypercube Samples are the most suitable for scenario discovery. Simple LHS designs

are convenient to implement and have the property that they can be filled in at sequentially

higher densities while preserving their “Latin” properties. However, the optimality of a

sampling design depends on the numerical question to be answered and the technique by

which it is answered. While LHS has been shown to be optimal for minimizing variance in

estimating the mean of a function over a defined space, that is a very different task from

scenario discovery. It is therefore quite possible that alternate versions of LHS may prove

superior for the scenario discovery task, or that non-LHS space-filling designs may provided

advantages that outweigh their greater inconvenience in implementation.

Santner et al. (2003, Chapter 5) provide a good discussion of the open nature of the

space-filling design problem and some promising alternatives. The orthogonally bounded na-

ture of PRIM-discovered scenarios2 and the desire to correctly identify independent driving

factors suggests that orthogonal array-based LHS may be particularly suitable (see Tang,

1993). Alternatively, for situations where finding precise boundaries between classes of out-

comes is actually most important, designs based on minimizing the maximum distance be-

tween points (minimax criterion) may be preferable, as such an approach would hopefully

minimize the possibility that box boundaries end up being loosely defined due to large gaps

in the sampled space.

2As well as those produced by typical tree-based algorithms such as CART.
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Implicit in the discussion of appropriate design is the assumption that a fixed number

of points is being sampled, but it is also not clear whether and how the optimal3 experimental

design changes as a function of the number of points that may be realistically sampled and

the dimensionality of the space, or the potential for adaptive sampling, introducing yet

another layer of complexity meriting exploration.

A.3 Selection and use of scenario discovery algorithms

While in principle scenario discovery based on box-finding methods holds some interpretive

and analytic advantages, the ultimate utility hinges on the “nitty gritty” details of scenario

identification process, as the whole point of the endeavor is to provide insight by making

otherwise intractable model spaces manageable. In conducting scenario analysis to identify

the results presented in Chapter 5, several noteworthy issues were encountered that either

provide cautionary lessons or point the way to useful modifications of the scenario discovery

algorithm.

• Parameter dependence of the algorithm: While not surprising in principle, I

found that the discovered scenarios could be surprisingly sensitive to choices of parame-

ters used by PRIM.4 The parameter dependence seems to become even more important

when using mixed sampling designs in which some variables are sampled less densely

than others, as was the case when crossing a full factorial with the more densely spaced

Latin Hypercube designs. Friedman and Fisher (1999) highlighted this dependence in

their original introduction of the algorithm, and made the case for automatically run-

ning the algorithm to generate more potential scenarios while culling undesirable ones.

Their original implementation of the algorithm achieves this, but this process has not

3Here optimal would be defined in terms of the ability to reliably populate the density-coverage-
interpretability frontier.

4The “P” in PRIM stands for “patient,” which is intended to be in contrast to “greedy” algorithms that
quickly segment data in search of an optimum. While PRIM is overall more patient, the parameters in
PRIM still can fine-tune the degree of patience.
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been automated in the scenario discovery-specific version of the algorithm used for

this analysis (Bryant, 2010). My experience suggests adding this feature should be a

priority.

• Path dependence of the algorithm: Not only are PRIM outputs parameter-

dependent, the scenario discovery process is path-dependent. When a user chooses a

single region to be the first part of a scenario, this alters the dataset for subsequent

searches by PRIM. Unfortunately, the analyst does not have any cues on how to choose

an initial initial scenario while accounting for doors that may open or close based on

their choice. Two options to mitigate this are to modify the PRIM user interface to

allow a “tentative” view of the subsequent options before undergoing all the selection

and diagnostic effort involved in choosing a single region. Another (computation in-

tensive) option is to further automate subsequent choices based on promising initial

density-coverage tradeoffs, so that the initial set of choices presented to the user is

annotated with information about what will be attainable in their subsequent choices.

The computation-intensive nature of this could be reduced by investigating paths that

performed well on certain objective functions.

• Adaptable visualizations: After choosing initial scenarios to investigate, better

automated visualization options are needed for diagnosing and visualizing individual

scenarios stemming from categorical and mixed sampling designs. Chon et al. (2011)

used orthographically placed circles when using a fully categorical dataset, and Figure

5.6 generalizes this approach to a mixed sampling design. The approach of using some

combination of color and size seems to work acceptably in Figure 5.6, though such

graphs required significant hand tailoring – their automated production of which may

usefully incorporated into the scenario discovery toolkit as well.

Ultimately, the practical aspects of the scenario discovery process can be improved through

two methods: Automatically producing and filtering options for an analyst to work with, and
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providing diagnostics to more easily explore individual options presented. My experience in

applying scenario discovery to the mixed experimental designs in this modeling effort offer

evidence that the above enhancements may be increasingly useful as scenario discovery is

applied outside of the standard small dimensional Latin-Hypercube context.
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Appendix B

Solution properties and procedures for price-takers

and the competitive market module

This appendix focuses on the analytics of the price-taker’s problem described in Chapter 3.

I first establish some properties of private choice in the competitive market and use those

properties to identify the five distinct solutions of the price-takers problem. I then find

analytic expressions for the exact water prices that cause water-buyers to switch irrigation

technologies or shut down farming operations. These prices (referred to as “switch” and

“choke” prices, respectively) indicate where discontinuities may exist in individual and ag-

gregate demand curves. I then discuss how such demand curve discontinuities are handled

computationally when finding the equilibrium price in the competitive market module.

B.1 The price-taker’s optimization problem

From Chapter 3, the decision problem that encompasses all price-takers, regardless of buyer

or seller status, is as follows: (refer to Section 3.2.1 and Table 3.2.1 for justification and
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interpretation of the setup and parameters.)

max
x0,x1,w0,w1,wm

∑
i=0,1

pifi(xi, wi) + rmwm − rV (w0 + w1 + wm) − c(x1) (B.1)

w0 + w1 + wm ≤ W

c(x1) ≤ B

x0 + x1 ≤ L

x0, x1, w0, w1 ≥ 0.

c(x1) := αI(x1 > 0) + γx1

The presence of multiple inequality constraints means each constraint may bind or be slack,

and that every combination must be accounted for. This would potentially lead to 27 = 128

cases to consider. Fortunately, many possible combinations can be eliminated based on

economic or mathematical arguments. After making these arguments, I show that the total

number of cases requiring consideration can be narrowed down to just five. Toward this end,

I first establish two key properties of any solution: That water use decisions are independent

of the private water endowment, and that optimal per-area water use is independent of the

land constraint, and therefore depends only on the water price.

B.1.1 Independence of water use and water endowment

Understanding price-taker behavior turns out to be far simpler than understanding monop-

olist behavior because the price-taker’s water use decisions do not actually depend on the

water endowment W . To show this, I first show that it is true in the case when the wa-

ter constraint binds. I then show that the water constraint always binds except under one

condition (that rm = rV ). Lastly, I show that under this condition, the decision problem

will produce the same solution as would be found by assuming the water constraint was

binding.
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In any case where the water constraint binds, the problem in Equation B.1 can be

transformed to the following, by making the substitution wm = W − w0 − w1:

max
x0,x1,w0,w1

∑
i=0,1

pifi(xi, wi) + rm(W − w0 − w1) − rV (W ) − c(x1) (B.2)

c(x1) ≤ B

x0 + x1 ≤ L

This says that, assuming the farmer has a water endowment and plans to use or sell all the

water, the farmer will receive (or pay) the market price for the difference between his water

endowment and his water use. Regardless of whether the farmer uses or sells the water, he

must pay the volumetric extraction cost rV W .

From an optimization perspective, W is no longer a constraint, and now only enters the

objective function when being multiplied by constaints rm and rV . Therefore, it will not affect

any choices about water use on the margin. A farmer will make the same water use decisions

regardless of their water endowment, but their total income from farm production will be

supplemented by (rm −rV )W , relative to an identical farmer holding no water endowment.

The above situation of a binding water constraint will occur anytime that the market

price for water rm is greater than the private volumetric price rV . This is because, all else

equal, total profit can always be increased by selling any remaining water at a profit of

(rm − rV ) per unit sold. Therefore, the only time the water constraint is not binding is when

rm = rV . In this case, the +rmwm term cancels with the −rV wm term, and the problem

reduces to:

max
x0,x1,w0,w1

∑
i=0,1

pifi(xi, wi) − rm(w0 + w1) − c(x1) (B.3)

c(x1) ≤ B

x0 + x1 ≤ L.
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This differs from the objective function in Equation B.2 only with respect to the presence of

the term (rm − rV )W , which is a constant. Therefore the two problems will have the exact

same first order conditions.

Having established that one can simply solve the problem in Equation B.2 for each

smallholder to identify their water demand at a given price, I move on to identify some

properties that must hold for any solution to the problem in Equation B.2. These properties

help establish that only five possible solution modes are relevant.

B.1.2 Constant per-area water use

In this subsection, I show that theprice-taker’s optimization problem implies that per-area

water use (contingent on irrigation technology) is determined only by the production function

parameters and the market water price, and that this in turn implies all-or-nothing choices

about whether to adopt a specific irrigation technology. The only exception to this is mixed

adoption that arises because of budget constraints.

First, I establish that, for quadratic production fi, the optimal per-area water use is a

function only of the water price and parameters in fi. To see this, consider the Lagrangian

of the optimization problem:

L =
∑

i=0,1
pifi(xi, wi) − rm(w0 + w1) − α − γx1 + λB(B − α − γx1) + λL(L − x0 − x1)

This has first-order conditions (for the decision variables) of:

∂L
∂x0

= p0
∂f0

∂x0
− λL = 0 (B.4)

∂L
∂x1

= p1
∂f1

∂x1
− (1 + λB)γ − λL = 0 (B.5)

∂L
∂wi

= pi
∂fi

∂wi

− rm = 0 (B.6)
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By expanding out the last equation (B.6) and substituting in the actual functional form of

fi one can see that optimal per area water use under either irrigation technology (ωi = wi

xi
)

is independent of xi or wi:

pi
∂fi

∂wi

= ∂

∂wi

[
pi

(
aiw

2
i

xi

+ bwi

)]
= rm (B.7)

pi

[
2ai

(
wi

xi

)
+ bi

]
= rm (B.8)

2ai(ωi) + bi = rm

pi

(B.9)

ω∗
i =

rm

pi
− bi

2ai

(B.10)

Where ω∗
i denotes the optimal ratio. This says that whatever choices a farmer makes about

how to divide their land between traditional and microirrigation, they will use wi = ω∗
i xi

water on each piece of land, and the per acre productivity of each unit of land will be

f̂i(ω∗
i ) = ai((ω∗

i )2) + bi(ω∗
i ).

Therefore the farmer can optimize simply by picking whichever crop has the higher

average per-area profits, accounting for water cost and irrigation capital cost. For traditional

irrigation, this is simply:

p0f̂0(ω∗
0) − rmω∗

0 (B.11)

While modern irrigation must account for the capital costs (averaged out over the area of

adoption): [
p1f̂1(ω∗

1) − rmω∗
0

]
− γ − α

x1
(B.12)

Thus, for traditional irrigation, the average per area profits will be the same regardless of

how much land is brought into production (x0 does not appear in expression B.11), whereas

for microirrigation, the average per area profits increase as the fixed cost α is distributed

across more land.
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B.1.3 Implications for solution algorithms

The fact that per-area water use is constant under a given irrigation type and that profits are

either constant or increasing in land use implies that cropping choices will be all or nothing.

For example, if traditional irrigation has a higher per-area profitability than MI at a given

water price, there is no reason not to irrigate all the land under traditional irrigation. The

same goes for microirrigation, with the exception that budget constraints may prevent full

adoption. And, of course, it may be that the per-area profitability of either type of irrigation

is below zero.

This leads to five potential cropping and on-farm water use decisions in response to a

given water price: (Note that in any of these cases, excess water will be sold at the market

price.)

1. Complete shutdown: Water is so expensive that it is not profitable to be an agri-

cultural producer under either traditional irrigation or modern irrigation.

2. All traditional irrigation: Regardless of whether MI is profitable or not, traditional

irrigation is more profitable and thus wins out completely.

3. All modern irrigation: Regardless of whether traditional irrigation is profitable or

not, modern irrigation is more profitable and thus wins out completely.

4. Budget limited MI: Even with budget limitations preventing full dissipation of the

fixed costs, modern irrigation is still more profitable than traditional irrigation. There-

fore, it is adopted up to the limit allowed by the budget, equal to x1 = (B − α)/γ.

However, the question remains about what to do with the remaining L − x1 units of

land. This depends on the profitability of traditional irrigation. Either:

a) Traditional irrigation is still profitable in an absolute sense, so the remaining land

is planted under traditional irrigation.
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b) Traditional irrigation is unprofitable, so the remaining land lies fallow.

These five cases, and their solutions for land and water use, are presented in Table B.1.

Whichever option produces the highest profits while satisfying all constraints will be the one

selected.

Shutdown All trad All MI Budg lim MI: withtrad Budg lim MI: notrad
x0 = 0 x0 = L x0 = 0 x0 = L − x1 x0 = 0
x1 = 0 x1 = 0 x1 = L x1 = B−α

γ
x1 = B−α

γ

w0 = 0 w0 = ω∗
0L w0 = 0 w0 = ω∗

0x0 w0 = 0
w1 = 0 w1 = 0 w1 = ω∗

1L w1 = ω∗
1x1 w1 = ω∗

1x1

Table B.1: The five different possible decision modes for a price-taking participant in the
water market. The ω∗

i reference the optimal per area water use identified in
Equation (B.10).

B.2 Identifying and handling discontinuities in competitive

market demand

The five possible solutions enumerated above may be thought of as “cropping modes” that are

determined by the combination of price and production function parameters. Understanding

when switches between these modes are triggered is interesting in own right, and it is also

required to solve the model in both competitive and monopolistic modes, because switching

between regimes can introduce discontinuities into the demand curve. In this section, I first

analytically identify where gaps or kinks may appear in the demand curve, contingent on

production function parameters and land and budget constraints. I then go on to discuss how

potential discontinuities are filtered to identify which of five different technology-adoption

regimes a farmer may fall under. Lastly, I discuss how the identification of these disconti-

nuities is used to handle competitive market cases in which the supply curve runs though a

gap in the demand curve.
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B.2.1 Calculating the shutdown prices

If the price of water becomes sufficiently high, it can drop demand to zero even in the absence

of capital costs. To find the price at which demand is zero for traditional irrigation, I simply

set the expression for per-area water use to zero and solve. I denote the solution to this

as rC0, where the subscript C indicates shutdown (with the C deriving from “choke” price,

a term used to describe the pricing by a monopolist that induces zero demand), while the

adjacent zero indicates the price is specific to traditional irrigation.

ω0 =
rC0
p0

− b0

2a0
= 0 (B.13)

rC0

p0
− b0 = 0 (B.14)

rC0 = p0b0 (B.15)

Incidentally, this is equivalent to the maximum marginal productivity of water, which due

to concavity of f̂i, occurs at zero water use.

The capital costs associated with microirrigation impose an additional constraint that

will lead to an MI shutdown price lower than what would otherwise be expected (though

it may be above or below the shutdown price under traditional irrigation). This occurs not

where water use equals zero, but when total profits are equal to zero, accounting for the cost

of MI:

p1f̂(ω1) − rC1ω1 − CAP = 0 (B.16)

where CAP is the per area capital cost (α + γx1)/x1, with x1 = min(L, (B − α)/γ). As with

the traditional case, substituting in the solved expression for ω1 as a function of r leads to
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an expression for the choke price:

1
4a1p1

r2
C1 − p1b

2
1

4a1
− rC1

rC1
p

− bi

2ai

− CAP = 0 (B.17)

1
4a1p1

r2
C1 − p1b

2
1

4a1
− 1

2p1a1
r2

C1 + b1

2a1
rC1 − CAP = 0 (B.18)

−
[

1
4a1p1

]
r2

C1 +
[

b1

2a1

]
rC1 −

[
p1b

2
1

4a1
+ CAP

]
= 0 (B.19)

This is quadratic in rC1 and therefore can then be solved by appeal to the quadratic formula.

The lower of the two solutions is the relevant one as the profit function is concave up and

decreasing in r over the relevant range. If the lower root is below zero, that implies MI is

never profitable at any price.

B.2.2 Switch prices

Switching between two irrigation technologies happens when per-area profit from adoption

(or reversion) is equal to or higher than the per-area profit under the current technology,

potentially accounting for a hurdle rate:

H
[
p0f̂0(ω∗

0) − rmω∗
0

]
= p1f̂1(ω∗

1) − rmω∗
1 − CAP (B.20)

Here, H is a notationally convenient shorthand for 1+η, where η is the hurdle rate. CAP =

(α + γx1)/x1 as above and signifies the average capital cost per area for MI, contingent on

the area that will be brought under MI.

By rearranging and substituting in the explicit forms of f̂ and ω∗
i , one can arrive

at at a (not particularly elegant) description of the relationship in terms of fundamental
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parameters:

p1

⎡
⎣ 1

4a1

(
rm

p1
− b1

)2

+ b1

2a1

(
rm

p1
− b1

)⎤
⎦ − Hp0

⎡
⎣ 1

4a0

(
rm

p0
− b0

)2

+ b0

2a0

(
rm

p0
− b0

)⎤
⎦

+rm

(
H

rm

p0
− b0

2a0
−

rm

p1
− b1

2a1

)
− CAP = 0(B.21)

This expression, by way of the manipulations mercifully relegated to a footnote,1 allows for

the recovery of the three coefficients of a quadratic equation (Equation B.26 of the footnote),

the two solutions of which give the two possible switching prices. Many times, one or both of

these may be above a shutdown price or below zero, in which case only one or no switch will

occur as a function of price. An algorithm for identifying which switching scenario emerges

is discussed in the following subsection.

In the case of budget limitations, the switch point will be calculated in the same way,

except that now the average cost for microirrigation will be higher because the fixed cost

will be distributed over the smaller area x1 = (B − α)/γ instead of L.

1 Begin by expanding out ( rm

pi
− bi)2 to reach:

r2
m

p2
i

− 2rmbi

pi
+ b2

i (B.22)

Substitute the expanded version in:

p1

[
1

4a1

(
r2

m

p2
1

− 2b1rm

p1
+ b2

1

)
+

b1
2a1

(
rm

p1
− b1

)]
(B.23)

−Hp0

[
1

4a0

(
r2

m

p2
0

− 2b0rm

p0
+ b2

0

)
+

b0
2a0

(
rm

p0
− b0

)]
(B.24)

+rm

(
H

rm

p0
− b0

2a0
−

rm

p1
− b1

2a1

)
− CAP = 0 (B.25)

And finally, distribution and regrouping yields:[
1

4a1p1
r2

m − p1b2
1

4a1

]
−

[
H

4a0p0
r2

m − Hp0b2
0

4a0

]
+

[
H

2p0a0
− 1

2p1a1

]
r2

m +
[

b1
2a1

− Hb0
2a0

]
rm − CAP = 0[

H

4a0p0
− 1

4a1p1

]
r2

m +
[

b1
2a1

− Hb0
2a0

]
rm +

[
Hp0b2

0
4a0

− p1b2
1

4a1
− CAP

]
= 0 (B.26)

which has the quadratic form.
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B.2.3 Identifying technology regimes at the individual buyer level

The relative positions of the switch prices and shutdown prices leads to five distinct cropping

regimes. As illustrated in Figure B.1, these are:

• All traditional regardless of price. In such a case (Row 1 Col 1), the benefits of

microirrigation are too low to outweigh its additional capital cost, regardless of water

price.

• All MI regardless of price. In this case (Row 1 Col 2), the water saving or yield

advantages always outweigh the capital cost.

• Traditional switching to MI as water price increases. In this “standard” case

(Row 2 Col 1), the increasing price of water makes the water-saving advantages of MI

increasingly attractive.

• MI switching to traditional as water price increases. In this somewhat “back-

ward” case (Row 2 Col 1), the capital cost of MI is relatively high, such that a large

quantity of water must be used in order to grow enough to offset the capital cost.

• Traditional switching to MI and then switching back. This surprisingly rich

case (Row 3 Col 1) exhibits the dynamics of both of the above cases.

When identifying all discontinuities that may exist in an aggregate demand curve,

it is important to identify the technology regime of each individual buyer so that only

genuine kinks and discontinuities are utilized in later solution procedures. Simply counting

all potential switch and choke prices may be both numerically inefficient and in some cases

cause problems by assuming there is a discontinuity where one may not exist. To assess

which regime and which of the four choke and switch prices to keep, my demand curve code

implements the following algorithm:

1. Eliminate switch prices that are below zero or above the lower of the two choke prices.
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Figure B.1: The five different technology regimes, where the x-axis is water price and the
y-axis represents profit. The dashed red curve represents traditional irrigation
and the dotted blue curve is modern irrigation, and each figure is for different pa-
rameter settings defining the irrigation technologies. The vertical lines highlight
the switch and choke prices.
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2. If there are no valid switch points remaining, this implies one technology is chosen

regardless of price. Whichever has the higher choke price is the technology that will

be chosen, as in Row 1 of Figure B.1. The choke price of that technology is tracked.

3. If there is one valid switch point remaining, whichever has the higher choke price will

be the one switched to as prices rise, as in Row 2 of Figure B.1. The locations of the

discontinuities are at the switch point, and the higher choke price.

4. If there are two switch points, the situation corresponds to that shown in Row 3 Col

1 of Figure B.1. Both switch points are relevant, and the traditional choke price is

tracked as well.

To arrive at the total collection of unique discontinuities among an entire buyer popu-

lation, the discontinuity locations for each water buyer are calculated and tracked, and then

merged together, with duplicate values eliminated from the result.

B.3 Numerically handling discontinuities in the population-wide

demand curve

Chapter 3 discusses that the supply curve may run through gaps in the demand curve (as in

Figure 3.3). In such cases, the outcomes reported out by the model correspond to whichever

side of the gap satisfies the water constraint. Reliably reporting these values requires a

slightly non-obvious algorithmic technique, which is therefore documented here explicitly.

There are two complicating issues which need to be addressed. The first is that, in

theory, the demand curve may be non-monotonic because under certain regimes switching

technologies may lead to higher water consumption as prices go up – so one cannot just

assume the higher-price side of the demand curve gap is the one that satisfies the water

constraint. Second, the identification of the initial equilibrium water price is achieved using
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a numerical root-finding algorithm that may introduce slight error. Therefore, evaluating the

exact water buyer behavior at the numerically identified equilibrium price may not report

behavior on the correct side of the discontinuity.

To ensure reliable identification of a consistent equilibrium water price and associated

outcomes, the code takes the following steps:

1. Evaluate the demand at the initially identified equilibrium price. If the gap between

supply and demand is zero within some numerical tolerance, accept the price solution

and the individual decision variables that emerge in response to it.

2. If there is a significant non-zero distance between supply and demand at the initially-

identified equilibrium price, this implies that the supply curve ran through a gap in

the demand curve, and therefore several steps need to be followed:

a) Identify the nearest analytically-derived discontinuity. If that is within numerical

tolerance of the numerically identified equilibrium price, assume that the location

of the discontinuity is the true equilibrium price.

b) Identify an extrapolation distance EPS by which the price can be adjusted in

either direction. This is chosen as the minimum of either a numerical tolerance,

or as a fraction of the distance to the next discontinuity. This approach keeps the

distance small but also ensures that the points used for extrapolation rely only

on a single demand curve at a time.

c) Evaluate the demand at the discontinuity price level ±EPS to determine whether

the higher price or the lower price satisfies the water constraint.

d) Contingent on the knowing which side of the gap to consider, also evaluate at

2EPS away from the discontinuity price.

e) Linearly interpolate all decision variables and profits to approximate the value at
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the equilibrium price.

Note that in identifying the discontinuities, Step 2a requires that the search for discon-

tinuities be across full discontinuities only, and exclude mere kinks in the demand curve. For

Step 2b, both zeroeth- and first-order discontinuities should be included. Genuine (zeroeth-

order) discontinuities can occur at technology switching points, and at the choke point for

MI when capital costs are nonzero. The choke price for traditional irrigation only introduces

a kink, as does the choke price for MI in those cases where capital cost is zero or fully

subsidized.
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Appendix C

Solution properties and details of

the monopolist’s module

As discussed in Chapter 3, the monopolist optimizes by balancing several competing profit

opportunities: In addition to balancing the benefits of microirrigation against its capital cost

and balancing the marginal productivity of water against its price, the monopolist also has

the opportunity to make tradeoffs between allocating water for crop growth against the extra

revenue to be had by selling water at monopoly pricing. A further complication arises in that

the monopolist must make his or her allocations subject to a water constraint. Together,

the additional choice variable and water constraint greatly complicate the decision problem

relative to that of a price-taker. Here, I present the analytical solution relied on in the

monopolist module of the simulation code.

This discussion proceeds as follows: First, I present the problem and discuss how the

high number of inequality constraints necessitates consideration of an inconveniently large

number of possible solutions. I then present a set of economically and mathematically based

logical conditions that reduce the number of relevant constraint combinations from 256 to 23.

With some unavoidable tedium, I then step through each case to derive the exact optimal

decision variables as an explicit function of model parameters, while grouping solutions by

common features. After laying out the solution for a monopolist facing a continuous linear
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demand curve, I detail a wrapping algorithm that draws on different pieces of the linear

demand curve solution to reliably solve the problem in which a monopolist faces a demand

curve with zeroeth and first order discontinuities. Such discontinuities occur at the switching

and shutdown prices identified in Appendix B. I also include the detailed discussion of how

buyer-seller networks are constructed, which is relevant only for monopoly conditions.

The full monopolist’s decision problem assuming a linear demand curve for the buyer

population is as follows, with parameter definitions provided for reference in Table C.1:1

max
x0,x1,w0,w1,rs

∑
i=0,1

[pifi(xi, wi)] + rsws(rs) − rV wT − c(x1)

c(x1) ≤ B

wT ≤ W

x0 + x1 ≤ L

ws(rs) ≥ 0 (C.1)

x0, x1, w0, w1 ≥ 0

rs > rV

rs ≤ rmax

1The justification and intuition behind this problem setup are discussed in Chapter 3, so I do not devote
space to the setup here.
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With the following functional definitions:

fi(xi, wi) := xif̂i(ωi) (C.2)

f̂i := aiω
2
i + biωi (C.3)

ωi := wi/xi (C.4)

c(x1) := αI(x1 > 0) + γx1 (C.5)

wT := w0 + w1 + ws(rs) (C.6)

ws(rs) := max(0, asrs + bs) (C.7)

A few parametric constraints are necessary to preserve the meaning of the problem:

as < 0, bs > 0 Downward sloping demand curve

ai < 0, bi > 0 Concave production function (C.8)

Based on the characteristics of irrigation, the main interest is in cases in which p1f̂1(ω) >

p0f̂0(ω) for a given ω (ie, microirrigation is more water efficient than traditional at any

given water use level), and could place further constraints on the parameters using that

information. However that relationship does not explicitly enter into the solution procedure,

and the solutions hold in the more general case.

C.1 Nonlinear, inequality-constrained optimization:

Enumerating and eliminating Karush-Kuhn-Tucker cases

The basic monopolist problem is defined by a nonlinear objective function, subject to several

inequality constraints. For problems of this form, each constraint may or may not be binding.

The full monopolist problem as specified has five choice variables, each of which has a

non-negativity constraint (or lower and upper bound, in the case of rs), and three other
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xi Land area planted under irrigation/crop pairing i
wi Water applied to land planted under irrigation/crop pairing i
pi price of crop produced under irrigation/crop pairing i
fi production function specific to irrigation/crop pairing i
rs effective volumetric price at which water is sold

rmax Price at which water demand from they buyer population is zero (“choke price”)
ws amount of water sold
rV effective volumetric price of withdrawing water from the well
W effective individual water endowment
L total land holdings
B budget constraint for purchase of microirrigation

c(x1) cost function for microirrigation capital investments
I(.) Indicator function: 1 if argument is TRUE, 0 otherwise.
α Minimum fixed cost investment for MI
γ Per-area capital cost of MI

Table C.1: Variables, functions and parameters in the monopolist’s choice model.

constraints, each of which may or may not be binding. This implies that in principle there

are 28 = 256 combinations of binding or slack constraints to consider.

In the face of inequality constraints, there is essentially no surefire way to avoid address-

ing the different combination of binding and nonbinding constraints. There are, however,

various means to systematize the process that range from the rote mechanical to the highly

intuited.2 The approach I use is somewhat of a hybrid between a mechanical mathematical

consideration and an economically intuited approach. I rely on economic arguments to elim-

2At one extreme, the problem can be re-couched to suit a pure Lagrangian approach by introducing slack
variables and considering each of the points that satisfy Karush-Kuhn-Tucker first-order conditions (Sec-
tion M.K, Mas-Colell et al. (1995)). If the objective function and feasible region are both convex, one
combination will satisfy all conditions, and that will be the optimum.

Another approach provides a somewhat more intuitive view of economic decisionmaking. It is easy
to imagine the decisionmaker identifying the optimal choice in the absence of constraints, reconsidering
based on whether that choice violates constraints, and iterating until all constraints are satisfied. For
example, a farmer might first ask “Is growing my own crops profitable at all given the price I must pay
for water?” If no, then the farmer will shutdown farming operations. If yes, the farmer may then ask “Is
it profitable to adopt microirrigation at this water price?” If no, then the farmer will only produce crops
under traditional irrigation. If yes, the farmer may ask “can I afford all the microirrigation I would like
to purchase?” And so on.

Though following such a decision tree would provide an intuitive way of reaching the relevant case
under any given parameter setting (and perhaps better represent the actual decisionmaking process of
a farmer), it also leads to a complex branching structure that can complicate implementation of model
code.
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inate many cases from consideration, and then simply calculate what the optimal solution

would be in the subset of relevant cases, and lastly identify the highest valued solution that

still satisfies all the original problem constraints. By definition, that is the optimum value

of the overall constrained optimization problem.

Fortunately, based on the logic of the problem, the 256 potential combinations can be

narrowed down to 23 – a still cumbersome number, but far more feasible. Here I provide the

logic used to eliminate certain constraint combinations that do not need to be considered,

and identify the resulting combinations that do need to be considered. Afterward, I consider

each legitimate set of constraints in turn.

• Water cannot be applied to land that has not been brought into production. Mathe-

matically, the following would never be true:

(wi > 0) ∧ (xi = 0) (C.9)

• For either type of land, I assume that land will not be considered to be in production

without some irrigation water applied to it. This eliminates cases in which the following

logical condition holds:

(xi > 0) ∧ (wi = 0). (C.10)

This is indisputably the case for land brought into production under microirrigation,

and is also a logical consequence of specifying a quadratic production function with

no intercept term. However, if this assumption is relaxed in the future, then there

may be cases where traditional land may be brought into production without applying

irrigation water.

• The capital budget constraint will never bind when no land is under MI. Mathemati-
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cally, the following will never hold:

(x1 = 0) ∧ (c(x1) = B) (C.11)

Note that this would also need to be relaxed if the budget constraint is broadened to

include variable inputs and not just capital costs.

• If any land is in production under traditional irrigation, the constraint on land will

bind. This is a function of the concavity of the crop response to water combined with

the assumption of zero cost to bring traditional land into production. Expanding the

functional form of the production function yields:

f(x0, w0) = a0w
2
0

x0
+ b0w0 (C.12)

Since a0 is negative, production is always increasing with increasing x0 (the first deriva-

tive with respect to x1 is −a0w2
0

x2
0

, which is always positive). If there is no cost to bringing

land into production, it makes sense to spread water over as wide an area as possible.3

The logical specification of cases to eliminate is:

(x0 + x1 < L) ∧ (x0 > 0) (C.13)

• Trivially, the land constraint will never bind when no land is in production. Thus the

following cases are eliminated:

(x0 + x1 = L) ∧ (x0 = 0) ∧ (x1 = 0) (C.14)

• Similarly, the water constraint will never bind when no water is used on-farm and no
3Physically, this assumption breaks down in extreme limits where in reality the production function is not

concave, but in such cases where that is relevant the error on actual profits will be relatively small because
there is not that much water to be distributed, so profits and water use will already be very small).
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water is sold. Thus I eliminate cases in which:

(w0 + w1 + ws(rs) = W ) ∧ (w0 = 0) ∧ (w1 = 0) ∧ (rs = rmax) (C.15)

• Growing at least some crop requires implies that at least one of budget, land or water

must be binding. This is a consequence of two facts: As shown above, if traditional

land is in production, the land constraint will bind. Second, if there is land under

microirrigation and water is unconstrained, then per-area water use will be chosen

based only on rV , mirroring the price-taker’s case. Also as in the price-takers case,

which leads to an expansion of MI land until either the budget or land constraint is

hit. Thus cases meeting the following criteria are eliminated:

(x0 + x1 < L) ∧ (w0 + w1 < W ) ∧ (c(x1) < B) ∧ (x0 > 0 | x1 < 0) (C.16)

• Mixed adoption will not occur when both the budget and water constraint are slack.

If the water constraint is slack, that implies the choice about how much water to use

on farm is determined only by the effective volumetric price (as in the price-takers

problem). Such a case mirrors the price-taker’s case, and the reasoning discussed in

Section B.1.2 applies so that adoption of MI will be all or nothing. If the budget

constraint is slack, that means either no MI was adopted, or it was adopted all the way

up to the land constraint, but the budget constraint was high enough to allow that.

Therefore cases satisfying the following conditions are removed from consideration:

(w0 + w1 < W ) ∧ (c(x1) < B) ∧ (x0 > 0) ∧ (x1 > 0) (C.17)

Applying the above rules reduces the cases that do require explicit consideration to the

23 shown in Table C.2. All constraints either “bind” or are “slack”, but the terminology in
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the chart is designed to be slightly more evocative of the nature of the specific constraints.

The decisions variables x0, x1, w0, and w1 can either be bound at zero or be non-zero (“nz”),

while rs can be “min” (rV ), “slack”, or “max” (the choke price). The standard budget, water

and land constraints can take values of “slack” or “bind.” In the next section, I interpret

and solve each case.

num key short id x_0 w_0 x_1 w_1 r_s B W L
241 sd 0 0 0 0 max slack slack slack
225 ws 0 0 0 0 slack slack slack slack
161 ws_wc 0 0 0 0 slack slack bind slack
109 mi_ws_lc 0 0 nz nz slack slack slack bind
100 tr_ws_lc nz nz 0 0 slack slack slack bind
80 bo_ws_bc_lc nz nz nz nz slack bind slack bind
205 mi_ws_bc 0 0 nz nz slack bind slack slack
52 tr_wc_lc nz nz 0 0 max slack bind bind
61 mi_wc_lc 0 0 nz nz max slack bind bind
157 mi_bc_wc 0 0 nz nz max bind bind slack
116 tr_lc nz nz 0 0 max slack slack bind
125 mi_lc 0 0 nz nz max slack slack bind
221 mi_bc 0 0 nz nz max bind slack slack
96 bo_bc_lc nz nz nz nz max bind slack bind
64 bo_wc_lc nz nz nz nz max slack bind bind
48 bo_ws_wc_lc nz nz nz nz slack slack bind bind
45 mi_ws_wc_lc 0 0 nz nz slack slack bind bind
141 mi_ws_bc_wc 0 0 nz nz slack bind bind slack
36 tr_ws_wc_lc nz nz 0 0 slack slack bind bind
32 bo_bc_wc_lc nz nz nz nz max bind bind bind
16 bo_ws_bc_wc_lc nz nz nz nz slack bind bind bind
189 mi_wc 0 0 nz nz max slack bind slack
173 mi_ws_wc 0 0 nz nz slack slack bind slack

Table C.2: Table showing the different combinations of constraints binding and not binding.
Constraints serving as upper bounds are shown as either “slack” or “bind”, while
lower bounds on decision variables are shown as 0 or “nz” for “non-zero.” The
first two columns includes reference ids to match up to the model code.
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C.2 Solving case by case

I now step through each case in Table C.2, and discuss what it means in an economic decision

context, and also what the optimal solution is, should that particular set of constraints hold.

The narrative provided by this approach is slightly nonintuitive in that, by considering

any particular case, I am in some sense assuming that the conditions defined by that case

are meaningful. For example, considering a case in which the budget constraint binds, by

definition assumes it is optimal to adopt microirrigation up to the limit supplied by the

budget constraint, and then optimize other variables contingent on that decision.

Solutions to many of the cases involve appeal to nearly identical arguments, and it

is therefore useful to make those arguments ahead of time so that they can be drawn on

without having to rework them each time they are necessary. I enumerate seven of them

here:

1. Any time water use is unconstrained, the problem of own-farm allocation and the

problem of profit-maximizing water sales are separable.

2. When selling is separable from farming, the optimal water sales price is determined as

a simple single variable constrained maximization problem. The goal is to choose rs

to maximize profit from water sales:

(rs − rV )ws(rs) = (rs − rV )(asrs + bs) (C.18)

The negativity of as guarantees the function is concave down, so the solution to the
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first order condition will guarantee a maximum:

(asrs + bs) + as(rs − rV ) = 0 (C.19)

2asrs + bs − asrV = 0 (C.20)

2asrs = asrV − bs (C.21)

rs = 1
2

(
rV − bs

as

)
= r∗

nc (C.22)

The term r∗
nc will be used later on as shorthand to represent the water sales price when

water is not constrained.

Incidentally, this has the interpretation that when faced with a linear demand curve

and no direct tradeoff with their own-farm water use, the monopolist will always price

water at the halfway point between their own volumetric cost and the shutdown price

of the buyer.

3. When water is unconstrained, actual water use is determined simply by applying the

optimal per-area water use under price-taking conditions for each technology, and

multiplying by the land allotted to each technology (as is done in the competitive

market case). The optimal per-area water use for either technology is:

ω∗
i =

rV

pi
− bi

2ai

(C.23)

And therefore in such cases:

wi = xiω
∗
i (C.24)

4. Trivially, if only one type of land is in production and a land constraint binds, land use

is effectively determined. For example, if the given constraint combination specifies

that x1 is at zero and also specifies that the land constraint binds, then by assumption

x0 = L.
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5. Relatedly, budget-constrained adoption implies that x1 is predetermined. Specifically,

any case in which the budget constraint is binding implies:

α + γx1 = B (C.25)

x1 = B − α

γ
. (C.26)

As in the price-taker’s case, x0 will either be zero or the land constraint will be binding,

in which case x0 is predetermined at L − x1.

6. By analogous reasoning, of there is only one active water use variable and the water

constraint binds, that variable is pre-determined.

7. For cases in which water use is constrained and there is a direct trade-off between water

sold and water used on-farm, the solution will involve equating the marginal revenue

associated with a change in water sold to the shadow price of the water constraint

(which is a measure of the impact of moving the constraint). If the water constraint

binds, that implies the expenditures rV W are already sunk. Therefore the goal is simply

to allocate the water between uses as productively as possible. This will happen when

marginal productivities are equated between selling water and growing crops.

Letting R = revenue = rsws(rs) and λW be the shadow price on the water constraint

in the farming-only optimization problem, the goal is to find the rs that solves this

relationship:

dR

dws

= dR

drs

drs

dws

= λW (C.27)

= [(ws(rs) + w′
s(rs)rs]

[
1

w′
s(rs)

]
= λW (C.28)
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Using the linear demand curve with form ws(rs) = asrs + bs and w′
s(rs) = as yields:

asrs + bs + asrs = asλW (C.29)

rs = asλW − bs

2as

(C.30)

This provides a general expression to use whenever the water constraint binds and

there is a tradeoff between farming and selling, bearing in mind that in some cases λW

itself may depend on rs, which will make the solution somewhat more cumbersome.

The ability to rely on the above established facts (liberally referenced as "lemmas" later in

the text) will save considerable time in the following case-by-case exposition. While it is

difficult to impose some natural ordering on the cases, they are structured first to discuss

the no-farming cases in which the monopolist only sells water, then to discuss cases that

allow growing crops but where the water constraint is slack. Lastly, I discuss cases where the

water constraint binds, which tend to be the most challenging. Typically, once a few cases

of each section are solved, slight modifications of the solution can be used in the remaining

cases by drawing on the arguments made above. As one steps through the cases, they can

be referenced to the table of constraints (Table C.1 by referring to the bracketed shorthand

ids.

C.2.1 Complete shutdown [241:sd]

This case is trivial: Land and water decision variables are all zero, and the water price is set

to at or above the choke price:

x0 = x1 = w0 = w1 = 0 (C.31)

rs = rmax. (C.32)
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In such a case, revenue, profit and production are all zero.

C.2.2 Water selling only, with water unconstrained [225:ws]

This is simply the single variable constrained maximization problem discussed in Lemma 2.

The water price is set to maximize profits as a monopolist would:

rs = 1
2

(
rV − bs

as

)
(C.33)

and all the other decision variables remain at zero:

x0 = x1 = w0 = w1 = 0. (C.34)

C.2.3 Water selling only, water use constrained [161:ws_wc]

Here, the constraint actually simplifies the problem, because the monopolist just sets the

water price so that demand equals the water constraint. (This would arise if the water

constraint is lower than the volume at which peak profit could be had from water sales –

that is, the monopolist doesn’t have enough water to sell at the profit maximizing price).

Specifically,

asrs + bs = W (C.35)

rs = (W − bs)/as (C.36)

While all the other decision variables remain at zero:

x0 = x1 = w0 = w1 = 0 (C.37)
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With those simple no-farming cases out of the way, next up are different cases in which

farming is allowed, but the water constraint is assumed not to be binding.

C.2.4 No water constraints, full MI adoption [109:mi_ws_lc]

Full MI adoption by definition determines that x0 = 0, w0 = 0 and x1 = L, with the

remaining decisions being w1 and rs. Because water is unconstrained, there is no tradeoff

between water sales and own-farm water use, so they can be treated as separate univariate

optimization problems, and the optimal water sales price is exactly the same as in the

unconstrained-only water sales case. The optimal water use is the same as in the price-

takers case, that is:

ω∗
1 =

rV

p
− b1

2a1
(C.38)

Yielding:

w1 = x1ω
∗
1 = Lω∗

1 (C.39)

Summarizing, the optimal decision variables are:

x0 = 0, w0 = 0, x1 = L, w1 = ω∗
1L, rs = r∗

nc (C.40)

C.2.5 Water use and budget is unconstrained: Full traditional irrigation

[100:tr_ws_lc]

The logic of identifying the decision variables is exactly the same as above, with the tradi-

tional and MI parameters switched. Thus:

x0 = L, w0 = Lω∗
0, x1 = 0, w1 = 0, rs = r∗

nc (C.41)
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C.2.6 Water use unconstrained, budget-driven mixed adoption, land binds

[80:bo_ws_bc_lc]

In this case, adoption is mixed, but only because the budget constraint prohibits full adoption

of MI. This budget constraint therefore determines x1, and because the land constraint is

binding, then x0 is also determined.

The full solution is:

x1 = (B − α)/γ, x0 = L − x1, w1 = ω∗
1x1, w0 = ω∗

0x0, (C.42)

with rs again set as the single variable maximization problem r∗
nc.

C.2.7 Water use unconstrained, budget-driven partial adoption, land slack

[205:mi_ws_bc]

In this case, adoption is profitable but budget-limited, but traditional irrigation is not prof-

itable at the water price given. Therefore, some land goes fallow. The solution is identical

to the previous case, except x0 and w0 are zero:

x1 = (B − α)/γ, x0 = 0, w1 = ω∗
1x1, w0 = 0, rs = r∗

nc (C.43)

C.2.8 Traditional only, land binds, water binds, no selling [52:tr_wc_lc]

Here every variable is essentially specified by the scenario. MI land and water use is by

definition at zero, water sales price is at the choke price, and because land and water still

bind, those constraints specificy x0 and w0 exactly:

x0 = L, w0 = W, x1 = 0, w1 = 0, rs = rmax (C.44)
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C.2.9 MI only, land binds, water binds, no selling [61:mi_wc_lc]

This case is identical to the above case, with MI and traditional land switched:

x1 = L, w1 = W, x0 = 0, w0 = 0, rs = rmax (C.45)

C.2.10 Budget limited MI only, no selling, water binds [157:mi_bc_wc]

This is case is identical to the case above, except MI is only brought into production up to

the budget constraint:

x1 = (L − α)/γ, w1 = W, x0 = 0, w0 = 0, rs = rmax (C.46)

C.2.11 Land binds, only traditional irrigation, no selling, water constraint slack

[116:tr_lc]

Here the failure of the water constraint to bind is due to the high price of rV – so high that

there is no demand from the sellers, and but low enough there is still some demand by the

monopolist.

The only decision variable to identify is the water use, which is just the same as in the

price taker’s case:

x0 = L, w0 = ω∗
0x0, x1 = 0, w1 = 0, r = rmax (C.47)

C.2.12 MI only, no selling, water slack and land binds [125:mi_lc]

This is just the MI version of the previous case:

x1 = L, w1 = ω∗
1x1, x0 = 0, w0 = 0, r = rmax (C.48)
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C.2.13 MI only, no selling, budget binds, water and land slack [221:mi_bc]

This situation is similar to the above, except that x1 is equal to the budget constrained level

of land use:

x1 = (L − α)/γ, w1 = ω∗
1x1, x0 = 0, w0 = 0, r = rmax (C.49)

C.2.14 Budget driven mixed adoption, no selling, water slack, land binds

[96:bo_bc_lc]

Lastly, this version is the same as the above, but here the water price is at a point such

that MI is preferable, but it is still profitable to farm the remaining land under traditional

irrigation.

x1 = (L − α)/γ, w1 = ω∗
1x1, x0 = L − x1, w0 = ω∗

0x0, r = rmax (C.50)

C.2.15 Water binding, mixed adoption, no selling [64:bo_wc_lc]

Until now, all cases have either had the water constraint slack, or have only involved water

selling. The problem becomes significantly more complex once the water constraint is active,

as water use must potentially be balanced across different irrigation types and against profits

from selling to others.

I begin by considering the case of mixed adoption but no water selling, which may

thought of as a subproblem of the full monopolist’s problem. In this case, the optimization
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reduces to the following:4

max
x0,x1,w0,w1

p
∑

i=0,1
fi(xi, wi) − γx1

w0 + w1 = W

x0 + x1 = L

The objective function does not include the water endowment, because that is irrelevant to

identifying the decision variables: the case-specified assumption of a binding water constraint

makes water expenditures a sunk cost, so the only decisions are about water allocation across

different uses. Additionally, any terms related to water selling have been dropped, and

inequality constraints that are definitely binding have been converted to equality constraints.

Here W is the amount of water allocated for own-farm use. The bar is used to distinguish

the constraint for the own-farm subproblem in later cases when it differs from the full water

constraint W .

The Lagrangian of the current optimization is:

L = pi

∑
i=0,1

fi(xi, wi) − γx1 + λL(L − x0 − x1) + λW (W − w0 − w1)

Differentiating with respect to all variables gives the first-order conditions as a system of

4As the math from this point on is somewhat cumbersome anyway, the remainder of the analysis assumes a
common price p for the MI and non-MI crops, rather than preserving the distinction between p0 and p1.
The solutions presented here can still be used, because the relative price differential can be incorporated
via linear scaling into the production function parameters ai and bi. Also note that, from here on out,
it is assumed that all decision variables have nonnegativity constraints, so these are not specified in the
problem setup.
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equations:

∂L
∂x0

= p
∂f0

∂x0
− λL = 0

∂L
∂x1

= p
∂f1

∂x1
− γ − λL = 0

∂L
∂w0

= p
∂f0

∂w0
− λW = 0

∂L
∂w1

= p
∂f1

∂w1
− λW = 0

∂L
∂λL

= L − x0 − x1 = 0

∂L
∂λW

= W − w0 − w1 = 0

This set of first-order conditions supports the standard economically intuited solutions, in

which the value of marginal product of the different inputs will be equated across each

land type. In particular, the marginal productivity of water will be equal across land types

(since equal to the same Lagrange multipliers), and the productivity of land will be equalize

accounting for the per-area cost of γ placed on bringing land into production under MI.

If fi were linearly separable in xi and wi, solving the above system would be very easy.

Unfortunately, the partial derivatives with respect to land and water depend on each other.

Therefore, the system must be solved simultaneously. To do so, it is useful to consider the

parametric form of f :

fi = ai
w2

i

xi

+ biwi a < 0, b > 0 (C.51)

and its first derivatives:

∂fi

∂xi

= −aiw
2
i

x2

∂fi

∂wi

= bi + 2ai
wi

xi

.
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Substituting the above partial derivatives into the first-order conditions yields:

− p
a0w

2
0

x2
0

− λL = 0

−p
a1w

2
1

x2
1

− γ − λL = 0

p
(

b0 + 2a0
w0

x0

)
− λW = 0 (C.52)

p
(

b1 + 2a1
w1

x1

)
− λW = 0

L − x0 − x1 = 0

W − w0 − w1 = 0.

Finally, making the substitution ωi = wi/xi and equating first-order-conditions based on

their Lagrange multipliers, the first four equations become two equations with two variables

which can then be solved straightforwardly:

pa0ω
2
0 = pa1ω

2
1 + γ (C.53)

p (b0 + 2a0ω0) = p (b1 + 2a1ω1) (C.54)

Solving for ω0 in C.54 gives:

ω0 = 2a1ω1 + (b1 − b0)
2a0

(C.55)

which can then be substituted into C.53:

pa0

[
2a1ω1 + (b1 − b0)

2a0

]2

= pa1ω
2
1 + γ (C.56)

4(a2
1 − a1a0)ω2

1 + 4a1(b1 − b0)ω1 + (b1 − b0)2 − 4a0γ

p
= 0 (C.57)

The last equation C.57 is quadratic in ω1, and yields two potential solutions, either both

imaginary or both real. If they are both imaginary, or both negative, this solution mode is

infeasible. If they are both real with only a single positive solution, the positive solution is
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the value used. If they are both positive, only the solution that leads to feasible values for

all other decision variables is used, or the higher profit solution in the case that both are

feasible. For the remainder of this subsection, denote the per-area water use solutions that

emerge from the above equation as ω∗
0 and ω∗

1 (with ω∗
0 recovered from C.54).

With ω∗
0 and ω∗

1 uniquely determined, the exact values for x0, x1,w0, and w1 can be

identified by appeal to the land and water constraints:

w0

x0
= ω∗

0

w1

x1
= ω∗

1

L − x0 − x1 = 0

W − w0 − w1 = 0

Substituting the first two into the second two gives

L − x0 − x1 = 0

W − ω∗
0x0 − ω∗

1x1 = 0

with the final substitution

x0 = L − x1

W − ω∗
0(L − x1) − ω∗

1x1 = 0
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leading to values for all variables:

x1 = W − ω∗
0L

ω∗
1 − ω∗

0
(C.58)

x0 = W − ω∗
1L

ω∗
0 − ω∗

1
(C.59)

w0 = ω∗
0x0 (C.60)

w1 = ω∗
1x1. (C.61)

rs = rmax (C.62)

C.2.16 Mixed adoption, water constraint binding, tradeoff with water selling

[48:bo_ws_wc_lc]

As discussed in Lemma 7, the balance between water selling and own-farm use can be

found by equating the marginal profits from water selling to the shadow price on the water

constraint in the no-selling sub-problem.

From equation C.52 in the previous subsection (C.2.15), the shadow price on the water

constraint W is

λW = p(b0 + 2a0ω
∗
0). (C.63)

Also established in Lemma 7, the optimal water price is in terms of the water shadow price

is

rs = asλW − bs

2as

. (C.64)

Relying on the ω∗
i ’s from the previous section and substituting in Equation C.63 for λW fully

solves the water and land constrained problem: The expressions are exactly the same as in

no selling case, except that W = W − ws(rs) rather than simply W .
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C.2.17 MI only with selling, water constraint binds, budget slack, land binds

[45:mi_ws_wc_lc]

The relevant subproblem for this case is:

max
w1,rs

pf1(L, w1) + rsws(rs)

w1 + ws(rs) = W

In this setup, the value of own-farm water use is

p
(
a1w

2
1/L + b1w1

)
, (C.65)

which has partial derivative with respect to w1 of:

p(2a1w1/L + b1). (C.66)

The above expression is the single-variable analogue to the shadow price on water. Thus, as

before, I equate this to the marginal revenue from selling water to find where the two are

equalized. This can then be substituted into the relationships derived earlier:

dR

dws

= λW = p(2a1w1/L + b1) (C.67)

ws = as(λW + bs)/2. (C.68)

Substituting w1 = W − ws into the above yields a fully-specified expression for ws:

ws = as

2

(
p

(2a1w1

L
+ b1

)
+ bs

)
(C.69)

ws = as

2

(
p

(
2a1(W − ws)

L
+ b1

)
+ bs

)
(C.70)

ws = as(bsL + b1Lp + 2a1pW )
2(L + a1asp) (C.71)
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Using ws, and the now standard substitution W = W − ws, all decision variables can

be recovered:

x0 = 0, w0 = 0, x1 = L, w1 = W, rs = (ws − bs)/as. (C.72)

C.2.18 MI only, water selling, budget binds, land slack [141:mi_ws_bc_wc]

This has exactly the same solution as the previous case, with the exception that x∗
1 =

(L−α)/γ instead of L, and therefore Equation B.71 for ws is modified accordingly, replacing

all instances of L with x∗
1.

C.2.19 Traditional only, Land binds, Water binds, water selling

[36:tr_ws_wc_lc]

This case has exactly the same solution as the "mi_ws_wc_lc" case, simply substituting

subscript 0 for subscript 1 in all instances.

C.2.20 Land, water, budget bind, no water selling [32:bo_bc_wc_lc]

For this case, the subproblem with relevant simplifications is:

max
w0,w1

p [f0(x∗
0, w0) + f1(x∗

1, w1)]

w0 + w1 = W

where the x∗
0 and x∗

1 are shorthand for the case requirements that x1 = (L − α)/γ and

x0 = L − x1.

The Lagrangian for this problem is

L = p [f0(x∗
0, w0) + f1(x∗

1, w1)] + λW (W − w0 − w1),
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with first-order conditions:

∂L
∂w0

= p
∂f0

∂w0
− λW = 0 (C.73)

∂L
∂w1

= p
∂f1

∂w1
− λW = 0 (C.74)

∂L
∂λW

= W − w0 − w1 = 0.

Substituting in the parametric form of f gives:

p

(
b0 + 2a0

w0

x∗
0

)
− λW = 0

p

(
b1 + 2a1

w1

x∗
1

)
− λW = 0

W − w0 − w1 = 0.

Because the land variables are fixed, the system can be closed by equating the first two

equations and substituting w0 = W − w1:

p

(
b0 + 2a0

w0

x∗
0

)
= p

(
b1 + 2a1

w1

x∗
1

)

2a1
w1

x∗
1

− 2a0
w0

x∗
0

= b0 − b1

a1
w1

x∗
1

− a0
W − w1

x∗
0

= 1
2(b0 − b1)

w1 =
[

x∗
0x

∗
1

a1x∗
0 + a0x∗

1

] [
a0W

x∗
0

+ 1
2(b0 − b1)

]
.

With w1 comes w0 = W − w1, while the remaining variables are defined by the constraint

combination:

x1 = (L − α)/γ, x0 = L − x1, rs = rmax (C.75)
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C.2.21 Budget, land, water binds, with water selling [16:bo_ws_bc_wc_lc]

Here I again adopt the approach of equating the shadow price on the water constraint to the

marginal revenue from water selling. From Equations C.73 and C.74 in the previous section,

the shadow price on the water constraint is

λW = p

(
b0 + 2a0

w∗
0

x∗
0

)
= p

(
b1 + 2a1

w∗
1

x∗
1

)
. (C.76)

Now, however, the shadow price is no longer independent of the own-farm water budget,

W , which is in turn a function of rs. Therefore, solving for the water price that equates to

marginal revenue gets a little messier:

dR

dws

= dR

drs

drs

dws

= λW (W (ws(rs)))

d

drs

[rs(asrs + bs)]
d

dws

[
(ws − bs

as

]
= p

(
b1 + 2a1

w∗
1

x∗
1

)

(2asrs + bs) /as = p

(
b1 + 2a1

x∗
1

[
x∗

0x
∗
1

a1x∗
0 + a0x∗

1

] [
a0W

x∗
0

+ 1
2(b0 − b1)

])

(2asrs + bs) /as = p

(
b1 + 2a1

[
x∗

0
a1x∗

0 + a0x∗
1

] [
a0(W − ws(rs))

x∗
0

+ 1
2(b0 − b1)

])

rs = a1(asb0p − bs)x0 + a0(2a1asp(W − bs) − bsx1 + asb1px1)
as(a1x0 + a0(a1asp + x1))

(C.77)

with x∗
0 and x∗

1 defined by the constraint case as before, while w1 = (λW /p−b1)
2a1

x1 and

w0 = W − ws(rs) − w1.

C.2.22 MI only, budget slack, water binds, land slack, no selling [189:mi_wc]

The fact that there is a cost to bringing MI land into production means that it may occasion-

ally be optimal to grow only on a subset of land owned. This is because with a fixed water

supply, the marginal productivity of land is diminishing as more land is added. Though

always positive, the marginal productivity in land may at some point fall below γ, the cost
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of bringing land into production under MI.

While this specific subproblem could be framed as a single-variable optimization prob-

lem, I frame it as a multivariable problem with the standard Lagrangian setup to facilitate

the water sales case that follows. The relevant subproblem is:

max
x1,w1

pf(x1, w1) − γx1 (C.78)

s.t. w1 = W (C.79)

which has Lagrangian:

L = pf1(x1, w1) − γx1 + λW (W − w1) (C.80)

and first order conditions:

p
∂f

∂x1
− γ = −pa1

w2
1

x2
1

− γ = 0 (C.81)

∂f

∂w1
− λW = p(2a1

w1

x1
+ b1) − λW = 0 (C.82)

(W − w1) = 0 (C.83)

One could directly substitute in w1, but again for convenience in later analysis, I first solve

for ω1 = w1/x1 =
√

− γ
pa1

. Then x1 = W/ω1, with all the other variables pre-determined:

w1 = W, x0 = 0, w0 = 0, rs = rmax (C.84)

C.2.23 MI only, budget slack, water selling, land slack, water binds

[173:mi_ws_wc]

This is the same situation as the previous case but now revenue from water selling must be

balanced with revenue from using water to grow crops on the farm. The shadow price on
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own-farm water use is:

λW = p(2a1ω1 + b1) = p
(

b1 + 2a1

√
−γ/pa1

)
(C.85)

And again drawing on Lemma 7, I solve for rs:

rs = asλW − bs

2as

(C.86)

rs = 1
2as

[(
p

(
b1 + 2

√−γa1

p

))
− bs

]
. (C.87)

Letting W = W − ws(rs), gives the following solution:

w1 = W, x1 = W/ω1, x0 = 0, w0 = 0 (C.88)

C.3 Extending to account for discontinuous demand curves

The approach above solves the monopolist’s problem when the monopolist faces a single

linear demand curve. However, the monopolist will likely face a kinked or discontinuous

demand curve in many cases, due both to technology switching and a heterogeneous buyer

population. To address this issue, I use a wrapping algorithm that relies on calling the

elements of the solution procedure for the simple monopolist’s problem:

1. The discontinuities in the demand curve of the buyer population are identified in

advance by assembling the choke and switching prices of the buyer population into a

vector of unique discontinuities, using the same technique described in Appendix A.

2. Linear demand curves are generated for each piece of the discontinuous demand curve

by evaluating population-wide demand at two price points between the relevant dis-

continuities, and then identifying the slope and intercept for that section.
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3. The monopolist problem is solved for each single linear demand curve, with the ob-

jective function and decision variables tracked. If the optimal price lies outside the

relevant price interval, that solution is discarded.

4. When the optimal solution lies outside the relevant price interval, the best valid solution

will occur at one of the endpoints of the interval (due to the concavity of the overall

monopolist’s problem). In these cases, a “fixed price” version of the solution algorithm

is applied immediately on either side of each discontinuity. This works as follows:

a) Identify water demand at the water sales price in question.

b) Identify the supply of water remaining for the monopolist to use after selling the

water demanded at the given price.

c) If remaining supply is less than zero, eliminate that water price as infeasible. Oth-

erwise, identify the optimal solution across all of the “no-sales” cases considered

in Section C.2, using the remaining supply as the water constraint, rather than

the full water constraint. The total profit is the sum of the solution that emerges,

plus the water sales profits.

5. All of the resulting solutions are compared, and the one which maximizes profits while

also possessing a water sales price within the relevant segment is chosen as the optimum.

C.4 Specifying different buyer-seller networks

Chapter 4 discusses that there are multiple ways to assign buyer-seller networks. This section

specifies the algorithm used.

Each allocation method involves separately ordering the buyer and seller populations

according to land endowment, and a rule for matching up ordered buyers with ordered sellers.

Using two different assignment algorithms combined with ordering buyers and sellers each
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from low to high and high to low produces eight different structures for buyer-seller networks.

The algorithm is specified below, followed by a table that identifies the procedure used for

each network type used in the model runs.

1. Create a list of unique ids, with each id corresponding to a specific seller. Order the

list from high to low or low to high, based on the land endowment of each seller. Then,

create a list of sellers of length equal to the number of buyers by simply repeating

the list of id’s until it is of sufficient length. This becomes the default template for

assigning buyers to sellers. Buyer i will purchase from the seller whose id is in position

i of the list.

2. If buyer order is reversed, then the buyer in position i will be assigned to purchase

water from the seller in position N + 1 − i.

3. If the assignment method calls for sorting, then, after creating the vector of sellers

following the above steps, sort the vector of sellers itself before assigning matches

according to the same rules as above.

Initial models runs were conducted crossing all eight bueyr-seller networks with a

smaller experimental design covering the other variables in the system, with the purpose

of identifying a subset of the eight that would reasonably span the range of results produced

by the entire set of eight, while reducing the size of subsequent experimental designs. It was

found that a subset of ”bbf_sbf”, ”l2h_bw", ”h2l_sw” was the best combination to achieve

this purpose.
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ref_name buyer order seller order sort or not sort order
1 bsf_ssf low-to-high low-to-high no NA
2 bsf_sbf low-to-high high-to-low no NA
3 bbf_ssf high-to-low low-to-high no NA
4 bbf_sbf high-to-low high-to-low no NA
5 l2h_bw low-to-high high-to-low yes low-to-high
6 l2h_sw low-to-high low-to-high yes low-to-high
7 h2l_bw low-to-high high-to-low yes high-to-low
8 h2l_sw low-to-high low-to-high yes high-to-low

Table C.3: The eight different village types generated to for varying the mapping between
buyers and sellers.
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